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Abstract

In the thesis at hand, optimal control theory is applied to thermal systems.

Aside from providing a solution to specific engineering problems, it is the

intended purpose of this thesis to familiarize the reader with a method to de¬

velop optimal, model-predictive feedback controllers that optimize the respec¬

tive system performance and that are convenient for real-time applications.
Two research projects are treated:

Project I: Optimal Control of Auxiliary Heaters for an Improved Passenger

Vehicle Warm-up

The improved efficiency of modern diesel engines leads to passenger comfort

problems, especially in the cold season and during part-load operation. Due

to the high efficiency of such engines, the heat furnished by the engine does

not suffice to heat up the passenger compartment. In order to counter this

problem, the vehicles propelled by high-efficiency engines are increasingly

equipped with auxiliary heating systems. However, the usage of auxiliary
heaters is accompanied by an increased consumption of fuel.

The objective of this project was the derivation of model-based feedback

control laws for the optimal operation of different auxiliary heaters with

respect to passenger comfort and fuel economy. First, a control-oriented

mathematical model of the system was established, calibrated, and validated

against experimental data. Based on this model, optimal control problems

were formulated and solved. The resulting optimal feedback control laws are

nonlinear, algebraic relations of the influencing factors, such as the engine

temperature, the engine operating point, the ambient temperature, or com¬

fort demands. Due to their structure and since the controllers require no

numerical optimizations, they are ideally suited for an on-board application.
In simulation studies, the functionalities of the optimal controllers were

demonstrated, and their superiority to the state-of-the-art control laws was

assessed. For a system equipped with a fuel-fired coolant heater, for example,

a fuel consumption reduction of 4.5% was determined in the NEDC, at an

ambient temperature of 5°C.

Within the framework of this project, optimal control laws for a fuel-fired

coolant heater, for an electrical heater on the coolant side, for an electrical

IX



X Abstract

heater on the air side, and for a mechanically driven heat pump were derived.

However, for the sake of brevity, only the derivation of the controller for a

fuel-fired coolant heater is detailed in this thesis.

Project II: Optimal Supervisory Power Control of Hybrid Fuel Cell Systems

for an Accelerated System Warm-up

Fuel cells are considered to be an alternative power source for automotive

propulsion, electricity generation, or back-up power supplies. A particularly
critical task, even for low-temperature fuel cell systems, is to overcome the

transient power limitations during warm-up. If the fuel cell system is com¬

bined with an energy storage device (e. g., an electrochemical battery) to form

a hybrid power system, an improved warm-up behavior results. In the case

of a cold start, the energy storage system can be used to guarantee the power

output demanded throughout this phase and, preferably in combination with

an auxiliary heating device, to accelerate the system warm-up. However, key
technical challenges in hybrid fuel cell power system applications are the

proper power management and the thermal control.

The objective of this project was the design of a charge-sustaining power

management strategy that minimizes the warm-up duration of a hybrid fuel

cell power system by optimally controlling the power split between the fuel

cell system and the battery, as well as the operation of an auxiliary heater.

To this end, a control-oriented, mathematical model of the system was de¬

veloped. The parameters of the model were identified and the thermal part

of the model was validated against experimental data. Subsequently, an op¬

timal control problem was stated. On the basis of the necessary conditions

from Pontryagin's minimum principle, a feedback control law was derived.

In addition, a cooling system controller which determines the mass flow rate

of the coolant during the warm-up phase was developed. Due to its structure

and the low computing power it requires, the resulting control system is well

suited for a real-time application.
In the simulation, the optimally controlled system was analyzed in de¬

tail, and the functionality of the controller developed was verified. Finally,

an analysis of various system configurations demonstrated the benefits of a

hybrid setup with an auxiliary heater in terms of a fast system warm-up.

For the optimally controlled configuration proposed, the simulation showed

a warm-up time that is drastically reduced in comparison with a pure fuel

cell system without battery nor auxiliary heater.



Zusammenfassung

In der vorliegenden Dissertation wird die Theorie der Optimalen Regelung auf

thermische Systeme angewendet. Neben der Abhandlung von aktuellen Bei¬

spielen aus der Technik liegt der Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit auf der Herleitung
einer Methodik zur Entwicklung von optimalen, modellbasierten, prädiktiven

Feedback-Regelungen, welche das Verhalten eines Systems optimieren und für

die Echtzeit-Anwendung geeignet sind. Basis der Untersuchungen bilden die

folgenden zwei Forschungsprojekte:

Projekt I: Optimierung des Warmlaufverhaltens eines Personenwagens

durch eine bedarfsgerechte Regelung von Zuheizsystemen

In Fahrzeugen mit modernen Dieselmotoren reicht die für Heizzwecke zur

Verfügung stehende Abwärme des Motors, insbesondere während der kalten

Jahreszeit und im Teillastbereich, oft nicht mehr aus, um den Fahrzeuginnen¬

raum ausreichend aufzuwärmen. Um diesem Komfortproblem zu begegnen,
werden solche Fahrzeuge vermehrt mit Zusatzheizern ausgeliefert, deren Ver¬

wendung jedoch mit einem erhöhten Verbrauch an Kraftstoff einhergeht.
Im Rahmen dieses Projekts wurden modellbasierte Feedback-Regelstrate¬

gien für den Betrieb von verschiedenen Zuheizsystemen entwickelt, mit dem

Ziel, den Kompromiss zwischen hohem Insassenkomfort und zusätzlichem

Kraftstoffverbrauch zu optimieren. Dazu wurde zuerst ein geeignetes ma¬

thematisches Modell des Systems hergeleitet, kalibriert, und anhand von

Messdaten validiert. Basierend auf diesem Modell wurden dann Optimal Con¬

trol Probleme formuliert und gelöst. Die resultierenden optimalen Feedback-

Regelgesetze sind nichtlineare, algebraische Funktionen von Einflussgrössen
wie der Motortemperatur, des Motorbetriebspunkts, der Umgebungstempe¬
ratur oder der Komfortwünsche. Aufgrund ihrer Struktur, und da die Re¬

gelgesetze nicht auf numerischen Optimierungen basieren, sind sie für die

Echtzeit-Anwendung geeignet.

In Simulationen wurde die Funktionsweise der optimalen Regelungen de¬

monstriert und deren Nutzen gegenüber herkömmlichen Strategien aufge¬

zeigt. Beispielsweise wurde für ein kühlwasserseitig mit einem Brennstoff-

zuheizer ausgerüstetes Fahrzeug im NEFZ, bei einer Umgebungstemperatur

von 5°C, eine Reduktion des Kraftstoffverbrauchs um 4.5% festgestellt.

XI



Xll Zusammeniassung

In dieser Arbeit wurden optimale Regelgesetze für wasserseitige Brenn-

stoffzuheizer, für elektrische Zuheizer (sowohl wasser- als auch luftseitig) und

für mechanisch angetriebene Zuheizsysteme (Wärmepumpen) entwickelt. Im

vorliegenden Text wird indes aufgrund des beschränkten Umfangs nur die

Herleitung des Reglers für wasserseitige Brennstoffzuheizer wiedergegeben.

Projekt II: Optimierung des Energiemanagements eines hybriden

Brennstoffzellensystems für eine Verkürzung der Warmlaufphase

Für eine Vielzahl von Anwendungen, z. B. für automobile Antriebe, für die

dezentrale Stromversorgung oder für Notstromaggregate, werden Brennstoff¬

zellen als vielversprechende Alternative zu herkömmlichen Technologien ge¬

handelt. Sogar für Niedertemperatur-Brennstoffzellensysteme stellt jedoch
der Warmlaufvorgang, welcher mit einer limitierten Leistung des Systems

einhergeht, eine kritische Betriebsphase dar. Ein verbessertes Warmlaufver¬

halten resultiert, wenn das Brennstoffzellensystem mit einem Energiespeicher

(z. B. einer elektrochemischen Batterie) zu einem hybriden System kombi¬

niert wird. Im Falle eines Kaltstarts kann der Energiespeicher zeitweilig die

geforderte Leistung bereitstellen und, vorzugsweise in Kombination mit ei¬

ner elektrischen Heizung, den Warmlauf beschleunigen. Schlüsselfunktionen

beim Betrieb eines hybriden Brennstoffzellensystems stellen das Energiema¬

nagement und die Temperatur-Regelung dar.

Im Rahmen dieses Projekts wurde eine Betriebsstrategie entwickelt, welche

durch ein optimales, ladungserhaltendes Energiemanagement und durch den

optimalen Einsatz einer Zusatzheizung die Dauer der Warmlaufphase eines

hybriden Brennstoffzellensystems minimiert. Zu diesem Zweck wurde zuerst

ein geeignetes mathematisches Modell des Systems hergeleitet. Das Modell

wurde kalibriert und der thermische Teil mit Messdaten validiert. Danach

wurde ein Optimal Control Problem formuliert und mit Hilfe der aus dem

Pontryaginschen Minimum-Prinzip folgenden notwendigen Bedingungen eine

Feedback-Regelstrategie abgeleitet. Schliesslich wurde die Regelstrategie für

das Energiemanagement noch um einen Temperatur-Regler erweitert. Die

resultierende Regelung ist für die Echtzeit-Anwendung geeignet, da sie nur

wenig Rechenleistung benötigt.
Das Regelverhalten wurde eingehend analysiert und die Funktionsweise der

Regelung in der Simulation verifiziert. Zusätzlich wurde das Warmlaufver¬

halten für verschiedene mögliche Systemkonfigurationen (mit/ohne Batterie,

etc.) beurteilt. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass die Hybridisierung des Brenn¬

stoffzellensystems und die Erweiterung des Systems mit einem Zuheizer, bei

optimalem Management, die Warmlaufphase drastisch verkürzen.



Nomenclature

The following lists explain the equation symbols, the subscripts and super¬

scripts, the operations, and the abbreviations and acronyms used in this

text. Naming conflicts are unavoidable. However, the proper meaning of

each symbol should always be unambiguously deducible from the context.

Unless otherwise stated, SI units are assumed throughout the thesis.

Latin Symbols

A Area (m2)
A Coefficient of the (linearized)

Hamiltonian

a Acceleration (ms-2)
B Coefficient of the (linearized)

Hamiltonian

C Coefficient of the (linearized)
Hamiltonian

C Specific heat (Jkg^K"1)

Cp Constant-pressure specific heat

(Jkg^K-1)

Cd Drag coefficient

Cr Rolling friction coefficient

D Coefficient of the (linearized)
Hamiltonian

d Characteristic length for

conduction (m)

E Thermodynamic equilibrium

potential (V)

e Willans model coefficient

F Faraday constant (Cmol-1)

/ System dynamics function

g Acceleration of gravity (ms-2)
H Hamiltonian

H Enthalpy flow rate (W)

Hl Lower heating value (J kg-1)
h Mass-specific enthalpy (J kg-1)

h

h

hfg

h°f

I

ist

J

ÖJ

3

k

!> Mm

M

M

m

m

N

Nu

n Cells

om

P

Pr

P

Pmcp

Switching function

Modified switching function

Mass-specific evaporation

enthalpy (J kg-1)

Mass-specific enthalpy of

formation (J kg-1)
Electric current (A)

Current density (Am-2)
Performance index (s)

Relative performance loss

Index

Conductivity (Wm_1K_1)
Stoichiometric combustion

coefficient

Coefficient of the Hamiltonian

Molecular weight (kg mol-1)
Mass (kg)

Mass flow rate (kgs-1)
Coefficient of the Hamiltonian

Nusselt number

Number of fuel cells

Operation mode, ventilation

Power (W)

Prandtl number

Pressure (Pa)

Fuel mean effective pressure

(Pa)
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XIV Nomenclature

PmeO Willans model coefficient (Pa) t

Q Heat flow rate (W) th

Qßat Battery capacity (A s) U

QlOO Reference heat transfer rate (W) V

Q Dimension of disturbance vector V

R Set of real numbers Vcs

K State-plane region vD

R% Battery internal resistance (Q) V

Re Reynolds number V

r Radius (m) V

SoC Battery state of charge X

T Temperature (K) y

TcAir Quasistatic compartment air

temperature (K)

z

Time (s)

Membrane thickness (m)

Control variable/vector

Voltage (V)

Volume flow rate (m3s-1)

Apparent piping volume (m3)

Engine displacement (m3)

Velocity (ms-1)
External input variable/vector

External input vector

State variable/vector

Mole fraction

Transmission ratio

Greek Symbols

a Convective heat transfer e Torque (Nm)
coefficient (Wm"2K_1) K Comfort factor

ß Coefficient A Costate variable/vector
r Dimensionless switching Ao Optimization constant

function
Aaf Engine air-fuel ratio

r Switch curve
A,4*r Air excess ratio

7 Coefficient
^m Membrane humidity

Atc Computing time (s)
V Overvoltage (V)

A^ Minimum dwell time (s)
P Mass density (kgm-3)

At«? Sample time (s)
a Stefan-Boltzmann constant

5 Coefficient (Wm"2K-4)
tos Effectiveness of operating T Time constant (s)

strategy
V Relative humidity

e Emissivity * Replacement variable (W)
Cr Friction model coefficient

Q Set of admissible controls

V Efficiency
UJ Rotational speed (s_1)

e Inertia (kgm2)

Subscripts and Superscripts

0 Initial Active Active

0 Reference Act Activation

1,2,... Vector components AH Auxiliary heater/heatin

* Indicates optimal quantities Air Air



Nomenclature xv

Amh Ambient H20 Water

An Anode HS Humidification section

Aux Auxiliaries Ht Heater

Av Average Idle Idle speed

Bat Battery IF Input filter

CAir Compartment air Int Interior material

C'a Cathode In Inlet

Cell Fuel cell IoFC Increase of fuel consumption

CHx Compartment heat exchanger LoC Lack of comfort

Ch Charge I Liquid

Comb Combustion Max Maximum

Comf Comfort Mech Mechanical

Comp Compartment Mm Minimum

Gond Conduction Mise Miscellaneous

Conv Convection Mix Mixing

es Cooling system mAir Moist air

et Coolant mH2 Moist hydrogen

DCh Discharge NEDC New European Driving Cycle

Des Desired value Norn Nominal

Diff Differential gear o2 Oxygen

Drag Engine drag oc Optimal control

EG Exhaust gas oc Open circuit

EH Electrical heater Off Switch off

El Electric Ohm Ohmic

Eng Engine Out Outlet or output

Eq Equilibrium PC Power converter

Evap Evaporation PS Power section

Exs Non-reacting part of the moist PT Power train

air flow Rad Radiation

Fan Fan Reac Reaction

FCS Fuel cell system Res Reservoir

FH Fuel-fired heater Rfill Refill

Fric Friction Sat Saturation

Fuel Fuel
Sing Singular

f Final St Fuel cell stack

Gas Gas exchange T Temperature

GB Gear box Therm Thermal

Gen Generator Tot Total

9 Gaseous Veh Vehicle

H2 Hydrogen W Wheel



XVI Nomenclature

Operations and Special Symbols

d_
dt

d

d(-)

V

First time derivative A Difference

Partial derivative V For all

Flow rate G Set membership

Gradient C Sub-set

Closed interval {•} Control sequence

Transpose of a matrix

Abbreviations and Acronyms

AC Air conditioning

CAN Controller area network

CPU Central processing unit

DI Direct injection

ECE City part of NEDC

ECU Electronic control unit

FCS Fuel cell system

GESOP Graphical environment for

simulation and optimization

HS Humidification section

Ht Heater

HX Heat exchanger

LOP Linear optimization problem

MaxS Maximum strategy

MEA Membrane electrode assembly

MinS Minimum strategy

MV Manual valve

NEDC New European driving cycle

NEFZ Neuer Europäischer

Fahrzyklus

NiMH Nickel metal hydride

NLP Nonlinear program

OCP Optimal control problem

OC Optimal controller

PCSS Power conversion and storage

subsystem

PEM Polymer electrolyte
membrane

PGS Power generation subsystem

PI Proportional-integral

PMV Predicted mean vote

PROMIS Parametrized trajectory

optimization by direct

multiple shooting

PS Power section

P Pump

Res Reservoir

SLLSQP Sequential linear least

squares quadratic

programming

SotA State-of-the-art



Introduction

In this introductory chapter, first some general comments on optimal control

problems are made. Following this overview, the objectives and the contribu¬

tions of the thesis are briefly indicated. A list of the publications associated

with the dissertation is included. The introduction concludes with a descrip¬
tion of the structure of this text.

General Comments on Optimal Control Problems

The following comments provide some background information regarding the

formulation and solution of optimal control problems (OCPs). The intention

is to prepare the reader for the main part of the thesis following. The com¬

ments on optimal control problems are held simple and general, on purpose.

For an exhaustive, mathematical treatment of this subject, interested readers

are referred to the abundant literature existing in this field.

Formulation of an Optimal Control Problem

In order to formulate an optimal control problem, an explicit mathematical

model of the process involved has to be provided in a first step. The model

should capture the system's relevant static and dynamic phenomena, with¬

out creating an excessive computational burden. Such models that provide

a simple, yet realistic description of the system behavior are termed control-

oriented. A control-oriented model of a system is always formulated with

respect to the application under consideration. Specifically, all relevant dy¬
namic phenomena of the system have to be identified. Relevant are those

dynamic phenomena that exhibit transients similar to the system output

transients. Fast dynamics are modeled quasi-statically and slow dynamics as

constants.

A model can be viewed as a set of relations which map the inputs of a

system, i. e. the control signals to the outputs. Since the input signals to

physical systems are usually limited in magnitude (due to actuator satura¬

tion), constraints are imposed on the controls. The set of controls which

satisfy the constraints are called admissible controls.

1



2 Introduction

The objectives accompanying an optimal control problem formulation are

usually linked to requirements on the output of the system and emanate from

the question of " where do we want the system to go?"
In the majority of cases, the desired output of the system can be attained

by many admissible inputs. This circumstance requires the definition of

a mathematical functional (a performance index) that rates the different

responses of the system. Hence, the definition of the performance index

answers the question of how the desired output is to be attained. The choice

of a performance index is almost always a subjective matter that depends on

the experience and intuition of the control engineer in charge.
In conclusion, the essential elements of an optimal control problem are:

• A mathematical model of the system dynamics

• A set of admissible inputs

• A desired output of the system

• A performance index.

Based on these essential elements, the optimal control problem is then

stated as follows: Find the admissible controls which produce the desired sys¬

tem output and which simultaneously optimize (minimize) the performance
index.

Finding a Solution to an Optimal Control Problem

The optimal control theory can be used to derive conditions that must be

satisfied by the optimal control. A set of necessary conditions follows from

the application of the minimum principle of Pontryagin. These conditions

provide means to isolate the admissible controls that are candidates for op¬

timality. The controls which satisfy all the necessary conditions provided by
the minimum principle (the candidates for the optimal control) are termed

extremal. It may be possible to use a process of elimination to determine

the optimal control(s) from the extremal controls; provided that a solution

exists. Specifically, if a solution exists, and if there is a unique extremal

control, this control is the unique solution to the optimal control problem.

Recapitulating, the application of the minimum principle of Pontryagin

leads to the following (sometimes iterative) procedure to solve an optimal
control problem:



Objectives of this Thesis 3

• Precise formulation of the optimal control problem

• Clarification of the existence of an optimal control

• Determination of whether or not the optimal control is unique

• Statement of the necessary conditions for the optimality of a solution

• Derivation of the extremal controls

• Elimination of only locally optimal solutions.

The solutions resulting from the application of the preceding scheme are

generally open-loop controls, i. e. functions of time. The formulation of opti¬

mal feedback control laws (i. e. closed-loop controls which are functions of the

state of the system) is usually much more difficult. The method presented
and applied in this thesis provides a means to derive optimal feedback control

laws for specific control problems.

Objectives of this Thesis

In the thesis at hand, optimal control theory is applied to thermal systems

with the aim of optimizing the performance of the systems. In the first in¬

stance, it is the intended purpose of this text to familiarize the reader on the

basis of two engineering problems with a systematic approach to develop op¬

timal, model-predictive feedback controllers that optimize the respective sys¬

tem performance and that are convenient for real-time applications. Further

emphasis is placed on the adequate (control-oriented) mathematical model¬

ing of the dynamics of the systems and on the proper formulation of optimal
control problems.

Contributions of this Thesis

The two engineering applications treated are both concerned with thermal

systems. Project I is located in the field of vehicle thermal management and

Project II in fuel cell power control. In Project I the warm-up performance
of a passenger vehicle is improved with respect to comfort and fuel economy

by optimally controlling an auxiliary heater. Project II derives an optimal

power management strategy for a fuel cell/battery hybrid power system that

minimizes the performance-limiting duration of the system's warm-up phase.
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The research performed within the framework of this dissertation has

yielded the following scientific publications:

• Eric A. Müller, Anna G. Stefanopoulou, and Lino Guzzella, "Opti¬
mal power control of hybrid fuel cell systems for an accelerated sys¬

tem warm-up," IEEE Transactions on Control Systems Technology,

accepted for publication.

• Eric A. Müller, Anna G. Stefanopoulou, and Lino Guzzella, "Optimal

power management of hybrid fuel cell systems: A feedback strategy

to minimize the system's warm-up time," in Latsis Symposium 2006:

Research Frontiers in Energy Science and Technology, Zürich, 2006.

• Eric A. Müller and Anna G. Stefanopoulou, "Analysis, modeling, and

validation for the thermal dynamics of a polymer electrolyte membrane

fuel cell system," Journal of Fuel Cell Science and Technology, vol. 3,

no. 2, pp. 99-110, May 2006.

• Eric A. Müller and Anna G. Stefanopoulou, "Analysis, modeling, and

validation for the thermal dynamics of a polymer electrolyte membrane

fuel cell system," in Proceedings of 3rd International Conference on Fuel

Cell Science, Engineering and Technology, Ypsilanti, MI, 2005.

• Eric A. Müller, Christopher H. Onder, Lino Guzzella, and Karsten

Mann, "Optimal control of a block heater for an improved vehicle warm-

up," in Proceedings of 1st IFAC Symposium on Advances in Automotive

Control, Salerno, 2004.

Another publication of the results achieved in Project I is in preparation:

• Eric A. Müller, Christopher H. Onder, and Lino Guzzella, "Optimal
control of a fuel-fired auxiliary heater for an improved passenger vehicle

warm-up," in Control Engineering Practice, in preparation.

Structure of this Thesis

The thesis is structured into two separate parts according to the engineering

problems treated. In the first part (Project I), the optimal control of auxiliary
heaters is addressed. The optimal supervisory power control of hybrid fuel

cell systems is presented subsequently (Project II). Each part is subdivided

into the following five major units:
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Introduction The introductory chapters in each case provide a brief descrip¬
tion of the problem, the formulation of the objectives, and the state¬

ment of the contributions achieved. Moreover, the publications associ¬

ated with the respective project are listed.

Modeling of the system The modeling chapters are concerned with the de¬

scription of the respective system and with the derivation of the system

equations. The mathematical models established serve as a basis for

the simulations. In order to synthesize the optimal control laws, sim¬

plified versions of the models are used. These models are introduced

when stating the optimal control problems.

Statement and solution of the optimal control problem The chapters dealing
with the optimal control problems represent the pivotal units of the

projects. These chapters focus on the formulation of the optimal con¬

trol problems and cover the derivations of the feedback control laws.

Implementation aspects of the controllers are addressed as well.

Results and discussion In the results and discussion chapters the analysis
and the interpretation of the results are presented.

Summary and conclusion Each part closes with a brief summary of the main

steps and the statement of the conclusions.

The two parts may be read independently and the references are listed for

each part individually. An appendix with supplementary material for the

two projects is provided at the end of the text.





Project I

Optimal Control of Auxiliary Heaters

for an Improved Passenger Vehicle

Warm-up





Chapter 1

Introduction

This introductory chapter provides first an overview on the passenger vehicle

warm-up. The issues accompanying the vehicle thermal transient operation

are discussed, and in the section on auxiliary heating systems appropriate

measures to improve the passenger comfort are introduced. Further, the

scope of this project is marked, the contributions are stated, and an outline

of the structure of the project is given. Finally, the publications associated

with the project are listed.

1.1 Passenger Vehicle Warm-up

The time after an engine cold-start, when the temperature of the engine

is below the engine's operating temperature is generally termed as warm-

up phase. Statistical studies on the use of passenger cars revealed that the

warm-up phases represent a significant part of the total vehicle operation

time, as the number of cold-starts is high and the mean length of trav¬

els is short. In [1], for example, it is reported that about one-third of all

trips taken are travelled in thermal transient operation.1 The low engine

temperature during the warm-up entails a deterioration of performance in

many areas. The low coolant temperatures cause a lack of energy for the

heating of the passenger compartment and the windshield defogging, which

results in comfort and safety issues. Due to increased friction losses (low
oil temperatures), reduced combustion efficiency, and cold-start measures a

significantly higher fuel consumption results [2-5]. Moreover, because of an

incomplete combustion and highly reduced catalytic converter efficiency, an

increased rate of emissions (in particular HC and CO) is produced [3,6-9].
Furthermore, faster deterioration of the engine due to aggravated wear can

be observed. The comfort and safety issues due to the lack of heat for the

passenger compartment are major for high-efficiency engines (e.g., DI diesel

lrrhe study referenced is based on real-world data of vehicle operation in Europe. Similar studies exist

for the US and Canada.

9
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engines). Also, the deficiency of heat worsens with low ambient temperatures

and during part-load operation of the engine. In order to counter these com¬

fort and safety problems, the vehicles propelled by high-efficiency engines are

increasingly equipped with auxiliary heating systems.

1.2 Auxiliary Heating Systems

Different types of auxiliary heating systems exist, e.g. fuel-operated heaters,

electrical-resistance heaters, mechanically driven heat pumps (AC systems in

heat pump mode), visco heaters, exhaust-gas heat exchangers, or latent-heat

storage units. The auxiliary heating systems can be classified according to

their source of operating power. Fuel-fired heaters burn fuel directly and are

characterized by a high thermal output power. Electrical-resistance heaters

dissipate electrical energy and are operated with electrical energy from the

generator. In combination with electrical heaters, usually liquid-cooled gener¬

ators are installed. Directly driven by the engine are heat-pump compressors

and visco heaters, whereas exhaust-gas heat exchangers recover waste heat

from the exhaust to provide auxiliary heating. Latent-heat storage units con¬

sist of a large heat storage capacity which can be discharged if it has been

charged during a previous engine run. Another classification emerges from

the location of the heat supply to the system. Among others, water heaters

and air heaters are distinguished. With auxiliary heaters installed on the

coolant side, the heat is usually introduced upstream of the compartment

heat exchanger. Installed on the air side, the auxiliary heaters directly heat

up the air entering the passenger cabin, downstream of the compartment heat

exchanger. For a more detailed discussion of the functionality of auxiliary

heating systems and their respective advantages/disadvantages, the reader is

referred to the appropriate literature (see for example [10,11]).
Besides heating up the passenger compartment and thus improving com¬

fort and safety, the auxiliary heaters may accelerate the engine warm-up due

to the primary effect of higher coolant temperatures (for auxiliary heaters

installed on the coolant side), or to a secondary effect of an increased engine

load (for electrical and mechanical heaters). As a consequence, the perfor¬

mance issues concomitant with the engine warm-up are mitigated. Specifi¬

cally, the efficiency of the engine rises with higher engine working tempera¬

tures. However, additional fuel consumption may result from the increased

engine load (mechanical or electrical heaters), due to the fuel consumed di¬

rectly by a fuel-fired heater, or due to the additional heat capacity and weight.
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1.3 Objectives and Contributions of this Project

The effect of different auxiliary heaters on the warm-up process of passenger

vehicles was reported in various publications. In [3,7,8], for example, the ef¬

fect of preheating an engine with a block heater on the emissions and on the

fuel consumption was investigated experimentally. The study [12] describes

the impact of the operation of a fuel-fired coolant heater on the emissions,

the fuel consumption, and the cabin temperature. The effect on the cabin

temperature and the design and application of such a heating system are re¬

ported in [13]. A simulation study for different auxiliary heater concepts was

presented in [14]. The resulting warm-up behaviors in terms of temperatures

and of the amounts of fuel consumed were compared in order to rate the

different auxiliary heating systems. Similar questions were addressed in the

simulation studies [15,16]. The contradiction of passenger comfort demands

and fuel economy was noticed, and a sophisticated management of the auxil¬

iary heaters was identified as an appropriate measure to handle this trade-off

(e.g. [11,14]). However, only scant attention has been given to the control

of the auxiliary heaters so far. The results of the simulation studies cited

are based on situations where the heaters are turned on during the entire

warm-up phase or are switched off at a predefined engine or compartment

temperature. Equally, state-of-the-art control laws use crude algorithms with

simple thresholds on the ambient and the coolant temperatures. On account

of this, the following goal was defined for this project: The objective of the

project is to derive feedback control laws for the optimal operation of auxiliary
heaters with respect to passenger comfort and fuel economy.2
Within the framework of this project, optimal feedback control laws for a

fuel-fired coolant heater, for an electrical heater on the coolant side, for an

electrical heater on the air side, and for a mechanically driven heat pump

were derived. The control laws are mainly algebraic relations of the influenc¬

ing factors, such as the engine temperature, the engine operating point, the

ambient temperature, or comfort demands and, thus, allow their on-board,

real-time application.

1.4 Structure of this Part of the Thesis

The methodology applied in this project is based on the theory of optimal
control. In order to formulate and solve an optimal control problem, the

2Note that the safety and the emission issues will be eased simultaneously for the reasons stated above.
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dynamic behavior of the system under consideration has to be quantified
first. Therefore, a control-oriented model of the system was developed. The

description of this model is the subject of Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 the for¬

mulation of an optimal control problem is addressed and an optimal feedback

controller is derived. For the sake of brevity, only the derivation of the op¬

timal control law for the fuel-fired coolant heater is reported in this thesis

as a paradigm. The functionality of the resulting control law is analyzed
and discussed in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 the project is summarized, and

conclusions are drawn.

1.5 Publications Associated with this Project

The following publication is associated with this project:

• Eric A. Müller, Christopher H. Onder, Lino Guzzella, and Karsten

Mann, "Optimal control of a block heater for an improved vehicle warm-

up," in Proceedings of 1st IFAC Symposium on Advances in Automotive

Control, Salerno, 2004.

Ajournai publication of the results achieved in this project is in preparation:

• Eric A. Müller, Christopher H. Onder, and Lino Guzzella, "Optimal
control of a fuel-fired auxiliary heater for an improved passenger vehicle

warm-up," in Control Engineering Practice, in preparation.



Chapter 2

Model of the Vehicle System

In this chapter, a control-oriented, mathematical model of the vehicle is devel¬

oped, parametrized and validated. The scope of the model is the prediction of

the main temperature dynamics and of the fuel consumption characteristics

during the vehicle warm-up. First, the experimental vehicle is introduced, on

which the parametrization is based, and some vehicle technical specifications

are given. The system boundaries and the structure of the model then are

defined. A mean value approach, mainly based on first principles, is applied
to derive the mathematical model equations. The calibration of the model

components and the validation results follow. At the end of the chapter, the

characteristics of the model are briefly discussed.

2.1 System Overview and Experimental Vehicle

A schematic overview of the vehicle system is presented in Fig. 2.1. The

components relevant for the application at hand are marked. Relevant corn-

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the vehicle system and its components

13
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Table 2.1

Technical Specifications of the Experimental Vehicle

(Mercedes-Benz E220 CDI (1999))

Characteristic Description/value

Engine type/no. of cylinders Inline/4

Fuel/injection system Diesel/common rail direct injection

Turbocharger Turbocharger with variable turbine geometry

Engine displacement (cm3) 2149

Power output (kW @ rpm) 105/4200

Maximum torque (Nm @ rpm) 315/1800

Fuel consumption (L/100km) 8.5/4.8/6.2 (urban/extra-urban/combined)

Vehicle weight empty (kg) 1610

Table 2.2

Technical Specifications of the Fuel-fired Coolant Heater

(Webasto Thermo Top Z/C-D)

Characteristic Value

Nominal thermal output power (kW) 5.0

Nominal fuel consumption (kg/h) 0.50

Weight (kg) 2.9

ponents are the vehicle itself (kinetics), the engine system, the generator,

the auxiliary heaters, the compartment heat exchanger, and the passenger

compartment. For the parametrization and the validation of the model, ex¬

perimental data was provided by Robert Bosch GmbH. The measurements

were performed on an experimental vehicle of the type Mercedes-Benz E220

CDI (1999), a medium-class vehicle with a turbocharged 4-cylinder common-

rail direct injection diesel engine. Table 2.1 lists a couple of technical spec¬

ifications (manufacturer's data) of the vehicle. The experimental vehicle is

equipped with several auxiliary heating systems, amongst others with a fuel-

fired coolant heater. Some technical specifications of the fuel-fired coolant

heater, as given by the manufacturer, are shown in Table 2.2. The coolant

heater is of the type Webasto Thermo Top Z/C-D.

2.2 Structure of the Model

The model of the passenger vehicle consists of the vehicle dynamics sub¬

system, the auxiliary heaters subsystem, the engine subsystem, and the
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passenger compartment subsystem. Figure 2.2 shows a causality diagram
of the system with its components. The controllable inputs are the auxil-

ZGB VVeh
qMtsc r>Mtsc rp
'Aux rEl J-Amb

f-\Misc
2Gomp

uFh

ueh ct

UEH At

,CHx
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Figure 2.2: Signal flow chart of the system model with vehicle dynamics subsystem,

auxiliary heaters subsystem, engine subsystem, and passenger compartment subsystem

iary heater control signals,1 ueh-, ueh ct-, and ueh Am the air mass flowing

through the compartment heat exchanger and entering the passenger com¬

partment, mc^, the coolant volume flow passing through the compartment

heat exchanger, V^tHx, and the operation mode of the compartment ventila¬

tion (air-recirculation or fresh-air mode), om. In general, depending on the

configuration of auxiliary heaters, only a subset of the heater control signals
is available. The vehicle speed, vveh, the transmission ratio of the gearbox,

zqb-, the additional external mechanical and electrical loads, 6*^,c and Pßfsc,
the ambient temperature, T^mb-, and a miscellaneous heat flow to the com¬

partment, Q^icomvi are uncontrollable input signals. The output signals of the

system are the rotational speed of the engine, UEng-, the engine torque, 9Eng-,
the total fuel mass flow rate, rhpuei: the lumped engine temperature, Tßng,
the mean compartment air temperature, TcAir-, the temperature of the cabin

interior material, Tjnt, and the heat flow rate transferred from the coolant to

xFor reasons of confidentiality, the modeling of the mechanical heat pump is not addressed within this

report.
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the compartment, QCHx °mp In order to be able to use test cycles or driving

patterns recorded on real vehicles as inputs to the system, the fuel path of the

engine was modeled backward. Hence, the causality is inverted and the fuel

mass flow rate follows from the speed trajectory that the vehicle is required
to follow. Unless otherwise stated, the system parameters all are assumed to

be constant.

Note that for the sake of brevity the explicit statement of the time depen¬

dency of the signals is omitted in this chapter.

2.3 Vehicle Dynamics Subsystem

The vehicle dynamics subsystem captures the dynamics of the longitudinal
motion of the vehicle for horizontal road conditions.2 According to the inverse

causality approach, the torque 9yeh that has to be provided by the engine

to drive the vehicle at a given speed, vveh-, with a requested acceleration,

O'Veh = divVeh, is calculated from the vehicle parameters and the gear ratio,

zgb, as

0
rw

VVeh

ZGB ZDiff llPT

1
, 2

( ©ToA dVVeh
- CD AVeh pAirVVeh + mVeh9CR+ \mVeh^ —

j —7—
(2.i;

where the total inertia follows as

eToi = 46 ^ + Opt + (ZGB ZDifff ÖEng- (2.2)

The rotational speed of the engine, UEng-, is a linear function of the vehicle

speed,
ZGB ZDiff (n Qx

^Eng = Vveh- \^-o)

When the clutch is disengaged, the vehicle propulsion torque is set to zero

and the rotational speed of the engine is limited to idle speed,

clutch disengaged =>• {
vc"'

(2.4)
, 1 J (Jl lid

~

UEng-

2The force induced by gravity when driving on a non-horizontal road could easily be included in the

model. An additional input signal would be necessary to specify the inclination angle.
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2.4 Auxiliary Heaters Subsystem

Three different types of auxiliary heaters are considered in the model: a fuel-

operated coolant heater, an electrical coolant heater, and an electrical air

heater. The fuel-fired coolant heater is characterized by the amount of heat

supplied to the coolant, which is modeled proportional to a heater control

signal ueh-, as

Qpmct = QfT ufh ufh e [0,1]. (2.5)

Accordingly, if a constant efficiency tjfh is assumed, the fuel mass flow rate

consumed by the heater amounts to

s\Nom
FH ^FH /o r\

mFuel = -n——UFH (2-6)
niTlFH

where Hi is the lower heating value of the fuel. The auxiliary heat flow rates

provided by the electrical heaters,

QEH2Ct = QE°HlCtuEH Ct UßH Ct £ [0,1] (2.7)

QEH2Comp = QE°HlAirUEH Air UEH Air G [0,1] (2.8)

result from the dissipation of electrical energy. The heat flow rate of the elec¬

trical air heater, QEH2Comp-, is supplied to the compartment inlet air stream.

A total auxiliary heat flow rate of

QAH2Ct = QpH2Ct + QEH2Ct (2.9)

results for the coolant. The electrical input power required by the electrical

heaters follows as

s\Nom s\Nom

r>EH ^iEHCt
„, ,

^EHAirn. f0 i n\
i^El

=
UEH Ct H UEH Air- (2.1UJ

T]EH Ct T]EH Air

Since the electrical heaters take their energy from the generator, the primary

fuel requirements are equal to zero for both electrical heaters.

2.5 Engine Subsystem

The engine subsystem is the core of the system model. It predicts a lumped

engine temperature and the total fuel mass flow rate required by the system.

It can be divided into two parts: an engine module and a generator module.
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2.5.1 Engine

The temperatures of all engine components (engine block, cylinder head,

coolant, lubricating oil, etc.) are lumped into one state variable. The dy¬
namics of this lumped engine temperature Tßng is given as

U>-L Eng jj p j\Eng2Amb A.Eng2Amb
j,

— UComb
—

rMech
~

WConv
~

^Rad
(2 IF

i
A

| (\Gen2Ct (\Ct2Comp
+ WAH2Ct + WGen

~

^CHx

The differential equation (2.11) is the first law of thermodynamics for a con¬

trol volume including the engine, the cooling circuit, and the oil circulation

system. This equation states that the rate of change of energy inside the

control volume is equal to the enthalpy rate contributed by the combustion

process, minus the mechanical output power, minus the rate of convective

and radiative heat transfer to the ambient air, plus the heat rate supplied
from the auxiliary heating devices, plus the heat rate dissipated at the wa¬

ter cooled generator, minus the rate of heat transfer to the compartment

at the compartment heat exchanger. The contributing terms of (2.11) are

elaborated in the following.
If kinetic and potential energies of the mass streams are neglected, the first

term on the right side of (2.11) is determined by

UComb = rrt'Fuel \Hl{Tq) + [hFuel{TFuel) ~ hFuel(To)

+ ^AF IMm [hAir (TAir) ~ hAir (To) \
— (l + IMm) [heg (Teg) — ^#g(Îo)J
— (AaF — l) iMm \hAir(TEG) ~ hAir (To) \ }

(2.12)

where nip^t is the mass flow rate of fuel entering the combustion chamber,

Hi is the lower heating value of the fuel, Aaf is the air-fuel ratio, IMm is the

stoichiometric coefficient of the combustion, and To is an arbitrary reference

temperature. A complete combustion is presumed. The air temperature at

the system inlet, T^r, as well as the fuel temperature at the system inlet,

Tpuei: can safely be approximated as the ambient temperature. Further, if

constant specific heats are assumed for the gases, if the temperature depen¬

dency of the heating value is neglected, and if the reference temperature is

set to ambient temperature, (2.12) is simplified to

HComb = rrt'Fuel \Hl— [CpEG (l + IMm) ,~ , ,

+ CpAir IMm (^AF ~ l)] (TeG ~ ^Amft) }•
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The fuel mass flow rate, riip°rer{b, follows from the definition of the fuel mean

effective pressure, pmip, as

mFuel —

a Tr^Pmœ lZ-i4J
.Comb

_

UEng Vp

4:71 Hi

where Vp denotes the total displacement of the engine. According to a

Willans approximation, where an affine relationship between fuel mean ef¬

fective pressure and brake mean effective pressure (and thus engine torque,

9Eng) is assumed [17], the fuel mean effective pressure can be expressed as

1 (4-TX 9Eng

Vp
Vm<p =

~ [ ^

n9
+ PmeO )• (2-15)

In order to avoid negative fuel mass flow rates, the fuel mean effective pressure

is limited to non-negative values only,

pm^ -> max(0, pm^). (2.16)

Fuel cut-off is not considered.3 The coefficient e in (2.15) represents the

thermodynamic properties of the engine. It is primarily a function of engine

speed,

e = e(UEng)- (2.17)

The coefficient pmeo in (2.15) represents the losses. It comprises an internal

friction component, a gas exchange component, and a term to incorporate

engine auxiliary losses:

PmeO — (t •

PrneOprrc + PrneOGas + PmeOAux- (2.18)

The function (p,

Ct = 1 + 7C (TZn ~ TEng) + k {TZn ~ TEngf (2-19)

is adopted from [18] and models the influence of an engine temperature dif¬

ferent from the nominal engine temperature, T^m, on the friction losses of

the engine. The nominal friction losses (the friction losses at nominal engine

temperature), p^r"^} ,
are mainly a function of engine speed,

PmeOFrtc = PmeOFnc (^Eng ) (2.20)

6At cold-start, this is not necessarily a restriction.
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The air-fuel ratio, Xaf-, and the exhaust gas temperature, Teg-, in (2.13) are

functions of the engine speed, the engine load, and the engine temperature.

XAF = Xaf(uEng ,9Eng iTEng) ~ XAp'(idEng ,
9Eng + 9pnc) (2.21)

TeG = TEG(^Eng,9Eng-,TEng) ~ ^"EqU''(iüEng ,
9]Eng + 9Fnc) (2.22)

In order to simplify matters, the dependency on the engine temperature is

accounted for via a temperature dependent engine friction torque, 9fnc,

°Fnc = J^(Ct- 1) pZ°eOFnc- (2-23)

The total torque demand at the engine, 9Eng-, is the sum of the driving torque

to propel the vehicle, 9veh, the torque required to drive the generator, 9Gen:

and a torque 6^*c required to operate optional mechanical auxiliaries

9Eng = 9veh + 9Qen + 9Ax • (2.24)

During deceleration phases (which are characterized by negative values of

9veh): the engine torque is bounded below by the engine drag torque, 9prag,

9Eng —> niax(#£n5, —9prag) (2.25)

where

Vp
9Prag = ~A—PrneO- (2.26)

47T

The second term on the right side of (2.11), the effective mechanical output

power, is given by the product of the engine speed and the engine torque,

PMech = &Eng 9Eng- (2.27)

Another contribution to the energy balance of the engine stems from the

heat losses to the ambient air. Heat is lost through the engine's surface by
convection and radiation. The convective losses are correlated with Newton's

law of cooling as

Qconv = aEng2Amb ^Eng2Amb (TEng ~ TAmb) (2.28)

where the convection properties are lumped into the heat transfer coefficient

(iEng2Amb- The parameter AEng2Amb denotes the surface area of the engine. As

a matter of fact, the convective heat transfer coefficient is a complex function

of the media properties, the flow conditions, and the geometry. Empirical
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correlations exist for natural as well as for forced convection. For the model

at hand, the correlation for a square cylinder was adopted,

Nu = 0.32Re°-675Pr0-4 (2.29)

which is also proposed in [19], and may be extended for low Reynolds num¬

bers (natural convection) to the following expression for the heat transfer

coefficient:

1
r

61 A ) (2.30)

where 7« is the heat transfer coefficient for natural convection. The factor öa

is deduced from (2.29) by inserting the values for the media properties and

adequate assumptions for the characteristic dimensions of the geometry.

The radiative heat transfer is modeled proportional to the emissivity of

the engine, £Eng2Amb, as

QRad = (J£Eng2AmbAEng2Amb (TEng ~ TAmb) (2.31)

where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.

The heat flow rate QAmct accounts for the heat supplied to the coolant

by the auxiliary coolant heaters (compare (2.9)). The remaining two terms

on the right side of (2.11), the heat rate dissipated at the generator and the

rate of heat transfer at the compartment heat exchanger, are detailed in the

subsequent sections.

The differential equation (2.11) determines the evolution of the engine

temperature during the engine warm-up. Once the nominal operating tem¬

perature is reached, a bypass valve in the cooling circuit is closed and heat is

dissipated at the radiator. Instead of modeling the impact of the radiator as

an additional heat flow rate in the energy balance, the engine temperature

from (2.11) is simply bounded above by the nominal operating temperature

value,

TEng —> min(TEng,TE°). (2.32)

The total fuel mass flow rate required by the system is calculated as the

sum of the fuel mass flow rate from the combustion (2.14) and the poten¬

tial fuel mass flow rate fhp^d consumed by an auxiliary fuel-operated heater

(compare (2.6)),
mpuei = m^f + mZi- (2-33)

Remark 2.1 In the experiments it was observed that the lumped engine

temperature, TEng-, which represents an average of the engine component
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temperatures, is almost congruent with the coolant temperature at the engine

outlet.

2.5.2 Generator

The generator is mechanically driven by the engine and produces electrical

energy. The electrical load at the generator stems from the electrical heaters

(compare (2.10)) and from miscellaneous electrical consumers,

Pli = PW + Pmsc- (2-34)

The influence of a battery is not considered in the model. Since the generator

considered is water cooled, a heat flow term in (2.11) originates from the

generator operation. The waste heat of the generator is a nonlinear function

of the generator efficiency, rjcem but is proportional to the electrical load,

Pßien, and to a thermal efficiency r]Q^rm,

(\Gen2Ct
_

-*- ~ r\Gen ^Therm r>Gen (r, or\

VCen
—

UGen rEl • [Z.ÔO)

riGen

The generator efficiency, rjcem is a function of the generator rotational speed,

LOcen-, and of the generator electrical current, IGen- The former is proportional
to the engine speed, whereas the latter is assumed to be proportional to the

electrical load,

rjGen

VGen = VGen(^Gen, IGen) = VGen(ZGen ^Eng, TT )• (2.36)
y Gen

A constant value for the generator voltage, Veen-, is assumed. The torque

to drive the generator is determined by the electrical generator load, the

generator efficiency, and the engine speed, as follows:

pGen
9Gen = • (2.37)

^Eng rjGen

2.6 Passenger Compartment Subsystem

In order to be able to rate the effect of the auxiliary heaters on the physi¬
cal sensation of the passengers, the temperature dynamics of the passenger

compartment are modeled. The interface between the engine subsystem and

the passenger compartment is the compartment heat exchanger, the mod¬

eling of which is the subject of the next subsection. The modeling of the

compartment itself follows thereafter.
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2.6.1 Compartment Heat Exchanger

The compartment heat exchanger provides thermal energy for the heating
of the compartment chamber. It is installed in the compartment air-inlet

channel and transfers heat from the coolant to the air stream. The heat flow

rate transferred, QcHx°mV-> lQ related to the temperature difference of the

fluids at the inlet,

(\Ct2Comp VlOO /rp rpCHxIn\ /0 qo\
^CHx

~

ïoôTkÏ
'

n9
~

Air >' ^ >

The coefficient Qioo, is the heat transfer rate at a given temperature difference

of 100 K. It captures the performance characteristics of the heat exchanger
and is a function of the coolant volume flow rate and of the air mass flow

rate, Qioo = Qioo(VclHx iAmX)- Usually, Qioo is determined experimentally.
Even though, in order to be able to extrapolate the value to regions where

no measured data is available, the heat exchanger characteristic was approx¬

imated by the relation given below:

/ Vru \7Q100 / Tfl/L \<5q100

0100=fiQm •

lïRFîy lîik^lJ (2-39)

The relation (2.39) is formulated in formal analogy to heat transfer correla¬

tions for forced convection (see for example [20]).

2.6.2 Compartment

In the present model, the thermal dynamics of the compartment chamber

are defined by the temperatures of the lumped masses of the air inside the

compartment and of the interior material.

An energy balance for the compartment air yields the following differential

equation for the compartment air temperature, TcAir-

dTçAi

dt

The contributions to the compartment air temperature dynamics stem from

the enthalpies of the entering and exiting air flows, from the heat transfers

to the interior material and to the ambient, and from a not further specified
heat transfer rate, Qfchmp? which accounts for miscellaneous heat sources,

as for example the passengers' body heat or solar irradiation. The enthalpy

rate difference of the air stream,

AH

Air = mZx Cp Am (T%7
'"
" T°> 0ut) (2.41)

fTiCAir CpAir ~T
— AHAir

~ Q CAir2Int
~ QcAir2Amb + QeComp- (2.40)
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is defined by the temperatures of the entering and of the exiting air stream.

The air temperature at the inlet nozzle, TA°rmp n, can be deduced from an

energy balance for the inlet air stream, and is given by

iComp In
(\Gt2Gomp , ^

iCHxIn
,

^iCHx
+

<^EH2Comp

CHx p
1,1Air ^pAir

rpoompm rpUHx In ,
^ CHx ' ^ untuomp /<-> AO\

1
Air -1Air ^

-CHx^
' \AAA)

Depending on the operation mode of the ventilation, different air tempera¬

tures T^xIn upstream of the compartment heat exchanger emerge:

rpCHxin _ \TAmb for fresh-air operation
J-Atr

- Srp
, . , ,. . ,.

\ZA6)
I 1 cAir tor recirculatmg-air operation.

According to a lumped-parameter approach, the temperature of the outgoing

air is assumed to be equal to the compartment air temperature,

TCompOut = TcMr_ {2M)

The two heat transfer terms of (2.40), QcAir2int and QcAir2Amb, are modeled

proportional to the corresponding temperature differences of the media,

QcAir2Int = ®CAir2Int ^CAir2Int (TcAir ~ Tjnt) (2-45)

QcAir2Amb = ®CAir2Amb ^CAir2Amb \TcAir ~ TArnb) (2.46)

The interior material temperature, Tjnt, is assumed to be solely affected

by the heat transferred from the compartment air,

mint Clnt = QcAir2Int- (2.47)

2.7 Calibration of the Model

As the model equations are based on first principles, many parameters of

the model are physical constants and, thus, are known. The remaining pa¬

rameters are either available from data sheets (e.g., geometrical parameters),
adopted from literature or estimated, directly measured, or experimentally
identified. In Appendix A.l a complete overview of the parameters of the

model is given, and the respective sources are stated.
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2.7.1 Vehicle Dynamics Subsystem

The majority of the parameters of the vehicle dynamics subsystem are given

in the vehicle data sheet. The inertias Qw-, ©pt, &Eng-, and the power train

efficiency, r\pp, were estimated. A value for the rolling friction coefficient, cr,

was found in literature.

2.7.2 Auxiliary Heaters Subsystem

Equally, most parameters of the auxiliary heaters are known from techni¬

cal specifications. Only the efficiencies of the electrical heaters, tjeh ct and

Veh Air, had to be estimated.

2.7.3 Engine Subsystem

Apart from the parameter values which are known from data sheets (Vp,

ZGen), which were adopted from literature (pmeoGas, öa, r}c'eenrm)-> or which

could be estimated with adequate accuracy (T^m, AEng2Amb, £Eng2Amb, and

y

gen) some engine parameter values had to be measured or identified. Di¬

rectly measured were the air-fuel ratio map, X^Fm(uEng, 9'Eng), the exhaust

gas temperature map, TEQm(cuEng,9Eng), and the generator efficiency map,

r]Gen(^Gen,lGen)- The maps e(uEng) and pU^UEng) were identified from

experimental fuel consumption data. Figure 2.3 shows the comparison be-

B9

,
Comb

lFuel (g/s)

1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

cuEng (rpm)

3500 4000

Figure 2.3: Calibration of the engine fuel consumption model; comparison of experiment

and fitted model of the fuel mass flow rate at nominal engine operating temperature
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tween the measurement and the fitted model of the fuel mass flow rate at

nominal engine operating temperature. A very good agreement between

experiment and model is observed. For engine speeds below 1000 rpm no

data was available. The parameters pmeoAux, (mC)Eng, 7o ^C> an(^ 7« were

identified from measurements of an engine warm-up at —3 °C ambient tem¬

perature and idling conditions. Therefore, the parameters were varied until

the quadratic deviations of the engine temperature and of the combustion

fuel mass flow rate from their experimental counterparts were minimized.

Figure 2.4 shows the resulting trajectories of the engine temperature and of

the fuel mass flow rate.

1500 2000

t(s)

Figure 2.4: Calibration of the engine auxiliary loss term, of the engine thermal capacity,

of the engine internal friction model, and of the convective heat transfer coefficient model;

comparison of experiment and fitted model of the engine temperature (above) and of the

combustion fuel mass flow rate (below) for an engine warm-up at an ambient temperature

of —3°C and idling conditions

2.7.4 Passenger Compartment Subsystem

For the experimental calibration of the compartment heat exchanger char¬

acteristic, Qioo(yctHl' i^Mr) >
a set °f data was available for air mass flow

rates between 240kg/h and 480kg/h and for coolant volume flow rates be¬

tween 5001/h and 15001/h. Figure 2.5 shows the comparison of the measured

map of Q\oo and the fitted model (2.39). Extrapolation to regions where no
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Figure 2.5: Calibration of the compartment heat exchanger model; comparison of ex¬

periment and fitted model

data exists is possible, since the model established was shown for other heat

exchanger types to be able to reproduce the heat exchanger characteristics

accurately over a broad range of input values.

For the identification of the parameters of the compartment thermal dy¬

namics, temperature measurements from two subsequent ECE cycles at an

ambient temperature of —7°C were used. Unfortunately, no data was avail¬

able of the temperature of the interior material. In order to reduce the num¬

ber of parameter values to be determined experimentally, the following as¬

sumption regarding the specific heat transfer rates was made: (aA) cAir2int =

(cïA)cAir2Amb- In Fig. 2.6, the results of the parameter identification are de¬

picted. The reference trajectory for TcAir is composed of head-room tem-

o

20

15

10

hS 0

-10

TcAir (Experiment)
Tcmt (Model)
TInt (Model)

500 1000

t(s)

1500

,20

2000
-10

Figure 2.6: Calibration of the compartment thermal model; comparison of experiment

and fitted model for two subsequent ECE cycles at an ambient temperature of —7°C
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perature, leg-room temperature, and medium-position temperature, in equal
shares. The initial peak observed in the measured compartment temperature

can not be reproduced. Presumably, this temporary increase in temperature

was the effect of any external disturbance.

2.8 Experimental Validation

The model of the system was validated by comparing output signals of the

model with data experimentally acquired on a chassis dynamometer test

bench. For the validation of the engine rotational speed prediction and of

the engine torque prediction, CAN data were used. In Fig. 2.7 the results

are shown. As expected, for a simple mechanical relationship, the agreement

2000

1500

1000

B9

3
500

200

Experiment
Model

150

^

s

195 780 U8°0

Experiment
Model

Ol

e

B9

195 780 1180

t(s)

Figure 2.7: Validation/verification of the model; comparison of experiment and model

prediction of the engine speed (above) and of the engine torque (below) in the NEDC

(the repetitive part of the ECE is omitted for scaling reasons)

between measurement and model is almost perfect for the engine rotational

speed, uEng- Regarding the validation of the engine torque, 9Eng-, if has

to be noted that the CAN data of the engine torque does not represent a

measurement signal, but rather a modeled quantity which derives from the

ECU. The agreement observed between model and CAN data can therefore

only be claimed as a verification of the model.
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Validated for a cold-started ECE cycle were the temperature dynamics of

the engine and the fuel path. A very good congruence between experiment

and simulation was achieved as the results shown in Fig. 2.8 prove. The

60
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40

Ü
o 30

Ol
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10

0

-10

420

360

1=0
300

.0
240

180

120

60

0

Figure 2.8: Validation of the model; comparison of experiment and model prediction
of the engine temperature (above) and of the fuel consumption (below) in a cold-started

ECE at an ambient temperature of —7°C

prediction errors at the end of the cycle correspond to 0.4 K for the engine

temperature and to 6.4 g for the fuel consumption. Relative to the total

evolution, these errors amount to 0.8% and 1.7%, respectively. The root-

mean-square deviations are 0.8 K for the mean engine temperature and 2.9 g

for the fuel consumption.

The model proposed in this chapter captures the transient effects of the

engine warm-up as expected. Unfortunately, no data was available for the

validation of the passenger cabin thermal dynamics and the auxiliary heater

characteristics.

2.9 Discussion

The equations given in this chapter constitute a nonlinear, 3rd-order sys¬

tem of ordinary differential equations which captures the static as well as

the dynamic characteristics of the system. State variables are the lumped

temperatures of the engine, TFng, of the compartment air, Tçjaw, and of the

^

»

^

»
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compartment interior material, Tjnt. The modeling is founded on basic phys¬
ical considerations and on established modeling approaches extracted from

literature. It yields a control-oriented, mathematical representation of the

system, and provides the desired trade-off between accuracy and complexity.
In abbreviated notation the system dynamics can be stated as

fl (TEng , TcAir, ZfJB ,VVeh, 9Aux > PEl^,
(2 48 )

TAmb, mAir i yet
X

5
om

5 UFH ,UEH Ct, UEH Air )

h (TcAir, TEng , TAmb, ^Air ^Ct
*

•> Q2Comp > om> UEH Air) (2.48b)

h(Tint,TCAir). (2.48c)

Based on physical reasoning, it can be argued that the system is asymptoti¬

cally stable for all reasonable system parameter values.

Remark 2.2 A simplification of the compartment model to a model which

considers only one dynamic variable (the temperature of the internal ma¬

terial) would probably be feasible with minor losses in accuracy, since the

dynamics of the compartment air temperature are fast compared with the

dynamics of the engine or of the internal material temperature. However,

as only a limited amount of experimental data was available for the com¬

partment model calibration, and no data was available for the compartment

model validation, the equations was formulated such as to maintain general¬

ity.

dTm
ng

dt

dTçAir

dt

dTint

dt



Chapter 3

Development of an Optimal Feedback

Controller for a Fuel-fired Coolant Heater

In the introduction, the goal of optimizing the vehicle warm-up with respect

to passenger comfort and fuel economy was stated. In the present chapter
this objective is transformed to an optimal control problem. Therefore, a

proper mathematical statement of the problem to be solved is presented
first. Then, a solution to the optimal control problem is derived based on the

results of the optimal control theory. This optimal feedback control is finally
extended to an implementable controller. The optimization is presented for

a fuel-fired coolant heater. Generalizations for the optimal control of other

types of auxiliary heaters are briefly discussed as well.

3.1 Definition of the Optimal Control Problem

The essential elements of an optimal control problem are: a mathematical

model of the system to be controlled (system dynamics), a set of admissible

inputs and a desired output (constraints), and a functional which measures

the effectiveness of a given control action (performance index). These es¬

sential elements are introduced below for the problem of optimal auxiliary

heating with a fuel-fired coolant heater.

3.1.1 System Dynamics

If the compartment ventilation is presumed to operate in fresh-air mode and if

the electrical heaters are not considered, the dynamic behavior of the lumped

engine temperature can be written as

d r<

-T;TEng(t) = fl(TEng(t),LÜEng(t),9Eng(t),VVeh(t),PEien(t),

TAmb(t),mZx(t),ygHx(t),uFH(t))

= A(TEng (t) ,
LüEng (t) ,

9Eng (t) ,
V Veh(t) , Pe (t) ,

TAmb(t),7hZX(t),y^X(t)) + BuFH(t)

31
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with the state variable TEng(t) and the control variable UFn(t)- The temper¬

ature differential equation (3.1) is nonlinear in the state variable and affine

with coefficients A and B in the heater control signal UFn(t)- Note that the

coefficient B in (3.1) is positive,

(\Nom
B =

^FH
> 0 (3.2)

Eng C'Eng

since it models the effect of the fuel-fired heater on the time derivative of the

engine temperature. For UFn(t) = 0 and constant input signals, the system

(3.1) has an equilibrium point at

T^g = {TEng\0 = A(TEng)}. (3.3)

Obviously (by physical reasons), any initial engine temperature will converge

towards this equilibrium temperature. The equilibrium point is therefore

globally asymptotically stable.1 In (3.1), opposite to (2.48a), other input

signal dependencies appear. The vehicle dynamics subsystem was removed,

and the engine operating point (defined by the values of 9Eng (t) and toEng (t))
is used directly as an input in (3.1). The vehicle speed signal vveh(t) is still

necessary for the calculation of the convective heat losses from the engine to

the ambient air. The input signal T|fsc(/;) is replaced by PEien(t) since the

electrical heaters are not considered. The dependence on TcAir(t) drops out

due to the presumed fresh-air operation mode of the ventilation.

In Sec. 2.6.2, a model of the passenger compartment was presented. For

the subsequent optimization, a simplified cabin model is proposed. This

simplified version is derived from the following assumptions:

jPcAirit) = 0 (3.4a)

JtTint(t) = 0. (3.4b)

The assumptions (3.4a) and (3.4b) define a quasistatic approximation of the

cabin air temperature, in the following denoted as TcAir(t), which (for the

specific conditions at hand) is given as

TcAir(t) = TAmb(t)

C

100 [K] {J-Eng^J
~

J-Amb^JJ T ^2Comp^<W^M>
(TEm(t)

-

TWt)) +

Q^tlp(t)
(3.5)

&CAir2Amb AcAir2Amb + Air (^) ^p Air

1 Theoretical methods to prove the global asymptotic stability of an equilibrium point are for example

provided in [21].
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The quasistatic compartment air temperature, TcAir(t), is an algebraic func¬

tion of the engine temperature, of the ambient temperature, of the flow con¬

ditions at the compartment heat exchanger, and of the heat flow rate due to

miscellaneous effects, Qfcs0cmp(t)-

3.1.2 Constraints

The optimal control problem formulation involves the definition of a set of

admissible inputs and a requirement on the output. These elements are

translated into two different kinds of constraints: a magnitude constraint on

the control variable and a constraint on the state variable at terminal time.

The magnitude constraint on the control variable is simply given as

uFH(t)e [0,1] (3-6)

according to the control variable's definition (2.5). The constraint on the

state variable at terminal time follows from the question of "where do we

want our system to go?" If the problem of optimizing the vehicle warm-up

is viewed from the comfort aspect, the warm-up phase can be regarded to be

completed as soon as the compartment air temperature reaches a level which

guarantees passenger thermal comfort [22]. Hence, for the definition of the

terminal state constraint, the critical engine temperature TE° (t) has to be

found above which the engine supplies to the compartment a heat flow rate

sufficient for thermal comfort. The critical engine temperature corresponding
to a desired compartment comfort temperature Tc^f can be determined from

(3.5) as

T^'(t)

=

TAmb(t) +
c'"«1<i\ = T,..,m + -. ,

100[Kl

<3ioo0^m«,j?(*))
• \(0LCAir2Amb AcAir2Amb + ^Air ^) Cp Air)
'

VCAir
~ TAmb(t)) ~ Q2CompV;)\-

Since the engine temperature is bounded above by the engine's nominal op¬

erating temperature, the terminal state for the optimal control problem,

TE (t), is eventually set to

TLJ(*) = min(T^(i),T#„7). (3.8)

The terminal time, tf, is unspecified and follows from the evolution of the

temperature trajectory.
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Remark 3.1 For the optimization, the saturation of the engine temperature

(2.32) does not have to be considered in the system dynamics (3.1) since it

is included in the definition (3.8) of TE(t).

Compartment Comfort Temperature

The definition of a comfort value for the passenger compartment tempera¬

ture is complex. Reference values for the compartment comfort temperature

for example can be found in [22] and [23], for ambient temperatures between

—20 °C and 40 °C and between —20 °C and 35 °C, respectively. For uniform

and stationary conditions an index to rate thermal comfort was established

in [24]. This PMV index (predicted mean vote) connects the thermal sen¬

sation on a seven-point scale (from —3 to +3, with 0 for thermal comfort)
as a function of the influencing thermal variables. These are the metabolic

rate, the thermal resistance of the clothing, the air temperature, the mean

radiant temperature, the relative air velocity, and the relative humidity. As

indicated in [25], besides the restriction to uniform and stationary conditions,

the applicability of the PMV index is limited to a relatively narrow region

of input parameter values, e.g. to ambient temperatures between 10°C and

30 °C. By setting the PMV to 0, a relation between the influencing thermal

variables for thermal comfort can be established. Even though the thermal

conditions of a passenger cabin are non-uniform and unsteady, such a rela¬

tion is sometimes proposed as guideline to define the passenger compartment

comfort temperature as a function of the influencing factors. A function

TcAir = TcMr (TAmb(t),riicj^x(t)) results, if typical values for the metabolic

rate and the clothing insulation are used, the mean radiant temperature is

assumed to be equal to the ambient temperature, the relative air velocity
is estimated from mcj^x(t), and if it is considered that the influence of the

relative humidity can usually be neglected [22].

3.1.3 Performance Index

The terminal state constraint of the optimal control problem represents the

quest for comfort and emerged from the question of "where do we want our

system to go?" The question of "how to go there" on the other hand, is

answered by the definition of the performance index. According to [22],
the comfort conditions have to be attained as fast as possible, as far as

this conforms to the economical and ecological aims. Hence, the measure

of optimality has to cover both passenger comfort requirements and fuel
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efficiency aspects. The performance index J(ufh), which is to be minimized,

is therefore defined as a convex combination of two components,

J(ufh) = k • Jloc(uFh) + (1 - k) • JioFc(ufh) k G [0,1]. (3.9)

The relative influence of the two components can be set by adjusting the

comfort factor k. For k = 1 only the comfort component, Jl0c(ufh), is opti¬

mized, whereas for k = 0 only the fuel consumption component, Ji0fc(ufh),
is optimized. By choosing the weighting factor in-between, an optimal trade¬

off is achieved.

The performance index component Jl0c(ufh) is a measure of the lack of

comfort during the cabin warm-up and is defined as

^ f f

('S)Ct2Comp\ (^Ct2Gomp\
A O^t2Comp I

^"cHx Jto

where

Jloc(ufh) =
-azcomp

'

/ (Öctx^It^T^
~

^CTP^)
^ (3-10a)

a (\Gt2Gomp (\Gt2Gomp\ s\Ct2Comp\ /o i al\

^CHx -WcHx \TEng=TfEng-^CHx \TEng=TAmb ^.lUDj

and, according to (2.38) and (2.43),

Q?m°"V = Q?m°m"(TEnAt)^AUt),m^'(t), Vg*(t)). (3.10c)

An illustration of (3.10a) is shown in Fig. 3.1(a). The comfort criterion

Jloc(ufh) integrates the heat flow rate at the compartment heat exchanger

over time, subtracts it from the time integral of the heat power necessary

to sustain thermal comfort, and normalizes it with AQCHx omp. The comfort

criterion has the dimension of time.

The performance index component Ji0fc(ufh) is a measure of the increase

of fuel consumption during the warm-up and is defined as

1_ /•*/
.
Com

JFuel

where

JioFc(ufh) =
Arhc'omb

' / {^Fuel ~ ^Fuf^-p^J dt (3.11a)

a • Comb
_

Combi -Combi /o i i u\

LAmFuel — mFuel \p„
-p. ,

mFuel \p„ -pi (d.HDJ
'J-Eng— J-Amb ' J- Eng

— J-
Eng

and

rriFuel = rriFuel(TEng(t),UEng(t),9Eng(t),VVeh(t),PElen(t),UFH(t)) (3.11c)

£f = mCF^\TEng(t),CÜEng(t),9Eng(t),VVeh(t),Pir(t)). (3.11d)
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Ü
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(b) Increase of fuel consumption Ji0fc(ufh)

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the performance index definitions (for constant disturbances)

It accumulates the amount of fuel energy due to cold-start effects and thus

penalizes a high fuel consumption. In Fig. 3.1(b), an illustration of the

fuel consumption criterion (3.11a) is shown. Due to the normalization with

Am£°ef, the dimension of Ji0fc(ufh) is also time. A direct combination of

the two performance index components in (3.9) is therefore possible.
It can be shown that the performance index J(uFp) is affine in the control

variable upH(t),

J(uFH) [M(TEng(t), ...) + N(...) uFH(t)} dt tf free (3.12)

where the dots in (3.12) indicate the dependence of the index on the variables

UEng(t), 9En9(t), VVeh(t), P|c»(t), TAmb(t), TTi^' (t), VX(t), and Qf^p(t).
Note that the impact on the performance index of these variables is minimized

due to the normalization in (3.10a) and (3.11a).
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Remark 3.2 In [26] it was shown that with the exclusive consideration of

the total fuel consumption, the auxiliary heating with a fuel-fired coolant

heater is not advantageous. The exclusive consideration of passenger com¬

fort, on the contrary, would obviously result in the heater being operated

permanently for t < tf. Therefore, if both effects are considered, an optimal
solution with an intermediate heating strategy is expected.

3.1.4 Optimal Control Problem

In order to simplify the notation during the subsequent optimization part,

the following substitutions are introduced:2

x(t)=TEng(t) (3.13a)

u(t) = uFp(t) (3.13b)

v(t) = [v1(t),v2(t),v3(t),VA(t),v5(t),v6(t),v7(t),v8(t)]T
= [UEng(t),9Eng(t),VVeh(t),Pien(t), (3.13c)

TAmb(t),mAnX(t), Vct X(t), Q2CoCmp(l)\ •

In the optimal control problem, the components of the signal vector v(t)
enter as external influences (disturbances), since they are uncontrollable, or

controlled on a different level of the control hierarchy. Their evolutions in

time are generally not known a priori. For the formulation of the optimal
control problem, the components of v(t) are assumed to be constant,

v(t) = v = constant. (3-14)

Later, the external influences are considered as additional controller inputs.
The assumption (3.14) is reasonable due to the fact that rather than the

fluctuations, mainly the average values of the external influences are relevant

for the optimal control problem.3
It is further assumed that the engine equilibrium temperature (3.3) is

above the terminal engine temperature (3.8) and that the terminal engine

temperature is higher than the initial engine temperature, x°,

x° < xf(v) < xEq(v). (3.15)

2The superscripts associated with Tßng are transferred to x.

3 Consider that the impact on the engine temperature of the external influences is damped by the engine

thermal mass, and that the impact on the performance index is (approximately) cancelled due to the

normalization.
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The optimal control problem is then stated as follows:

OCP 1 Given the system

x(t) = A(x(t),v) + Bu(t) xeR, «Gl, v eRq, B>0 (3.16a)

where v is a constant parameter vector. Assume that the system has a globally

asymptotically stable equilibrium point xEq(v) for u(t) = 0;

xEq(v) = {x\0 = A(x,v)}. (3.16b)

Let x° be a given initial state of the system and xJ (v) be a specified terminal

state, with x° < x?(v) < xEq(v). Find an admissible control u(t) : [to,tf] —>

[0,1] C R, such that the following conditions are met:

x(t0) = x° (3.16c)

x(t) = A(x(t),v) + Bu(t) for all t e [to,tf] (3.16d)

x(tf) = xf(v) (3.16e)

and the performance index

J(u) = / [M(x(t), x/(v),v) + N(x/(v), v) u(t)] dt tf free (3.16f)
k

is minimized.

The problem of optimizing the vehicle warm-up constitutes a time-invariant

optimal control problem with a predefined terminal state at an unspecified
terminal time and with magnitude constraints on the control variable. The

Hamiltonian function H :Rx [0,1] xMxMxIRxI^^IR associated with

this optimal control problem is given by

H(x(t),u(t),X(t),Xo,xf(v),v) = A0 [M(x(t),xf(v),v) + N(xf (v),v)u(t)]
+ \(t) [A(x(t),v) + Bu(t)] (3.17)

where X(t) denotes the costate. In order to be able to handle pathological

cases, a constant Ao is included [27]. The Hamiltonian function is affine in

the control variable since the control variable enters the system equation and

the performance index in a linear manner.4

4This type of problem is sometimes called a linear optimization problem (LOP).
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3.2 Solution of the Optimal Control Problem

The following procedure for the solution of the optimal control problem is

divided into four major steps. First, the question of the existence of an

optimal control is answered. Then, the necessary conditions provided by the

minimum principle of Pontryagin are stated. They are used in the third step

to deduce an extremal feedback control law. In a last step it is shown that

the extremal control is optimal.

3.2.1 Existence of an Optimal Control

The question of the existence of an optimal control involves the concept of

controllability. Due to the preparatory assumption that x° < xJ(v) < xEq(v)
and the information that xEq(v) is a globally asymptotically stable equilib¬
rium point, the question of controllability can be affirmed. For a comprehen¬
sive discussion of the existence of an optimal control the reader is referred to

[28], where a theorem is provided that guarantees the existence of an optimal
control for an optimal control problem of the type OCP 1.

3.2.2 Necessary Conditions for the Optimality of a Solution

The application of the minimum principle yields the following statement of

necessary conditions [27,29]:

Necessary Conditions 1 In order that u*(t) : [to,tf\ —> [0,1] be an opti¬

mal control (for the optimal control problem OCP 1), it is necessary that

there exists a vector

A» 1
, _o , , *

I 1 for non-patholoqical
casesA°

^OGl2 where X*0 = {
J y y

(3.18a)
.A (tf)\ I 0 for pathological cases

such that the following conditions hold:

x*(t) = VxH(x*(t),u*(t),X*(t),X*0,xf(v),v) (3.18b)

x*(t0) = x° (3.18c)

x*(t*f) = xf(v) (3.18d)

X*(t) = -VxH(x*(t),u*(t),X*(t),Xlxf(v),v) (3.18e)

H(x:(t),u*(t),r(t),Xl,xJ(v),v)<H(x*(t),u,X%t),Xlxf(v),v)

for all u(E [0,1], te [t0,t*f]
'
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H(x*(t),u*(t),X*(t),X*0,xf(v),v) = 0 for all te [t0,t}}. (3.18g)

The pathological case, where Aq = 0, can be excluded (see Appendix A.2 for

details). We may thus choose Aq = 1.

3.2.3 Derivation of an Extremal Feedback Control

It can be shown (see Appendix A.3 for details) that an optimal control prob¬
lem of the type OCP 1 is normal.5 Hence, during the development of the

extremal feedback control law presented subsequently, a singular solution

does not have to be considered. Thus, the procedure consists of two sequen¬

tial steps. First, the iTminimal control is derived from (3.18f). This control

law determines the control signal, u(t), as a function of the costate, X(t).
The condition (3.18g) is then employed to eliminate the costate and thus to

transform the preliminary control law into a feedback control law, where the

control signal is given as a function of the state, x(t).

H-minimal Control

If (3.17) is inserted into the condition (3.18f) for the global minimization of

the Hamiltonian and if equal terms on both sides are cancelled, the following
relation results:

[N(xf(v),v) + y(t)B] u*(t) < [N(xf(v),v) + y(t)B] u

for all u e [0,1], te [t0,t}].
[ ' '

Taking into account the magnitude restriction for u(t), the evaluation of

(3.19) yields the iTminimal control as

1 ifh(X*(t),xf(v),v) <0

u*(t) = <J u*(t) e [0,1] if h(X*(t),xf(v),v) = 0 (3.20a)

0 ifh(X*(t),xf(v),v) >0

h(X*(t),xf(v),v) = N(xf(v),v) + X*(t) B (3.20b)

where h(X*(t),x^(v),v) is the switching function. Since the problem was

assumed to be normal, by definition, the switching function can vanish only
at a countable set of switch times [27]. As a consequence, the control u*(t) is

a piecewise constant function of time and can switch only between the values

0 and 1, thus is bang-bang.

DAn optimal control problem is said to be normal if the optimal control is not singular.
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Elimination of the Costate Vector

Under the restriction

±\t) = A(x*(t),v) + Bu*(t) ^0 foralUG [t0,t}} (3.21)

the necessary condition (3.18g) can be transformed into an equation for the

costate, X*(t),

X*(t) = ~

K
Kh:^[J ^;:

* K)
for all t e [to,t}}.

M(x*(t),xJ(v),v) + N(xf(v),v)u*(t)

A(x*(t),v) + Bu*(t)

(3.22)
If this expression for X*(t) is substituted into the switching function of the

iJ-minimal control (3.20b) and expanded with the denominator of X*(t), the

following (extremal) feedback control law results (the terms in h containing

u*(t) cancel out):

1 ifh(x*(t),xf(v),v) <0

u*(t) = { u*(t) e [0,1] [fh(x*(t),xJ(v),v) = 0 (3.23a)

0 ifh(x*(t),xf(v),v)>0

h(x*(t),xf(v),v) = A(x*(t),v)N(xf(v),v)-BM(x*(t),xf(v),v) (3.23b)

where h(x*(t), x^(v),v) is the modified switching function. In order to pre¬

vent sign changes in the conditions for the iTminimal control due to the

expansion with the denominator of X*(t), it is required that

x*(t) = A(x*(t),v) + Bu*(t) >0 foralUG [t0,t}}. (3.24)

The condition (3.24) is guaranteed by the fact that Bu*(t) > 0, as B > 0 and

u*(t) e [0,1], the assumption that x° < x?(v) < xEq(v), and the condition

that the equilibrium point xEq(v) is globally asymptotically stable.

3.2.4 Uniqueness of the Extremal and the Optimal Control

The existence of an optimal control and the uniqueness of extremal controls

imply the uniqueness of the optimal control [27]. In the present case the

existence of the optimal control is guaranteed (compare Sec. 3.2.1). Since the

extremal control could be expressed as a feedback control law, it is unique.

Hence, the extremal control (3.23a) and (3.23b) is the unique optimal control

of the optimal control problem OCP 1.
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3.2.5 Physical Interpretation of the Optimal Control

If the modified switching function (3.23b) is replaced with the dimensionless

function V (division with —B < 0), the control signal is chosen to be equal
to 0 at the switch times, and if the original variables for x(t) and u(t) are

re-substituted, the optimal control can be restated as6

Ui
-./

1
ifT(TEng,TEng(v),v)>0

FH(TEna,TF(v),v)
= {

v "*'

T9 (3.25a)FHK Eng, Eng\ h )

^ if r(T^ ?^(v)? v) < Q
l >

nTEng,TEng(v),v) = M(TEng,TEng(v),v)
-A^^N{T]

B
^y^Eng v ,v.

(3.25b)

where v is the signal vector (3.13c) of the disturbances and TE (v) is the

desired terminal state (compare (3.7) and (3.8)).
The optimal control (3.25a) and (3.25b) is a model-predictive feedback

control law. Dependent on the current value of the engine temperature,

TFng, and the model-predictive information from the system equations, the

conditional function T is evaluated. The sign of the conditional function

determines the value of the control signal. According to (3.25a), the auxiliary
heater is either off, or operated with maximum power. If the coefficients

A, B, M, and N are replaced by their physical counterparts, it can be

concluded that, under the conditions of the optimal control problem OCP 1

and optimally controlled, the heater is on if and only if

K
QcHx0mP(TEng(v)^) ~ QcHx^ ^Eng ,v)

QcT0m,(TEnMv) ~ Qœx0m>(TAmb,v)

^(TEng,v)
K) S r n ,

"

'

,—f t (3.26a)
'vfh HL[m^\TAmb,v)-7h^\TEn/v),v:1

KZ}(TEng , V) ~ Ù&(TEng(v),v)
,CombtrT. m\ rA-,Comb (n~*J

>0

m^T^Amb, v)
-

m^T(TJEng(v),v)

where

^(TEng,v) = Hcomb(TEng,v) ~ PMech^TEng, ^)

- Q^^iT^v) - &Am"(TE^v) (3.26b)

+ Q^c,(v)-Q^""'(TE„s,v).
3The explicit statement of the time dependency is omitted for the sake of brevity.
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3.3 Implementation of the Optimal Feedback Controller

In Sec. 3.2 a feedback control law for the optimal operation of a fuel-fired

coolant heater was developed. This control law is subject to the assump¬

tions and requirements of the optimal control problem and thus not directly

applicable in practice. The extension of the optimal control law to an imple-
mentable controller involves

• The definition of appropriate control actions for problem conditions

which are excluded by the terms of the optimal control problem

• The estimation of the heat flow term QfcTmpft)

• The proper processing of the disturbance signals.

In the following, these extensions, the structure, the mode of operation, and

the parametrization of the implementable controller are explained.

3.3.1 Structure and Mode of Operation of the Controller

In Fig. 3.2, a signal flow chart of the structure of the optimal controller

is shown. The primary input signal to the controller is the lumped engine

wBnj "Eng v Veh "El J-Amb mAlr Vct
rCHx

Input-signal filter

TcAi

TEng

À L

Preprocessing unit rEq

A L

Control

logic
unit

uFH

Figure 3.2: Signal flow chart of the optimal controller with input-signal filter, prepro¬

cessing unit, and control logic unit

temperature, TFng(t). Aside from this feedback signal, the compartment air

temperature, TcAir(t), and the external influences lüEng(t), 9Fng(t), vveh(t),

Peich(^)-> TAmb(t), mc^x(t), and VciHx(t) appear as controller inputs. As was

mentioned earlier (Remark 2.1), the value of the lumped engine temperature,
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TFng(t), can safely be approximated as the value of the coolant temperature

at the engine outlet, which is available as CAN data. The value of the com¬

partment air temperature, TcAir(t), which is commonly measured at the AC

control unit, and the measured or estimated values of the uncontrollable ex¬

ternal influences, uJFng(t), 9Eng(t), vVeh(t), P£ien(t), and TAmb(t), are usually
available as CAN data, too. The air mass flow, Tncj^x(t), is known since it

is a control signal. Its value is adjusted manually or determined by an air

mass flow controller as a function of the compartment conditions, such as

the air temperature or the air humidity. For advanced engine cooling sys¬

tems comprising an electrically driven coolant pump, an electrical accessory

coolant pump in the heating loop, or a controllable valve in the heating loop,
the coolant mass flow rate at the compartment heat exchanger, V^tHx(t), is

controllable and thus known as well.

The controller for the auxiliary heater features a control logic unit, a pre¬

processing unit, and an input-signal filter as subsystems. Below, the purposes

and the functionalities of these three major elements of the controller are de¬

tailed.

Remark 3.3 If a signal is controlled in function of the engine temperature

or the compartment temperature, it can be removed from the external inputs

and can be included in the control logic.

Input-Signal Filter

For the formulation of the optimal control problem, the disturbance signals

were assumed to be constant on their average values (compare (3.14)). In

practice, the evolution of these signals over time is not known a priori. There¬

fore, the disturbances are considered as additional controller inputs and are

used to adapt their predicted average values. The signals mcj^x(t), Va^x^)->
and TAmb(t) are assumed to be smooth and thus are directly used as esti¬

mates for their average future values. The prediction of the average future

values of the usually erratic external influences

V{t) = [uJEng(t),9Eng(t),VVeh(t),Pir(t)}T (3-27)

is inferred from the past tracks of these signals: at the input of the controller,

the signals (3.27) are low-pass filtered (with the time constant tie),

riFUIF(t)+vIF(t) = v(t). (3.28)
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Remark 3.4 The approach of estimating the average future values of the

erratic external influences based on a low-pass filter was shown to yield good
controller performance. However, other methods of estimating these values,

such as a moving average approach or pattern recognition, are reasonable as

well.

Preprocessing Unit

The preprocessing unit determines a predictive value of the engine terminal

temperature x?(t) and an estimation xEq(t) of the engine equilibrium tem¬

perature. According to (3.7) and (3.8), the prediction of xJ (t) depends on

the heat flow term Qfchmp^)^ which describes miscellaneous external contri¬

butions to the cabin thermal dynamics, such as solar irradiation. Since this

heat source term is difficult to measure and since the quasistatic model of

the compartment temperature is very simplified, a feedback-based correction

of x?(t) is integrated. Therefore, the value of Qfc0cmp(t) is estimated based

on a compartment temperature measurement, and the value of the engine

terminal temperature is adapted accordingly. Explicitly stated, this yields
the following feedback-based estimation of the terminal engine temperature:

TEn7 (f) ~ TEng(t) + ~T
nyCHx(., . CHxU\\

(TC°aZ ~ TCAir(t))
Qioo(Vifx(t),m(£x(t))

• (ot-CAir2Amb AcAir2Amb + Air (^) CpAir) (3.29a)

x'(t) = min(T'È:;,(t),TEi). (3.29b)

In order to compute xEq(t) = {x | 0 = A(x, t)}, a scalar nonlinear zero

finding routine is applied.

Remark 3.5 The calculation of the equilibrium temperature is only needed

to check the conditions of the optimal control problem, but it does not enter

into the control law.

Control Logic Unit

In Fig. 3.3, a flowchart of the control logic is displayed. The control logic unit

is the core of the controller. It contains the optimal control law, (3.25a) and

(3.25b), and a heuristic extension. If the requirements of the optimal control

problem are satisfied, the optimal control law is executed, i. e. the conditional

function T is evaluated for the current engine temperature x(t) and the pre¬

dicted terminal state xJ(t), in consideration of the external influences, and
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(input signals acquired J- = T

ufh = 0

"T'-> TZZ HT Ï

no

ufh = 0

r = F(x,xf,vIF, TAmb, mf» VgH*) T = T(x, oS, iIF, TAmb, m*, VStHx\

no

ufh = 0 V,FH = 1

(

UpH =0 MFH = 1

check for minimum dwell time At 0
»f output control signal

Figure 3.3: Flowchart of the control logic for the operation of a fuel-fired auxiliary heater

(shaded blocks indicate the heuristic extension to the optimal control law)

the appropriate control action is executed. The heuristic extension to the

optimal control law comes into operation if the current engine temperature

is greater than or equal to the terminal engine temperature, x(t) > xJ(t),
or if the terminal engine temperature is greater than or equal to the equi¬

librium engine temperature, xJ(t) > xEq(t). For x(t) > xJ(t), the heater is

switched off. If xJ (t) > xEq(t) and provided that x(t) < xEq(t), the heater

control signal is determined based on the optimal control law, which, how¬

ever, is not executed at the terminal temperature xJ(t), but rather at xEq(t),
in lieu thereof. For xEq(t) < x(t) < xJ(t) the heater is switched off. A dwell

time, Atp, for the control signal is implemented to prevent fast switching

sequences and to suppress the possible occurrence of chattering.

Remark 3.6 The operation "check for minimum dwell time Atp" in Fig. 3.3,

which holds the control signal, may be omitted if the sampling time of the

optimal feedback controller is chosen to be larger than or equal to the dwell

time. In fact, a large sampling time is also desired in order to reduce the

controller's computation requirements.
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Table 3.1

Optimal Controller Settings

Parameter

rpComf
1
GAir

K

TIF

AtD

Description

Compartment comfort temperature (K)

Comfort factor, kG [0,1]

Input-signal filter time constant (s)

Minimum dwell time for the control signal (s)

3.3.2 Controller Settings and Application Parameters

In Table 3.1 the optimal controller settings are summarized. The controller

settings are the compartment comfort temperature, TC°^T ,
the comfort fac¬

tor, k, the time constant of the input filter, tjF, and the minimum dwell time

for the control signal, Atp. The parameter Tc^f represents the compart¬

ment air temperature at which the passenger thermal comfort is assumed to

be guaranteed. In the present study, a constant value for Tc^f is applied.

However, a variation of the comfort temperature based on a sophisticated
comfort model (refer to Sec. 3.1.2), as a function of environmental influences

(such as the ambient temperature), or of compartment air flow conditions

(e.g. the air velocity) would also be feasible, in principle. The trade-off

between comfort and fuel economy is adjusted with the parameter k e [0,1]:

k t =>• Increased weighting of passenger comfort

k I =>• Increased weighting of fuel economy.

The choice of k is primarily subject to the car manufacturer's preferences.

However, a direct manipulation of the comfort factor through the user (the
vehicle passenger) could also be considered. The influence on the control ac¬

tion of the choice of the filter time constant tjF is not obvious. Fortunately,
it can be shown that the value of the filter time constant is not very critical.

The minimum dwell time Atp has to be set with respect to the minimal

heater response time. Apart from the controller settings, the optimal con¬

troller also comprises the parameters of the system model. In practice, these

system parameters have to be fitted to the vehicle (controller application),
since their values are specific for a given vehicle type.

3.4 Optimal Controllers for Other Heater Types

In the preceding sections, a controller for the optimal operation of a fuel-fired

coolant heater was presented. Other types of auxiliary heaters were consid-
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ered as well, namely an electrical coolant heater, an electrical air heater, and

a mechanically driven heat pump. For these systems, additional complexities
arise due to the impact of the heater operation on the engine operating point

(auxiliary torque) and the back-coupling due to the air-recirculating opera¬

tion of the ventilation in the case of the heat pump. Within the framework

of this research project, controllers similar to the optimal feedback controller

presented in this chapter were derived for these systems.



Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

In the present chapter, the functionality and the performance of the optimal
controller derived in Chapter 3 are analyzed. As a basis for the investigations,

some preliminary definitions are introduced first. The operation of the con¬

troller is then demonstrated in the NEDC, and its functionality is discussed in

detail. A sensitivity analysis of the controller follows. The chapter concludes

with a benchmark analysis, where the performance of the optimal controller

is compared with the performance of alternative operating strategies. The

results arise from simulations that are based on the model of Chapter 2.

4.1 Preliminary Definitions

This section covers the definition of nominal vehicle operating conditions and

controller settings, the introduction of alternative heater operating strategies,

and the definition of some characteristic figures to rate the performance of

the different operating strategies.

4.1.1 Controller Settings and Nominal Operating Conditions

In Table 4.1 the nominal controller settings and the nominal vehicle oper¬

ating conditions are summarized. Two different sets of nominal operating

conditions are defined:

Case 1 Vehicle warm-up in the NEDC at an ambient temperature of 5 °C

Case 2 Vehicle warm-up for a constant vehicle speed of 50 km/h at different

ambient temperatures.

The remaining system input signals are chosen to represent typical conditions

encountered during the vehicle warm-up. For the nominal controller settings

the following values are proposed. The compartment comfort parameter of

the controller is set to Tc^f = 23 °C, according to the recommended value

for the mean cabin temperature presented in [22]. The comfort factor k of

49
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Table 4.1

Definition of Controller Settings and Nominal Operating Conditions

Parameter/signal Symbol
Value

Case 1 Case 2

Compartment comfort temperature

Comfort factor

Input-signal filter time constant

Minimum dwell time

rpComf
1
CAtr

K

TIF

VVeh

zgb

J- Amb

ûMtsc
0Aux

TjMisc
rEl

f\Misc

V2Comp

mAir

\rCHx
vct

om

23

0.825

60s

30 s

°C

G [0.45,0.8]

0s

0s

Vehicle speed

Gear ratio

Ambient temperature

Additional mechanical load

Additional electrical load

Misc. heat flows to compartment

Air mass flow rate @ CHx

Coolant volume flow rate @ CHx

Ventilation operation mode

NEDC 50 km/h

NEDC 3

5°C e[-5,10]°C

ONm

1500 W

500 W

300 kg/h

10001/h

fresh air

the performance index is set to 0.825 in case 1. The reason for this choice

becomes obvious in Sec. 4.4, where the performance of the optimal controller

is compared with the performance of the state-of-the-art control law. In

case 2, a range of different values is used in order to be able to demonstrate

the influence of the comfort factor on the solution. The time constant of the

input-signal filter, Tip, and the dwell time Atp of the control signal are both

set to 0 s for the conditions of case 2.1 In case 1 the uncontrollable external

influences are low-pass filtered with a time constant of tjF = 60 s and the

minimum dwell time is set to Atp = 30 s.

4.1.2 Reference Strategies

Below, the different heater operating strategies used in the sensitivity analysis
and in the benchmark analysis are introduced.

Optimal controller (OC) The heater control signal is generated by the opti¬

mal feedback controller derived in Chapter 3.

State-of-the-art control law2(SotA) The heater is switched on for coolant

temperatures below 70 °C if the ambient temperature is below 8°C.

xFor constant operating conditions, no processing of the input or output signals is necessary.

2According to the Mercedes-Benz E220 CDI handbook
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Minimum strategy (MinS) The heater is permanently off, uFp(t) = 0.

Maximum strategy (MaxS) The heater is switched-on during the entire cabin

warm-up, uFH(t) = 1 while TEng(t) < TfEng(t).

4.1.3 Characteristic Figures

In the following, descriptive figures are defined which are applied to rate and

to compare the different heater operating strategies.

Cabin warm-up time (tcomf) Time when the cabin thermal comfort condi-

tComf = {t | TCAir(t) = TC°aZ }• (41)

tion is met,3

Warm-up additional heat energy (AQ^f ) Additional heat energy in the

passenger compartment during the cabin warm-up as a result of the

auxiliary heating,

AQél, = / (éSf*"P« - Qœ^(t)\upHJj dt- (4.2)
«/to

Warm-up additional fuel consumption (AmE^d) The fuel consumed during
the cabin warm-up due to the auxiliary heating,

(fnFuel(t) - rriFuei(t)\UFH^J dt. (4.3)

Effectiveness of operating strategy (tos) Effectiveness of the heater operat¬

ing strategy, defined as the ratio of the additional heat energy in the

compartment per energy equivalent of the additional fuel consumed,

AOAH
^ Comp / A ,\

HL AmFuel

Switch-off engine temperature (TEn> ) The engine temperature at which the

auxiliary heater is switched off finally.

3Usually, the cabin warm-up time, tcomp is equal to the end time of the optimal control problem:

toomf=tf for T°°f{t) < Tf„°. Compare also (3.8).
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4.2 Simulation of a Vehicle Warm-up in the NEDC

A warm-up simulation in the NEDC is used to demonstrate the functionality
of the optimal feedback controller. The controller settings and the oper¬

ating parameters of the system are chosen according to the values defined

in Table 4.1 for case 1. The vehicle speed reference signal, vveh(t), of the

NEDC and the evolution of the low-pass filtered speed signal, vIEeh(t), are

depicted in Fig. 4.1(a). In the top subplot of Fig. 4.1(b) the heater control

signal, uFp(t), and the output of the controller conditional function, T(t), are

shown. The second subplot shows the compartment temperatures (TcAir(t)
and Tjnt(t)) and the compartment comfort temperature, Tc°^r .

The engine

temperature, TFng(t), and the predicted values of the terminal and the equi¬

librium engine temperatures, TE (t) and TEq (t), respectively, are included

in the third graph of Fig. 4.1(b).
As apparent from subplot 1 of Fig. 4.1(b), the heater control signal is

switched between 0 (heater is off) and 1 (heater is on with nominal power),
according to the sign of the conditional function T(t). The trend of V(t) to

decrease with rising engine temperature indicates that the heater is prefer¬

ably switched-on at low engine temperatures. Additionally, the unsteady
evolution of V(t) demonstrates that the optimal control law relies on the

prediction of the average future values of the system-influencing variables,

such as the vehicle speed or the engine operating point. Clearly visible (in
subplot 1 of Fig. 4.1(b) at t « 500 s or t « 600 s) is the effect of the dwell

time, which prevents fast switching sequences of the control signal. Once

TEng(t) = TE (t), the terminal condition of the optimal control problem is

attained (indicated by vertical lines in the plots of Fig. 4.1) and the heater is

kept switched-off, in accordance with the heuristic extension of the optimal
control law. The heuristics for TE (t) > TEq (t) do not come into operation

in this sample simulation, since the predicted equilibrium engine temperature

is always above the value of the estimated terminal engine temperature.

4.3 Sensitivity Analysis

In the sensitivity analysis, the influence of the ambient temperature and of

the comfort factor k on the operation of the optimal feedback controller is

investigated. For this investigation, the conditions of case 2 with a constant

engine operating point (compare Table 4.1) are applied.4

4For constant disturbance inputs, the heater control signal is switched exactly once, from on to off, as

can be observed.
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(a) Vehicle speed reference signal (left axis) and low-pass filtered speed signal

(right axis)
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(b) Optimal control signal and resulting temperature trajectories

Figure 4.1: Simulation results for a vehicle warm-up in the NEDC with an optimally
controlled fuel-fired coolant heater (conditions of case 1, Table 4.1)
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In Fig. 4.2(a), the values of eos for the state-of-the-art control law, the

optimal controller, and the maximum strategy are shown against the ambient

temperature. The effectiveness eos °f a heater operating strategy describes
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(b) Switch-off engine temperatures of various auxiliary heater operating strategies

as functions of the ambient temperature

Figure 4.2: Sensitivity analysis (for the conditions of case 2, Table 4.1)

the efficiency of transformation from additionally consumed fuel energy into

additional thermal energy supplied to the passenger compartment. Thus,

the higher the value of eos is, the higher is the degree of conversion, and

the more efficiently the operating strategy works. Generally, the transforma¬

tion efficiencies are relatively low for a fuel-fired coolant heater. However,

the effectiveness of the optimal controller, for the most part, is considerably

higher than the effectiveness of the state-of-the-art control law or the effec¬

tiveness of the maximum strategy. The drop in eos (TAmb) f°r the optimal
controller at low ambient temperatures is caused by the imperfection of the

quasistatic relation between compartment comfort temperature and engine

SotA

OC

MaxS
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terminal temperature, (3.29a) and (3.29b). An advantage of the optimal
controller over the reference strategies, in particular over the state-of-the-art

control law, is the optimal controller's ability to adapt its switching behavior

to the ambient and operating conditions. In Fig. 4.2(b), the dependencies
of the switch-off engine temperatures on the ambient temperature are shown

for the state-of-the-art strategy, for the optimal controller, for the minimum

strategy, and for the maximum strategy. The minimum strategy keeps the

heater switched-off constantly. The corresponding switching curve therefore

represents the lower boundary of all switching curves and is equal to the

ambient temperature. The maximum strategy operates the auxiliary heater

with maximum power until the compartment comfort condition is met. It

is apparent from Fig. 4.2(b) that the engine temperature corresponding to

the compartment comfort temperature decreases when the ambient temper¬

ature increases. The switch-off temperature of the state-of-the-art strategy

exceeds the switch-off temperature of the maximum strategy for ambient

temperatures of between 5°C and 8°C. Hence, under these conditions, the

heater is still operated when the comfort condition has already been met.

The state-of-the-art control law switches the heater off at an engine temper¬

ature of 70 °C, if the ambient temperature is below 8°C. By contrast, the

optimal controller adjusts the switch-off engine temperature as a continuous

function of the ambient temperature. The optimal switch-off temperature

clearly decreases with rising ambient temperatures, as Fig. 4.2(b) shows. An

immediate consequence of this adaptability is the improved effectiveness of

the optimal controller. Also visible in Fig. 4.2(b) is the effect of the comfort

factor k on the switch-off engine temperature. For larger values of k, the

switching curve is shifted towards higher engine temperatures. The effect

of the comfort factor on the additional heat energy in the passenger com¬

partment, AQçïJ is quantified in Fig. 4.3 for an ambient temperature of

TAmb = 0°C. Also evident in Fig. 4.3 is the impact of k, on the effectiveness

of the optimal controller. With larger values of k,, more heat is available in

the passenger cabin, but the effectiveness, eos, decreases. Hence, it can be

stated that increasing comfort requirements are associated with a declining

energy-transformation efficiency.

4.4 Benchmark Analysis

In the benchmark analysis the performance of the optimal controller is an¬

alyzed and compared with the performance of the state-of-the-art control
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Figure 4.3: Sensitivity analysis (for the conditions of case 2, Table 4.1); influence of the

choice of the comfort factor k on the additional heat energy in the passenger compartment

(left axis) and on the effectiveness of the controller (right axis)

law. It is performed to rate the quality of the optimal feedback controller

and to demonstrate the benefits associated with a sophisticated control logic.
The strategies are analyzed in the NEDC at an ambient temperature of 5°C

(nominal conditions of case 1, Table 4.1). The minimum strategy yields the

following reference values for the total compartment heat5 and the total fuel

consumption:

nNEDC
_

nCt2Comp
WComb — WCHx UpH=0

3040 kJ

m
NEDC

Fuel m^LF^o = 7-99L/100km.

In Fig. 4.4, the performance of the optimal controller and the benchmark

values of the state-of-the-art control law are rated according to the charac¬

teristic figures defined above. The upper left subplot shows the amounts of

additional heat energy in the passenger compartment due to the auxiliary

heating, whereas Fig 4.4(b), on the right, contrasts the additional amounts

of fuel consumption due to the auxiliary heating. The effectivenesses of the

operating strategies are shown in the lower left subplot. In the lower right

diagram, the cycle-total increases of fuel consumption due to the auxiliary

heating are shown.

Due to the high comfort factor chosen (k, = 0.825), the optimal controller

yields an amount of heat energy in the passenger cabin as high as the corre¬

sponding amount resulting from the application of the benchmark strategy.

The respective values of AQ^ constitute 12.7% and 12.5% of the refer¬

ence value Qcomp- However, the additional amounts of fuel consumed during

5The total compartment heat of 3040 kJ corresponds to an average heating power of 2.6 kW.
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Figure 4.4: Benchmark analysis (for the conditions of case 1, Table 4.1); comparison of

the performance of the state-of-the-art control law (SotA) with the performance of the

optimal controller (OC)

the cabin warm-up differ significantly. A value of 53.2g (7.3% of mEEejC)
is computed for the optimal controller, whereas an additional consumption
of 84.1 g (11.5% of mEEejC) results from applying the benchmark strategy.

Consequently, the effectiveness of the optimal strategy shows an enhance¬

ment of 6.5% with respect to the state-of-the-art control law's effectiveness.

Obviously, this efficiency-improved transformation from fuel energy to ther¬

mal energy in the compartment has a direct impact on the cycle-total fuel

consumption. In the NEDC, at an ambient temperature of 5°C, the total

fuel mass consumed is reduced by 0.41L/100km or 4.5%, if instead of the

state-of-the-art control law the optimal controller is applied.





Chapter 5

Summary and Conclusions

The aim of this project was to improve the vehicle warm-up process with

respect to fuel consumption and passenger comfort by optimally control¬

ling auxiliary heating devices. To this end, a control-oriented, mathematical

model that captures the relevant effects of the vehicle dynamics was de¬

veloped. This system model describes the main components' temperature

dynamics and predicts the fuel consumption characteristics of the engine.
In consequence of the physically motivated modeling approach, the model

parametrization has been established with a small amount of experimental
data. The validation results then proved the model's ability to predict the

system behavior accurately. Based on the mathematical model of the sys¬

tem, optimal control problems were formulated and solved. In this thesis,

the derivation of an optimal controller for a fuel-fired coolant heater was pre¬

sented as a paradigm. The goal to minimize the total fuel consumption and

simultaneously guarantee passenger comfort was translated into the math¬

ematical formulation of a performance functional and problem constraints.

Applying the minimum principle of Pontryagin, then, yields a set of neces¬

sary conditions for the optimality of the solution. From these conditions,

an optimal feedback control law was derived and eventually extended to an

implementable optimal feedback controller. The controller can be charac¬

terized as an optimal, nonlinear, model-predictive feedback controller. It

determines the optimal operation of the coolant heater explicitly as a func¬

tion of the feedback signals (the engine temperature and the compartment

temperature) in consideration of the values of the influencing factors, such as

the ambient temperature or the vehicle speed. A comfort factor defines the

proportion of the trade-off between "improved passenger comfort" and "low

fuel consumption". Since, except for a scalar zero detection, the controller

does not rely on any numerical optimizations or other demanding computa¬

tions, it is ideally suited to be applied on-line. The controller parameters

have to be fitted to the system for a proper model prediction. However, the

optimal controller requires no additional hardware.
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In a simulation analysis the functionality of the optimal controller was

demonstrated and its superiority to the state-of-the-art control law was as¬

sessed. In the large majority of cases, the performance of the system with an

optimally controlled auxiliary heater is clearly higher than the performance
achieved with reference operating strategies. In the NEDC, at an ambient

temperature of 5°C, a fuel consumption reduction of 4.5% was determined

in the simulation.
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Chapter 6

Introduction

In the present chapter, first a brief introduction is given to hybrid fuel cell sys¬

tems. In particular, the motivation for a system hybridization is addressed.

Then, the question of an appropriate supervisory power management is dis¬

cussed, which accompanies a system hybridization. The subsequent section

is devoted to the definition of the project objective and to the statement of

the project contributions. An overview on the structure of this study follows,

and a list of publications concludes the chapter.

6.1 Hybrid Fuel Cell Systems

Due to their clean and energy-efficient mode of operation, fuel cell systems

are considered to be an alternative power source for automotive propulsion,
residential power systems, portable electricity generation, or back-up power

supplies. The low operating temperature characteristics, the simple struc¬

ture, and their ability to quickly respond to load changes make the polymer

electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells preferable for applications character¬

ized by highly dynamic operating conditions. In most applications, a mini¬

mization of the time needed to warm up the fuel cell system is particularly

important. For example, customers of fuel cell vehicles will expect to start

the vehicle and drive away immediately. However, even for low-temperature
fuel cell systems it is a critical task to overcome the transient power limita¬

tions during warm-up (e.g. due to water flooding in the gas diffusion layers,

or reduced fuel cell efficiency). A popular solution to this problem is the

system hybridization. The basic idea of a hybrid setup is to combine the

primary energy conversion device (the fuel cell system) with an energy stor¬

age system, such as an electrochemical battery or supercapacitors. In the

case of a cold start, the energy storage system can be used to guarantee the

power output demanded throughout this temperature-transient phase and,

preferably in combination with an auxiliary heating device, to accelerate

the system warm-up. In addition, the hybridization yields further synergetic
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benefits. For example, the overall system performance and the specific power
are improved significantly by the combination of the high energy density of

the fuel cells with the high power density of batteries or supercapacitors: the

fuel cells provide the continuous power requirements, whereas the additional

energy source enables the system to follow rapid load transients and to meet

peak power demands. Moreover, the power transients of the fuel cell system

are reduced, which simplifies the configuration of the balance of plant. Fur¬

ther, the hybridization allows the fuel cell stack (which usually is the most

expensive component of the system) to be of a smaller dimension, hence it

reduces total cost. In the case of a hybrid vehicle, the energy storage unit

also provides the possibility to recover kinetic energy during braking phases.

6.2 Supervisory Power Control

The primary function of a supervisory power management is the appropri¬

ate control of the energy flows in the system, hence to prioritize the power

requests from the electrical loads and to allocate the power sources avail¬

able. In the special case of a hybrid setup, power is available from the power

generation unit and/or from the associated reversible energy storage unit.

Compared with a power system without energy storage, the hybridization
creates an additional degree of freedom in the control and thus offers an op¬

portunity to optimize the system performance. Usually, the control of the

power distribution between the fuel cell stack and the energy storage unit is

optimized for fuel-efficiency and with respect to a safe and robust operation
of the system. From the demand that the state of charge of the reversible

energy source should be sustained, another constraint results. For the op¬

timization of the power management strategy, a variety of techniques have

been proposed recently. Power management algorithms use techniques like

game theory, optimal control, dynamic programming, real-time optimization,

fuzzy logic, or simple heuristics. In order to allow a real-time application of

the strategy, the algorithm must not rely on a priori knowledge of the future

conditions but only on the current system information. Additionally, for an

on-board application the computing power required must be low.

6.3 Objectives and Contributions of this Project

The importance of a well-designed power control strategy has been discussed

in many publications, and the technical literature contains a variety of algo-
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rithms for the supervisory power management (see for example [1-6]). But

all of these algorithms exclude the warm-up issues and thus are valid for

stationary temperature conditions only. For the time after a cold start, when

the temperature of the fuel cells is below their nominal operating temper¬

ature, a special power management strategy has to be found. It has to be

designed such that the fuel cells overcome the temperature-induced power

limitations and efficiency losses as fast as possible and attain their operating

temperature in minimum time. In the case of a hybrid setup, the supervisory

power control thus has to find the power split signal that leads to a mini¬

mized duration of the system warm-up. Simultaneously, the power requests

have to be satisfied and attention has to be paid to the state of charge of the

energy buffer and the operational constraints of the fuel cells. On account

of this, the following objective was defined for this project: The objective

of the project is to find an optimal, real-time power control strategy for the

operation of a fuel cell/battery hybrid power system during the temperature-

transient phase after a cold start. The strategy should minimize the duration

of the warm-up, should be charge-sustaining, and should take into account

the temperature-induced power limitations of the fuel cells. In order to enable

an additionally accelerated warm-up, the fuel cell system was equipped with

an auxiliary coolant heater. Thereby, another degree of freedom requiring

adequate control is added to the system.

Within the framework of this project an optimal supervisory power man¬

agement strategy for the operation of a fuel cell/battery hybrid system during
the system warm-up was derived. The charge-sustaining power management

strategy developed minimizes the warm-up duration by optimally controlling
the power split between the fuel cell system and the battery, as well as the

operation of the coolant heater. It is model-based and implemented as a feed¬

back controller. Therefore, and since it requires only low computing power,

the strategy is adequate for a real-time, on-board application. In addition,

a cooling system controller was developed, which determines the mass flow

rate of the coolant during the warm-up phase.

6.4 Structure of this Part of the Thesis

In order to systematically develop a controller for the power management

during the system warm-up, a control-oriented, mathematical model of the

system's transient behavior is required. In Chapter 7 the mathematical model

of the hybrid fuel cell power system is derived and the experimental setup
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is described. Where necessary, parameters of the model are identified ex¬

perimentally, and the thermal part is validated against measurement data.

The derivation of the optimal power controller and of the cooling system

controller is the focus of Chapter 8. Therein, an optimal control problem
is formulated, and implementation aspects of the feedback controller are ad¬

dressed. In Chapter 9, the functionality of the controller developed is verified

in the simulation. Finally, in Chapter 10, the project is briefly summarized

and the conclusions are stated.

6.5 Publications Associated with this Project

The following publications are associated with this project:

• Eric A. Müller, Anna G. Stefanopoulou, and Lino Guzzella, "Opti¬
mal power control of hybrid fuel cell systems for an accelerated sys¬

tem warm-up," IEEE Transactions on Control Systems Technology,

accepted for publication.

• Eric A. Müller, Anna G. Stefanopoulou, and Lino Guzzella, "Optimal

power management of hybrid fuel cell systems: A feedback strategy

to minimize the system's warm-up time," in Latsis Symposium 2006:

Research Frontiers in Energy Science and Technology, Zürich, 2006.

• Eric A. Müller and Anna G. Stefanopoulou, "Analysis, modeling, and

validation for the thermal dynamics of a polymer electrolyte membrane

fuel cell system," Journal of Fuel Cell Science and Technology, vol. 3,

no. 2, pp. 99-110, May 2006.

• Eric A. Müller and Anna G. Stefanopoulou, "Analysis, modeling, and

validation for the thermal dynamics of a polymer electrolyte membrane

fuel cell system," in Proceedings of 3rd International Conference on Fuel

Cell Science, Engineering and Technology, Ypsilanti, MI, 2005.



Chapter 7

Model of the Hybrid Fuel Cell Power System

In this chapter a control-oriented, mathematical model of a fuel cell/battery
hybrid power system is developed and discussed. The scope of the model

is the prediction of the temperature dynamics of the fuel cell system and

the estimation of the state of charge of the battery. At the beginning of the

chapter, a description of the experimental setup and an overview of the model

structure are given, followed by the derivation of the model equations. The

model is mainly based on first principles and considers the relevant energy

and mass flows. In a next section, the calibration of the model is explained.
While the parameter values of the battery and of the power converter were

assumed, the fuel cell system was calibrated and validated with experimental
data. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion of the model properties.

7.1 System Overview and Experimental Setup

A schematic overview of the fuel cell/battery hybrid power system considered

in this project is shown in Fig. 7.1. The main elements of the configuration

are a fuel cell system (including the cooling system), a power converter, and

an electrochemical battery, with the fuel cell system being the primary com¬

ponent of the configuration. A PEM fuel cell system installed on the test

station at the University of Michigan's Fuel Cell Control Laboratory was

used to calibrate and validate the model.1 The stack can produce 1.4 kW

continuous power, is capable of peaking to 2.5 kW, and consists of 24 PEM

fuel cells with GORE PRIMEA® series 56 membrane electrode assemblies

(MEAs). To diffuse gas from the flow fields to the membrane, double-sided,

hydrophobic, version 3 Etek ELATs® are used. The flow fields are com¬

prised of machined graphite plates. In the power section, there is one cooling

plate per two fuel cells for stack cooling. The stack is designed to operate

at low temperatures and at low gauge pressures in the cathode as well as in

lrrhe stack was designed and assembled at the Schatz Energy Research Center at Humboldt State

University.
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of the fuel cell/battery hybrid power system with fuel cell system,

power converter, and battery. The fuel cell system consists of a power section (PS), an

integrated humidification section (HS), and a cooling system with reservoir (Res), coolant

pump (P), manual valve (MV), heater (Ht), and heat exchanger (HX).

the anode. As reactants, air and hydrogen are provided. The (dried) air flow

is regulated by the air control system at a desired stoichiometric level (200-

400%) or at a fixed air flow value. In order to humidify the air stream, the

stack contains an internal humidification section that diffuses water vapor

after the power section coolant loop to the incoming air through a GORE

SELECT® membrane. The anode inlet pressure is regulated by the hydro¬

gen control system to a desired level, which is typically set higher than the

cathode pressure. The hydrogen path is dead-ended with a purge solenoid

valve at the anode outlet. An external cooling system is used to control

the temperature of the stack. The coolant water enters the power section

(where it cools the fuel cells), then flows to the humidification section (where
it provides warm vapor to the incoming air stream), and finally leaves the

humidification section to travel externally through the cooling circuit (where
heat is added or removed). The cooling system consists of a reservoir, a

coolant pump, a manual valve, an electric resistance heating, and a heat ex¬

changer with an on-off fan. While the electric pump recirculates the coolant,
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Table 7.1

Technical Specifications of the Experimental Fuel Cell System

Characteristic Description/value"*"

Type/number of fuel cells PEM/24

Reactants Hydrogen/air

Continuous output power (kW) 1.4

Cell active area (cm2) 296

Membrane thickness (/an) 35

Anode gauge pressure (kPa) 14-34

Cathode gauge pressure (kPa) <12

Preferred operating temperature range(°C) 50-65

Nominal thermal power of the heater (W) 600

' The parameter values are manufacturer's data or were obtained by

measurements

Table 7.2

Assumed Parameter Values of the Battery and the Power Converter

Characteristic Description/value

Battery type/number of cells NiMH/60

Nominal battery voltage (V) 72

Battery capacity @ 6.5 A (Ah) 6

Power converter efficiency 0.95

the flow rate is controlled through the manual valve. The reservoir, which

operates as coolant buffer, is refilled when a low level is reached due to evap¬

oration. The cooling medium is deionized water. In Table 7.1 some technical

specifications of the fuel cell system are summarized. Information on the

instrumentation of the fuel cell test bench can be found in [7].

The power generation module (fuel cell system) was augmented with a

power conversion module (DC/DC power converter) and a power storage

module (electrochemical battery) to form a hybrid power system.2 The elec¬

tric load and the battery are connected in parallel to the main bus of the

power converter (compare Fig. 7.1). For the current application, a battery

was considered that is composed of a stack of ten 7.2 V modules, with each

consisting of six nickel metal hydride (NiMH) cells. Characteristic parame¬

ters of the battery and the DC/DC power converter are given in Table 7.2.

2Note that the battery and the DC/DC power converter are not part of the experimental setup.
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7.2 Structure of the Model

According to the setup of the hybrid power system, the model consists of

a power generation subsystem (power section, humidifier, and cooling sys¬

tem), and a power conversion and storage subsystem (power converter and

battery). In Fig. 7.2, a causality diagram of the model is shown. The model
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components

Figure 7.2: Signal flow chart of the fuel cell/battery hybrid power system model with

power generation subsystem (PCS) and power conversion and storage subsystem (PCSS)

assumes high-level supervisory power control and low-level control for each

component. The controllable inputs are the desired stack current, IEtes, the

desired air excess ratio, XE^, the coolant mass flow rate3, met, as well as the

actuator signals of the heater, upt, of the fan, upan-, and of the reservoir refill,

upes. The demanded system output power, Pout, the ambient pressure and

temperature, pAmb and TAmb, the temperature of the refilled coolant, Tc^ ,

the air inlet temperature, T^SA^, and the hydrogen inlet temperature, T^/ra,
are uncontrollable but measurable input signals. The main output signals of

the system are the state of charge of the battery, SoC, the battery current,

3 Since on the test station the flow rate of the coolant is controlled through a manual valve, rather than

a coolant pump control signal, the coolant flow rate, met, is used as an input signal.
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IBat, and the lumped temperatures Tps, Tps, and Tes of the power section,

the humidification section, and the cooling system, respectively. Further out¬

put signals are the local coolant temperatures at the power section outlet,

Tçt°ut, at the humidifier outlet, T^tSOut, and at the cooling system outlet

(the power section inlet), T^jf0ut. Unless otherwise stated, the parameters

of the system model are assumed to be constant.

Note that for the sake of brevity the explicit statement of the time depen¬

dency of the signals is omitted throughout this chapter.

7.3 Power Generation Subsystem

The power generation subsystem is the major element of the model. It in¬

cludes the thermal dynamics4 of the power section, of the humidification

section, and of the cooling system, the characteristics of the gas channels,

the electrochemical characteristics of the fuel cells, as well as the auxiliaries.

7.3.1 Thermal Dynamics of the Power Section, the

Humidification Section, and the Cooling System

In order to capture the temperature dynamics of the system, the first law

of thermodynamics is applied to three separate control volumes: one for the

power section, one for the humidification section, and one for the cooling

system. This particular partition of the system is motivated by the physical

arrangement of the components and by their distinct functions. Kinetic and

potential energies of the mass streams are neglected, since they are small

compared with the other contributions. Mass storage effects in the channels

are not considered either, since the gas dynamics are much faster than the

thermal dynamics of the system.5 Aside from the lumped temperatures of

the power section, the humidification section, and the cooling system, the

local coolant temperatures at the power section outlet, the humidification

section outlet, and the cooling system outlet are of interest as well.

Power Section

For the power section, the energy balance yields the following differential

equation:

4Sub-freezing conditions are not captured by the model.

5In [8] the time constants are estimated to be in the order of magnitude of 10_1 s for the gas dynamics

and 102 s for the stack temperature dynamics.
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r
dTps -Evap PS a ttPS

mps Cps —rr- = HReac - fSt ~ FlH2o + ^^mAvrExs
,rj ^

_l A TJPS r,PS2Amb APS2Amb APS2HS
+ ai1« ~(4Conv ~(4Rad ~(4Cond •

This equation states that the rate of change of energy inside the control vol¬

ume is equal to the reaction enthalpy flow rate (for liquid product water),
minus the electric power output, minus the evaporation enthalpy flow rate

of water inside the power section, plus the enthalpy flow rate difference of

the moist excess air, plus the enthalpy flow rate difference of the coolant,

minus the rate of convective and radiative heat transfer to the environment,

minus the energy rate conducted to the adjacent humidification section. The

enthalpy flow rate differences of the purged hydrogen and the leaking hy¬

drogen are not considered, since the impact of the purging and leakage on

the thermal dynamics is negligibly small [7]. In the following, the relevant

contributions to the energy balance (7.1) are detailed.

The combination of hydrogen and oxygen to form liquid product water is

an exothermic chemical reaction. The energy flow rate of this reaction is

calculated as the difference between the enthalpy flow rates of formation of

the reactants (hydrogen and oxygen) and the enthalpy flow rate of formation

of the product (liquid water) at the inlet and outlet, respectively,

HRmc = »<~ (ti>f + Ah)H! + m%" (ft? + Ah)a

where m denotes the mass flow rates of the substances and h^ the mass-

specific enthalpies of formation with respect to a reference state (with refer¬

ence temperature To). The differences of the mass-specific enthalpies from

the present state to the reference state follow as

(7.3)

(7.4)

(7.5)

Constant specific heats were assumed. Note that the product water is as¬

sumed to exit on the cathode side.

The second term on the right side of (7.1) stands for the electric output

power. The electric power delivered by the system equals the product of the

stack voltage, Vst, and the current drawn, 1st,

Pst = VstIst. (7.6)

Afcff2
f~i (rpPS In rp \

— CpH2 \J-mH2
~

70j

Aho2 fi IrpHS Out rp \
—

^P02 yJ-mAir
~

i0j

Ahpi2o
s~1 (rpPS Out rp \

— CpH20(l) \J-mAtr
~

10)
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For the calculation of the contribution of the electrochemical reaction (7.2),
the product water was presumed to be in liquid form. A change in the state

of aggregation of water is coupled to a change in enthalpy: the evaporation
of water removes energy from the system, whereas the condensation of va¬

por releases energy. By determining the rate at which water evaporates (or

condenses) inside the power section, tti^q ,
the enthalpy flow rate due to

evaporation (or condensation) can be calculated,

jrEvapPS -EvapPSi (rpPS Out\ (n 7\

HH20 =mH20 hfg H20{-L raAvr )• {<<)

The parameter hfgH2o denotes the specific evaporation enthalpy, which is a

function of temperature.

The enthalpies of the reactant mass flows of the electrochemical reaction

are covered by the reaction enthalpy term, Hpeac. However, these mass flows

differ from the mass flows entering the system. Specifically, the oxygen par¬

ticipating in the reaction is only a fraction of the moist air entering the

system. The enthalpy contribution of the gas mixture which is not reacting

thus has to be calculated separately. In order to determine the enthalpy
flow rate of the moist air, excluding the reacting oxygen, the Dalton model

is used. Hence, it is assumed that the enthalpy of the gas mixture can be

evaluated as the sum of the enthalpies of the components,6

a frPS a TrmAir ExsPS . a TjmAir Exs PS (n o\

LAJrLmAirExs ~ lAnAir ^lAnH20 \l-°)

with

a TrmAir Exs PS -Exs ri IrpHS Out rpPS Out\ (n q\Lxn Air
~ 'nAir °P Air y1 mAvr 1 rnAir ) V'-y/

a jrmAir ExsPS •mAir PS In s~i (rpHS Out rpPS Out\ (<-? in\

LAnH20
— mH20 LjpH2CJ{g)\J-mAir

~ 1
mAir ) {'i(j)

For the calculation of the enthalpies (7.9) and (7.10), constant specific heats

were assumed. Moreover, in (7.9) the specific heat of air is used to approxi¬

mate the specific heat of the excess air from which the reactant oxygen was

removed.

The contribution of the coolant to the energy balance of the power section

follows from the difference of the enthalpy flow rates between power section

inlet (cooling system outlet) and power section outlet,

Affgf = maC„HMl) (Tg°*-Tg°«). (7.11)

6 Note that a possible change of the state of aggregation of the water carried by the excess air is already

accounted for in (7.7).
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The calculation of the coolant temperature at the power section outlet,

Tçt°ut, is based on a quasistatic convective heat transfer model for a fully

developed, laminar flow in a tube of rectangular cross section and uniform

wall temperature. Under the condition that coolant is circulated, met > 0,

the expression for this temperature is given as

rpPSOut rp (rp rpPS In\ ÛVT^
&PS2Ct APS2CJt

A ,„ -, Qx
J-ct

=

J-PS-yJ-PS- J-ct J-exP(--r—-^ ) U-12J

mctCPH2o(i)

The heat transfer coefficient aps2Ct is the average value of the local heat

transfer coefficients along the channel. Details on the derivation of (7.12) are

provided in [9].
Since the temperatures of the fuel cell stack and its surroundings differ,

heat is lost through the stack's surface. The heat transfer to the ambient

consists of a convective and a radiative heat flow,

Qconv = 0LPS2Amb Aps2Amb \FpS ~ TAmb) (7.13)

Qüad =0-£pS2AmbAps2Amb(TpS-TAmb). (7-14)

The convective heat transfer coefficient, ctps2Amb, is a function of the medium

properties, the ambient air flow, and the geometry. The parameter Aps2Amb

denotes the outer surface area of the body, a is the Stefan-Boltzmann con¬

stant, and £ps2Amb is the emissivity of the body.
Between the thermal reservoirs of the power section and of the humidifi¬

cation section, heat is transferred by conduction,

Qcond = kpS2HS Aps2HS —1 • (7-15)
UPS2HS

The conductive heat transfer is assumed to be proportional to the conduc¬

tivity, kps2HS, the contact area, Aps2HS, and the temperature gradient. The

temperature gradient is approximated as a difference quotient7 with reference

length dps2HS-

Humidification Section

Similarly to (7.1), the energy balance for the humidification section yields a

differential equation for the lumped humidifier temperature, Thm, as

n
dTHS -HS jjEvap HS A ttHS

rriHS Chs —^-
= t±na

-

HHi0 + i±nmAtr

(\HS2Amb (\HS2Amb , (\PS2HS

^Conv ^Rad "+" W Gond •

7The temperature drop from one reservoir to the other is assumed to be linear.
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In contrast to (7.1), the term for the reaction enthalpy rate and the term for

the electric power output drop out. The remaining terms, which are briefly
discussed below, are built up similarly to the corresponding terms of the

power section.

The coolant enters the humidification section, partially evaporates into the

air stream, and exits as liquid fraction into the coolant loop and as vapor

fraction into the cathode. The respective contribution to the humidifier en¬

ergy balance consists of the enthalpy flow rate of the coolant at the humidifier

inlet (the power section outlet), minus the enthalpy flow rate of evaporation,

minus the enthalpy flow rates at the humidifier outlet,

AH = mct CpHm) (Tas °»<
- T«s °»<) (7.17)

(7.18)

r\Evap HS • Evap HS f i (rpHS Out

HH20 =mH20 lhfgH2o{J-Ct

ri (rpHSOut rpHS Out\~\
—

^p H20(g) \J-Ct
~ 1 mAir ) J •

The mass flow rate of coolant evaporated is denoted as mII'aQ .
The coolant

is assumed to evaporate at the temperature TcItSOut, which is modeled anal¬

ogously to (7.12), as

T«rut = THS - (THS - T%0ut) exp(-aHS^AHS2a). (7.19)

The enthalpy flow rate difference of the moist air is calculated according
to the Dalton model as

A TJnb a TjmAir nb , a tjmAir lib jn r,r\\

/XHmAir
=

/X-tiAir + A^F20 U-2UJ

where the contributions of the air and the vapor amount to

a TTmAir HS -HS In ri IrpHS In rpHS Out\ (n 01 \
Lxn Air ~uhAir ^

P Air X1 rnAir 1 rnAir ) V'-Zi/

a tjmAir HS • mAir HS In s~i IrpHSIn rpHS Out\ (<-? nr\\
lAnH20

— mH20 LjpH20{g)\1mAir
~ 1 mAir ) {'-ZZ)

The convective and radiative heat losses of the humidification section to

the ambient are determined equivalently to the respective terms (7.13) and

(7.14) of the power section,

Qconv"1 = 0LHS2Amb ApS2Amb [TrS ~ TAmb) (7.23)

Qüad
m
= CT £HS2Amb AHS2Amb (THS - TAmb) . (7.24)
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Cooling System

In favor of a low-order model, the cooling system was lumped into one thermal

mass of uniform temperature, and the variability of the total coolant mass

due to evaporation and refill was neglected.8 Consequently, the differential

equation defining the cooling system temperature dynamics is given as

mes Ces
,

= AHct + Hct + Qpt2cs — Qcs2Amb (7-25)

where Tes is the lumped temperature of the cooling system. The first term on

the right side of (7.25) considers the enthalpy flows of the coolant entering

and exiting the coolant loop, the second term accounts for the impact on

temperature of the coolant refill, Qpt2CS is the thermal power supplied by
the heater, and Qcs2Amb represents the heat emitted to the ambient air.

Below, these contributions are elaborated.

If the reduction of the coolant mass flow rate in the humidification section

due to evaporation is neglected9, the first term on the right side of (7.25)
amounts to

A TjCS ju n (rpHS Out rpCS Out\ (rj 0fi\
AHct =mCtCct(TCt ~Tct ). (7.26)

In view of the pipe volume, a time lag has to be considered for the tempera¬

ture at the cooling system outlet, T^f 0ut. To simplify matters, this time lag

was approximated by a first-order delay,

jrpCS Out

_
alCt rp rpCS Out /707\

—di—
= ~

ct ^ '

with a (variable) time constant of

Tcs = BSL^S.. (7.28)
mct

The parameter Vcs is the apparent volume of the piping, and pet is the

density of the coolant.

The enthalpy flow rate associated with the coolant refill is modeled to be

proportional to the reservoir actuator signal, upes, as

H1 = uRes m^llNom CpH2Ö{l) (T«?u - Tes) uRes e [0,1] (7.29)

8The evaporation rate of coolant in the humidifier is in the order of magnitude of l-10g/min, in

contrast to a total coolant mass of approximately 3 kg.

9The coolant mass flow rate is in the order of magnitude of 103 g/min, in contrast to an evaporation

rate of approximately 1-10 g/min.
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where mc^
om

is the nominal refill rate and Tc^ is the temperature of the

refilled coolant. A first-order time delay (with time constant r^f) was added

to take into account fluid-mixing effects in the reservoir,

d_

~dt
Mix

d
{ TjRfiH Mix\ TjRfiH frRfillMix (rj ori\

TRes —\nCt ) — UCt
—

UCt {(.ÔV)

The thermal power of the electric heater is assumed to be linearly depen¬
dent on the control signal upt,

Qm2cs = Qm urn uHt e [0,1]. (7.31)

For the heat rejected at the heat exchanger,10 a convective transfer of heat

is assumed,

QcS2Amb = AeS2Amb CVCS2Amb (TcS ~ TAmb) (7.32)

In order to relate the convection characteristic of the heat exchanger to the

fan control signal, upan, an affine approximation with the coefficients r)cs2Amb

and öcs2Amb is used,

(Aa)cS2Amb = lCS2Amb + ^CS2Amb Upan Upan G [0, 1]. (7.33)

The relation (7.33) was shown in the validation of the model to reproduce
the impact of the fan on the temperature dynamics of the cooling system

with sufficient accuracy.

7.3.2 Gas Channels

In order to provide data on the temperatures, the pressures, the relative hu¬

midities, and the mass flow rates of the gases, a quasistatic, 0-dimensional

model of the gas channels was implemented. Water transport perpendicular
to the membrane and water accumulation inside the cells (flooding) are not

captured with this model. A simple model calculating the species concentra¬

tion across the gas diffusion layers, the vapor transport across the membrane,

and the degree of flooding in the electrodes can be found in recent work [10].
A similar model was proposed in [11]. In [12] a model to treat formation and

transport of liquid water in three-dimensional geometry was presented.

10In fact, the entire heat transfer from the cooling system to the ambient (including the losses through
the piping surface, etc.) is lumped into Qcs2Amb-
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The mass flow rates of the reacting hydrogen, the reacting oxygen, and the

product water are calculated from the measured electric current as

mgac = MH2 nceiis 2^ 1st (7-34)

mgac = MÖ2 nceiis ^ 1st (7-35)

h2o = MH2o nceiis -Ip 1st (7-36)

where M denotes the molecular weights (in kg/mol), nceiis is the number of

fuel cells in the stack, and F is the Faraday constant. The mass flow rate

of dry air entering the system, rhA^rIn, is modeled proportional to the mass

flow rate of the reacting oxygen, as

HSIn a
1 Ma%t ^Reac In Q7\

mAir =

XAir-J^^7~m02 (7-37)

yê: M<On

where yg is the oxygen mole fraction of air. The air excess ratio, Xau, is

considered to be perfectly controlled by the reactant control system (typically
within the range 2.0-3.5), hence, to follow exactly the desired value,

^Air = ^Air- (7.38)

The dynamic effects in the air flow control system can be neglected due to a

large bandwidth separation between the gas supply system and the thermal

dynamics.11 The mass flow rate of the excess air equals the inlet mass flow

rate minus the mass flow rate of oxygen consumed by the reaction,

m£ = mfjn - mgac. (7.39)

In order to determine the rate of water that evaporates or condenses in the

power section, the vapor contents of the air stream at the cathode outlet and

at the cathode inlet (the humidifier outlet) are compared,

Evap PS
_

-mAir PS Out -mAir HS Out (7 A(\\
mH20

— mH20 ~mH20 {'q(j)

The contribution of the water vapor on the anode side is neglected, in accor¬

dance with the results presented in [7]. Following the Dalton model for ideal

gases, the mass flow rates of water vapor at the humidifier outlet and at the

nIn [8], the time constant for the dynamic effects of the flow control is estimated to be in the order of

magnitude of 10° s.
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cathode outlet are calculated from the respective temperature, pressure, and

relative humidity values, according to

]\/r ,nHSOutn frpHS Out\

mAir HS Out
_
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where in (7.42), MAir is used to approximate the molecular weight of the

excess air. The rate of coolant diffused in the humidifier follows from the

balance equation stated below:

Evap HS
_

-mAir HS Out -mAir HS In in An\
mH20

— mH20 ~mH20 l'-4öJ

As the air flows through a dryer before it enters the air mass flow controller

and the humidification section, the flow rate of vapor at the humidifier inlet

was assumed to be equal to zero, mA(!fHSIn = q

In the following, the modeling of the gas temperatures, the gas pressures,

and the gas relative humidity values that are involved in the equations of the

fuel cell system model are explained. The temperatures T^A^ and T^HIn are

given as input signals. The air temperature T^A^ut at the humidifier outlet

is defined to be equal to the lumped humidifier temperature, Tps, and the

cathode outlet temperature, T^A^ut, is set equal to the lumped temperature

Tps of the power section,

TZSut = Tes (7-44)

TZSut = Tps- (7.45)

For the estimation of the pressure at the cathode inlet (the humidifier outlet),

V^A?rU'11 a linear nozzle equation (with nozzle constant ^ca) is proposed,12

HS In

Hb Out
_

Fb Out
,

' ' "Air In ac\

PmAir PmAir '

_
V /

ICa

where the pressure at the cathode outlet was set to ambient pressure,

PmAir = PAmb- (7.47)

In accordance with experimental results (see [7]), the air stream is presumed
to be saturated at the humidifier outlet (^^A?rUt — -0- The relative humidity

12In most cases, a linear nozzle equation, which assumes laminar flow conditions in the channel, predicts

the pressure drop at the cathode accurately, as the results presented in [13] demonstrate.
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of the air stream at the power section outlet, ^£^Mi, is also set to one,

provided that enough water enters the system. Otherwise, it is assumed

that all product water has evaporated, and the relative humidity is modified

accordingly,

r^PS Out Pn mAir HS Out ,
• Reac

irPSOut _„:„/-] PmAir mH20 +mH20 A

V<intTf«n (TPSA 0ut) Mh2° Pn Exs 4- rh mA%r HS 0ut
+ rn

Reac
'

PSatH2U\,-LrnAir J
-yp—Air

^
mH20

+

mH20

(7.48)
For the evaluation of the voltage model (compare subsequent section), addi¬

tionally the temperatures, the pressures, and the relative humidities inside

the cathode and inside the anode have to be known. These quantities are

defined as average of inlet and outlet values, assuming linear gradients. For

the cathode, the respective inlet and outlet quantities have already been in¬

troduced. The lacking values for the anode are discussed below. The pressure

at the anode inlet is considered to be a known operating parameter that is

perfectly controlled through the hydrogen supply. At the anode outlet, the

pressure is approximated as the ambient pressure. The anode outlet temper¬

ature is assumed to be equal to the lumped temperature of the power section.

The relative humidity of the hydrogen in the anode is directly assigned. It

is set to 0.5, since the hydrogen enters the system almost dry and leaves the

system saturated, as measurements on the test bench have sown.

Another input required for the evaluation of the voltage model is the mem¬

brane water content \m. Referring to the system configuration used in the

present study (internal humidification section), the membrane was assumed

to be always fully humidified (Am = 14). However, the extension of the gas

channel model with a membrane humidity model is possible. The reader is

referred to the appropriate literature, such as [14-17], for details on fuel cell

stack membrane humidity modeling.

7.3.3 Fuel Cell Stack Voltage

A quasistatic13 electrochemical model was implemented to predict the voltage

output of the fuel cells. In several studies, for instance [17-20], different

voltage models have been developed. In the present study, the model of [18]
was adopted, since it is calibrated and experimentally validated for the fuel

cell stack considered in this project. The explicit voltage equation is given

in Appendix B.2. This static voltage model considers the thermodynamic

13In [8], the time constants of the electrochemistry and of the capacitive element of the elec¬

trode/membrane system are estimated to be in the order of magnitude of 10~9 s.
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equilibrium potential, E, the activation overvoltage, VAct, and the ohmic

overvoltage, v0hm,

Vcell = E - VAct ~ VOhm- (7.49)

Concentration losses are not considered. The overvoltages are expressed as

a combination of physical and empirical relationships. The empirical param¬

eters were determined in [18] using linear least square regression on fuel cell

polarization data. The following dependencies on operational variables were

identified:

E = E(TPS,pSa2,ppT2) (7.50)

VAct = i'Act(Tps,Pc£,ist) (7.51)

V0hm = V0hm(ist,Xm)- (7-52)

The variable ist is the current density generated at the membrane surface

area, AActive,

ist = -t^- (7.53)
^iActive

while Pq0, and pHn are the partial pressures of oxygen in the cathode and

hydrogen in the anode, respectively. The partial pressures can be calculated

from the total pressures, the relative humidities, and the saturation pressures

according to the following equations:

P02 = Vol (PCa ~ ^CaPSatH2o(Tca)) (7.54)

PP2 = PAn ~ (PAnPSatH2o(TAn)- (7.55)

The variable i/q0, is the mean oxygen mole fraction of the air in the cathode,

determined based on the assumption of a linear gradient, as

Ca
^ ^Air — 1

Air In rr\

Vo2=-r, -ÄzVch (7-56)

where ycfr denotes the oxygen mole fraction of the air at the system inlet.

The stack voltage is defined as the sum of the individual cell voltages,
which are assumed to be uniform,

VSt = Tb Cells
y

Cell- (7.57)

7.3.4 Auxiliary Components Model

For the operation of a fuel cell system, auxiliary power is needed. The main

power consumers of the fuel cell system investigated are the coolant pump,
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the air compressor, and the electrical heater. Since the power consumptions
of the former two are two to three orders of magnitude smaller than that

of the electrical heater, they were neglected.14 The electric power of the

resistance heater is assumed to be linearly dependent on the control signal

um,
r\Nom

Paux = ^- uHt uHt G [0,1]. (7.58)
f]Et

The value Q1^"1 denotes the nominal thermal power of the heater and rjHt is

the heater efficiency.

Remark 7.1 Consider that the system investigated is a low-pressure system.

The inclusion of a current-dependent air-compressor load is recommended

when dealing with higher-pressure systems.

7.4 Power Conversion and Storage Subsystem

The fuel cell system was augmented with a DC/DC power converter and an

electrochemical battery. The resulting power system has a parallel architec¬

ture, hence the battery and the electric load are connected in parallel to the

main bus of the power converter (compare Fig. 7.1).

7.4.1 Power Converter

The power converter module determines the additionally required power from

the battery or the surplus power supplied to the battery, respectively, to

provide the desired output power,

Pßat = Pout + Paux ~ r/pc 1st yst- (7.59)

In order to take into account the imperfectness of the power conversion, an

efficiency factor tjpc for the power conversion was introduced. The model also

allows for negative values of Pout-15 For the calculation of the stack current,

1st, an idealized power control was assumed, implying that the actual stack

current equals the desired stack current,

1st = 1st"- (7-60)

14According to the correlations for the calculation of auxiliary component power given in [21], the power

input of the coolant pump is estimated to stay below 20 W, and the power input of the air compressor is

assessed to be below 15 W. By contrast, the resistance heater nominally draws approximately 750 W of

electric power.

15Negative power demands may occur during regenerative braking in a hybrid vehicle application.
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This assumption is reasonable due to a separation of time constants. For

more information on current control strategies see for example [11,22,23].

7.4.2 Battery

In the battery module, the battery current and the amount of energy stored

are calculated. The level variable of the buffered energy is the state of charge,

SoC, of the battery.16 The evaluation of the state of charge follows as

dSoC
Qßat 7—

— <

at

-IBat if IBat > 0 (discharge)

0 if IBat = o (7.6i;

-rjBat hat if hat < 0 (charge)

where the parameter Qßat denotes the battery capacity and rjBat is the battery
coulombic efficiency (according to [24]). By convention, the battery current,

hat, is positive in the case of discharge. In order to avoid damage to the

battery, the state of charge has to be held between a lower and an upper

limit of the charge state, SoC
m

and SoC ax. A basic physical model of

the battery voltage, yBat, can be derived by considering an equivalent circuit

of the system [25]. If the battery is represented by an ideal open-circuit

voltage source Voc($oC) in series with an internal resistance Rt(SoC, hat),
the battery voltage results as

y

Bat = y0c(S0C) - Ä,(SoC, IBat) hat- (7.62)

The battery voltage is bounded by a lower and an upper limit, Vp^ and

VßiT- The open-circuit voltage, Voc(SoC), depends on the battery state of

charge, whereas the internal resistance, Rt(SoC, hat), is a function of the

battery state of charge and additionally distinguishes between charging and

discharging. Both parameters are tabulated. The battery current is inferred

from the battery power as

hat = ^- (7.63)
V Bat

Since the battery voltage is a function of the battery current, the latter can

only be computed recursively from the battery power. The influence of tem¬

perature on the battery performance was not taken into consideration for

this model. This omission is justifiable since, in order to maximize perfor¬

mance and lifetime of the battery packs, in many applications the battery

16The state of charge is defined as the amount of electric charge in the battery in relation to the nominal

capacity of the battery.
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temperature is held constant by active cooling [26,27]. For a discussion of

the thermal behavior of batteries the reader is referred to the appropriate

literature, e. g. [28,29] for NiMH batteries.

7.5 Calibration of the Model

Since the model established is control-oriented and lumped-parameter, and

since the formulation of the equations is mainly based on first principles, the

model is relatively easy to calibrate. Where necessary and feasible, parameter

values were identified with measurement data recorded on the test bench.

Many parameters are geometrical parameters and can thus be determined

in a straightforward fashion. Others, such as heat transfer coefficients, were

calculated based on known correlations, and some parameter values were

estimated. In Appendix B.l a complete overview of the parameters of the

model is given, and the respective sources are stated.

7.5.1 Power Section Model and Humidifier Model

Except for the conductivity kps2HS, which was directly taken from a ther¬

modynamic table, the parameters of the power section model and of the

humidification section model were either calculated (mps, Trips, Cps, Chs,

®PS2Ct, ®HS2Ct, ®PS2Amb, OLHs2Amb), inferred from geometric data (APS2ct,
ApS2Ct, Aps2Amb, Aps2Amb, Aps2Hs), Or estimated (£pS2Amb, £HS2Amb, dpS2Hs)-
The masses mps and mps were put together from the components' individ¬

ual masses (volumes times densities). Similarly, the specific heats Cps and

Chs were calculated as the mass-weighted sums of the specific heats of the

components. The heat transfer coefficients otps2Ct and aps2Ct oî the heat

transfer to the coolant were derived from tabulated Nusselt numbers [9].
The coefficients otps2Amb and aps2Amb were determined using standard heat

transfer correlations for natural convection [30]. Since the coefficients differ

for horizontal and vertical surfaces, the surface areas were partitioned, and

the coefficients for the vertical area elements, the horizontal upper, and the

horizontal lower areas were calculated separately. The overall heat transfer

coefficients were then calculated as the area-weighted sums of the individual

coefficients. Careful estimations were used for the emissivities, £ps2Amb and

£ps2Amb- The characteristic length dps2HS was chosen to equal the thickness

of the transition section between the power section and the humidifier.
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7.5.2 Cooling System Model and Auxiliary Components Model

Multivariable optimization techniques were used to determine the seven pa¬

rameters of the cooling system model and the auxiliary components model.

The parameters were optimized to minimize the quadratic deviation of the

predicted cooling system outlet temperature from the measured data of the

respective temperature. Based on a first data set without coolant refill, the

parameters (mC)cs, lcs2Amb, bcs2Amb, yes, and Q^°tm were identified. The

resulting trajectory and the input signals are shown in Fig. 7.3. An excellent
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Figure 7.3: Calibration of the cooling system model and the auxiliary components model
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match of model and experiment is observed. In order to identify the parame¬

ters mct
om

and rjf, which describe the effects of the coolant refill on the

coolant temperature, a second optimization was performed based on another

set of experimental data. For space reasons, the results of this second opti¬

mization have been moved to Appendix B.3. The value of the parameter rjpt,

which describes the efficiency of the electric resistance heater, was estimated.

7.5.3 Model of the Gas Channels

In the model of the gas channels, most parameters (namely mF}AQHSIn,
'^imA?rUti and WAn) were defined based on physical reasoning and experimental
verification. The cathode pressure model was calibrated by experimental pa¬

rameter identification. Therefore, the nozzle equation (7.46) was solved for

7ca, and measured data was inserted for the cathode inlet pressure, p^A^"l,
the cathode outlet pressure, p^A^""\ and the air mass flow rate, mA^rIn. The

nozzle constant 7ca was then defined to be the average of the resulting data

vector. A comparison of experiment and calibrated model is shown in Fig. 7.4.

The parameter p^fHIn was set to the set-point value of the hydrogen pressure

controller.
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7.5.4 Fuel Cell Stack Voltage Model

The fuel cell polarization, (7.49)-(7.52), was calibrated and validated in [18]
for 1st G [0,90] A, TpS G [50,60]°C, and XAtr G [2,3]. Known from data

sheets are the parameters nceiis, AActive-, and thm, whereas the water con¬

tent of the membrane \m was deduced from physical reasoning.

7.5.5 Power Converter Model and Battery Model

The characteristics of the battery were taken from a public database (see

[24,31]). The efficiency of the power converter, rjpc, was estimated.

7.6 Experimental Validation

The power generation subsystem was validated against experimental data. In

order to be able to estimate the dynamic quality of the model, the important

input signals were varied during the experiments. Figure 7.5(a) shows the

stack current, 1st, the coolant mass flow rate, met, the reservoir refill control

signal, upes, and the heater and fan control signals, upt and upan, respectively.
The desired air excess ratio was set to a constant value, XA^ = 2. The

predicted coolant temperatures at the cooling system outlet, T^0ut, and

at the humidifier outlet, T^f0ut, were compared with the corresponding

measurement data to rate the quality of the model. As shown in Fig. 7.5(b),
the prediction is very accurate. The root-mean-square deviation is 0.9 K for

the coolant temperature at the cooling system outlet and 0.7 K for the coolant

temperature at the humidification section outlet. The good agreement of the

experimental data and the simulation, even during heavy transients, reveals

that the model derived captures the main static and dynamic properties of

the fuel cell system as expected. Validation results for individual parts of the

power generation subsystem can be found in Appendix B.3.

7.7 Discussion

In order to be usable for control purposes, a model has to capture the sys¬

tem's main static and dynamic phenomena without creating an excessive

computational burden. The control-oriented, mathematical model presented
in this chapter constitutes a nonlinear, 6th-order system of ordinary differen¬

tial equations. The state variables are the temperatures of the main compo¬

nents
, Tps, Tps, and Tes, the first-order time delay of the cooling system,
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the mixing delay of the reservoir, and the state of charge of the battery, SoC.

Fast dynamics were modeled as quasistatic processes. For the modeling, a

lumped-parameter approach mainly based on first principles was applied.
One vital part of the modeling is the description of the fuel cell system's

thermal dynamics. Recently, several approaches of various levels of com¬

plexity have been proposed to predict the thermal characteristics of a fuel

cell stack, for example, see [32-35]. Those models are not ideally suited for

control, optimization, or real-time estimation purposes. Either they are too

complex and thus are computationally demanding, require a lot of effort to

be parametrized, are crude and not very accurate, or they have not been

tested through variations in coolant flow, temperature, and stack power. As

the validation results proved, the model presented in the present study can

reproduce the system behavior accurately. Further applications of this model

are likely. The model should be readily employable for general thermal tran¬

sient simulations, parameter investigations, state estimation, or model-based

temperature controller designs. However, it is remarked that this model, and

in particular the fuel cell polarization, was not validated for very low system

temperatures yet. For future projects it is recommended to extend the vali¬

dation to the region of low system temperatures and to revise or replace the

fuel cell polarization model implemented.





Chapter 8

Development of an Optimal Supervisory Power

Controller

The scope of the present chapter is the development of an optimal power

control strategy for the operation of the hybrid fuel cell system during the

warm-up period. To this end, a proper mathematical formulation of the

problem is derived first. Applying the minimum principle of Pontryagin then

results in a set of necessary conditions for the optimality of the solution.

On the basis of these conditions, a feedback control law for the power man¬

agement is derived. Implementation aspects for the real-time usage of the

control law are then addressed, and the structure of a warm-up control sys¬

tem is introduced. Moreover, the derivation of a cooling system controller is

discussed.

8.1 Definition of the Optimal Control Problem

The formulation of an optimal control problem requires a mathematical

model of the system, the definition of constraints, and the set-up of a per¬

formance functional. Below, these elements are discussed, leading to the

statement of the optimal control problem.

8.1.1 System Dynamics

The 6th-order model derived in the previous chapter is too extensive to be

used for the derivation of an optimal controller.1 Therefore, a model of

reduced complexity is proposed. This reduced-order model results from the

following simplifications:

• Combination of the temperature variables Tps(t), Tps(t), Tes(t), and

Tct
°ut

m^° one lumped state variable describing a mean system tem¬

perature

however, it is applied later (Chapter 9) for the verification of the controller functionality, for a state-

space analysis, for a benchmark analysis, and to investigate various alternative system configurations.

95
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• Modeling the enthalpy rate of reaction (7.2) being independent of re¬

actant and product temperatures

• Neglect of the enthalpy flow rate difference (7.8) of the moist air across

the humidification section and the enthalpy flow rate difference (7.20)
of the moist excess air across the power section2

• Assumption that <p^A°ut = constant (compare (7.48))

• Neglect of the reservoir refill

• Removal of the heat exchanger fan input3 (assume upan(t) = 0)

• Usage of average (constant) values for the battery open-circuit voltage
and the battery internal resistance.

These simplifications yield a nonlinear, second-order system of ordinary dif¬

ferential equations,

h(TFcs(t),lges(t),um(t),XDA:sr(t),pAmb(t),TAmb(t)) (8.1a)

f2(lges(t),uHt(t),Pout(t),TFes(t),X^(t),pAmb(t)) (8.1b)

with the state variables TEcs(t) (mean system temperature) and SoC(£)

(state of charge of the battery), and the control variables Istes(t) (desired
stack current) and upt(t) (heater control signal). The desired air excess ra¬

tio, XA^(t), the output power, Pout(t), the ambient pressure, pAmb(t), and

the ambient temperature, TAmb(t), are external influences (disturbances),
since they are not controllable4 or are assumed to be controlled on a different

level of the control hierarchy.5 Note that the coolant mass flow rate, rhct(t),
does not enter the system equations of the reduced-order model.

The equations of the reduced-order model are explicitly given in Ap¬

pendix B.4 and are briefly discussed below. Subsequently, the reduced-order

model is contrasted with the detailed model to provide a verification of the

simplifications introduced above.

2 This simplification is motivated by the results presented in [7].
3This represents no restriction, since the fan can be assumed to be off during the entire warm-up period

for obvious reasons.

4Applies for P0ut(t), PAmb(t), and TAmb(t).

5Applies for A^ers(t).

d

jTFGs(t)
d

dt
SoC(t)
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Temperature Dynamics

The dynamics of the mean system temperature, Tpcs(t), are calculated from6

d„ 1
-rTFCS
dt (mC)FCS

(VSt ~ Vst(TFCS, ht\ ^AiriPAmb)) ht

PrEvap/rp jDes \Des
^

\ P\FCS2Amb irp rp
^

HH20\1FCS,Pst ^Air^PAmb)
~

Q Conv K1 FCS, ± Arab,*2

^FCS2Amb

~QRad
m

(TFCS,TAmb) + QHt2FCs(uHt) (8.2)

where V$t is the reversible open circuit voltage of the stack for standard

conditions. The differential equation (8.2) results from a combination of

(7.1), (7.16), (7.25), and (7.27), and the consideration of the simplifications
stated above. It is linear in the control variable upt(t) but nonlinear in

the control variable Istes(t) and the state variable Tpcs(t)- Additionally,
the temperature equation depends on the air excess ratio, XA^(t), and the

ambient pressure and temperature, pAmb(t) and TAmb-

The parameters of the reduced-order model are listed in Table B.7, Ap¬

pendix B.4. Most parameters follow directly from the parameters of the de¬

tailed model. Specifically, the lumped heat transfer parameters of the convec¬

tive and the radiative heat losses are calculated by summation from the heat

transfer parameters of the components. However, the parameter (mC)Fcs
cannot be deduced directly from the thermal capacities of the components,

since the dynamics of TFcs(t) are influenced by the time delay (7.27) as

well. Therefore, the thermal capacity (mC)Fcs was identified by parameter

estimation.

Battery State of Charge

The state of charge of the battery is determined by (7.61) as a function of the

battery current. By virtue of an approximation of the open-circuit voltage
and of the internal resistance through their average values, Vqq and Rfv, the

implicit relation for the battery current (following from (7.62) and (7.63)) can

be solved,7

j
Vâc ~ V(Vœ<)2 ~ 4R?v PBat(lges,uHt, Pout,TFcs, XDA^,pAmb)

J-Bat
—

2Rfv
(8.3)

6The explicit statement of the time dependency is omitted for the sake of clarity.

7Again, the explicit statement of the time dependency is omitted.
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The battery power, Pßat, follows from (7.59) and is a direct function of

Ic?tes(t), upt(t), and Pout(t)- Via the stack voltage, it additionally depends

on Tpcs(t), XA^(t), and pAmb(t)- Therefore, the differential equation for the

battery state of charge is a nonlinear function of the state variable TFcs(t),
and the control variable I<?tes(t), and depends linearly on the control variable

uHt(t).

Verification of the Reduced-order Model

In Fig. 8.1(b), the reduced-order model is contrasted with the detailed model

for a set of arbitrarily chosen, variable input signals, which are shown in

Fig. 8.1(a). A weighted mean temperature,

rpFCSi,^ T,jg{PS,HSCS} m3 C3 TCt (f)
, ,

lct (t)
=

^ ——, (8.4)
2^jG{PS,HS,CS} "h ^3

was defined as a reference signal for the temperature TFcs(t)- As the results

demonstrate, the reduced-order model can be applied to predict accurately
the mean temperature of the system and the state of charge of the battery.
This verifies that the simplifications introduced above are reasonable. Addi¬

tionally, the results confirm that the coolant mass flow rate has no influence

on the mean system temperature (but only on the spreading of the compo¬

nent temperatures).

8.1.2 Constraints

The optimal control problem formulation involves the definition of a set of

admissible inputs and a requirement on the output. These elements are

translated into two kinds of constraints: magnitude constraints on the control

variables and terminal state constraints (i. e. constraints on the state variables

at terminal time). First, the magnitude constraints are discussed, then the

constraints on the terminal state are derived.

The warm-up of a fuel cell system is susceptible to being negatively affected

by electrode water flooding, which reduces the effective fuel cell area. Hence,

in order to optimize the warm-up phase, the accumulation of liquid water

inside the cells has to be kept low. This can be achieved by limiting the

stack current to a maximum value,

ff(t)e[o,a. (8.5)
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As the system temperature and the reactant mass flow rates significantly af¬

fect the water removal, the stack current restriction was defined as a function

of the variables Tpcs(t) and XA^(t),

iM~ = iM~(TFCS(t),\%;(t)). (8.6)

To simplify the formulation of the optimal control problem, the relation (8.5)
is modified by introducing a normalized variable for the stack current control

signal,

USt(t) =
jMaxIrp (A ^Des(f\\

^W (8"7)
ht y+pcsKh^^xt))

to

ust(t)e [0,1]. (8.8)

The magnitude constraint on the heater control signal is given as

um(t)e [0,1] (8-9)

according to the control variable's definition (7.31).
From the question of "where do we want our system to go" it is possible to

derive the constraints on the state variables at terminal time. In the intro¬

duction, the aim was formulated that the power management strategy should

be charge-sustaining over the warm-up period. A charge-sustaining operation

of the hybrid power system can be guaranteed by enforcing the value of the

battery's state of charge at terminal time, SoC(tf), to be equal or above the

initial state of charge. However, this constraint would not prevent high state-

of-charge values, which are usually not desired (consider for example a hybrid
vehicle application, where the battery should allow the storage of regener¬

ative braking energy). Therefore, an equality constraint, SoC (tf) = SoC-',

was applied to predefine the value of the battery's state of charge at terminal

time. The terminal time, tf, is unspecified and follows from the evolution of

the temperature trajectory, i. e. when the mean system temperature, TFcs(t),
reaches a predefined operating temperature value, TFCS, the warm-up phase
is defined to be terminated.

Recapitulating, the terminal state constraints are:

TFGs(tf) = TfFCS (8.10a)

SoC(tf) = SoC7 (8.10b)

where the terminal time, tf, is free.
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Remark 8.1 The magnitude constraints induced by the battery on the state

of charge and the battery voltage are assumed not to be violated during the

warm-up phase and thus are not considered explicitly for the optimization.

Of course, the validity of this assumption has to be verified a posteriori.

8.1.3 Performance Index

The definition of the performance index follows from the question of "how to

reach the terminal state?" As was stated in the introductory chapter, the

nominal system temperature should be attained as fast as possible in order

to overcome the temperature-induced limitation of performance quickly. Ac¬

cordingly, the performance index to be minimized was defined as the duration

of the warm-up phase,

rff

J(ust,upt) = / 1 dt tf free. (8.11)
Jto

Remark 8.2 If an optimal trade-off between a fast warm-up and a low con¬

sumption of hydrogen is desired, the performance index definition has to be

altered. A performance index which includes energy considerations could be

written as follows:

J(ust-, um) = k • / 1 dt + (1 - k) • / (Li + L2 ust) dt tf free (8.12)
Jto J to

where the function L\ + L2 ust is a normalized measure of hydrogen con¬

sumption. In (8.12), the trade-off between the two performance objectives is

adjusted by the choice of the parameter kg [0,1].

8.1.4 Optimal Control Problem

Prior to the statement of the optimal control problem, the following substi¬

tutions are introduced for the state vector, the control vector, and the vector

of disturbances, in order to abbreviate the notation during the subsequent

optimization part:

x(t) = [Xl(t),x2(t)]T = [TFCS(t),SoC(t)]T (8.13a)

u(t) = [Ul(t),u2(t)]T = [uSt(t),uHt(t)]T (8.13b)

v(t) = [v1(t),v2(t),v3(t),v4(t)]T
= [^Air(t)iP0ut(t),PAmb(t),TAmb(t)]
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The components of the signal v(t) are generally not known in advance.

For the formulation of the optimal control problem, they are assumed to be

constant,

v(t) = v = constant. (8-14)

Later, the disturbances are considered as additional controller inputs. The

assumption (8.14) is reasonable due to the fact that rather than the fluctu¬

ations, mainly the average values of the external influences are relevant for

the optimal control problem.8
The optimal control problem thus may be stated as follows:

OCP 2 Given the system

x(t) = f(xi(t),u(t),v) iEl2, «Gl2, ve Rq (8.15a)

where v is a constant parameter vector. Let x° be a given initial state of
the system and xJ be a specified terminal state. Find an admissible control

vector u(t) : [to,tf] -^(IcM2 with

Uj(t) G [0,1] j = 1, 2, for all t G [t0,tf] (8.15b)

such that the following conditions are met:

(8.15c)

/] (8.15d)

(8.15e)

x(to) = x°

x(t) = f(xi(t),u(t),v) for all t G [ti

x(tf) = a/

and the performance index

J(u) = ldt = tf -

Jto
- to tf free

is minimized.

(8.15f)

The present problem constitutes a time-invariant, minimum-time optimal
control problem with a predefined terminal state at an unspecified terminal

time and with magnitude constraints on the control variables. In (8.15d)
the function / = [fi,f2]T represents the system dynamics from (8.1a) and

(8.1b). The condition (8.15e) constrains the components of the state vector

at terminal time to the prescribed target state, a/ = [TFCS,Sow}T. The

8Consider that the impact on the battery state of charge and on the engine temperature of the distur¬

bances is damped by the battery capacity and by the thermal mass of the system, respectively
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Hamiltonian function i7:Mx^xIR2xIRxIR9^IR associated with this

optimal control problem is given by

H(Xl(t),u(t),X(t),Xo,v) = Xo + XT(t) f(Xl(t),u(t),v) (8.16)

where X(t) = [X\(t), X2(t)]T denotes the costate vector and Ao is a constant

to handle pathological cases.

8.2 Solution of the Optimal Control Problem

For the solution of the optimal control problem OCP 2, it is assumed that

• An optimal solution exists

• The optimal control problem is not pathological (we thus set Aq = 1)

• The optimal control problem is normal, hence, that the optimal solution

contains no singular arc.

Remarks on the existence of an optimal solution and on singular solutions

follow (Sec. 8.2.3).

8.2.1 Necessary Conditions for the Optimality of a Solution

The application of the minimum principle yields the following statement of

necessary conditions [36,37]:

Necessary Conditions 2 If u*(t) : \to,t*À —> Q is an optimal control (for
the optimal control problem OCP 2), the following necessary conditions hold:

x*(t) = VxH(xl(t),u*(t),X*(t),v) (8.17a)

x*(t0) = x° (8.17b)

X [If) ~~ x (8.17c)

y(t) = -VxH(xl(t),U*(t),X*(t),v) (8.17d)

H(xl(t),u*(t),X*(t),v) < H(x\(t),u

for all u G Q, t G [to,tf]

,A* (t),,v)
(8.17e)

H(x\(t),u*(t),X*(t),v) = 0 for all i; G [to, t}]. (8.17f)

The pathological case, where Aq = 0; was excluded by assumption.
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8.2.2 Derivation of a Feedback Control Law

Next, the derivation of a feedback control law is presented. This derivation

consists of two consecutive parts. As a first step, the i7-minimal control

is derived from the condition (8.17e) for the Hamiltonian function affinely

approximated in the control.9 This preliminary control law relates the control

signal, u(t), to the state, x(t), and to the costate, X(t). In a second step,

two equations are deduced from the necessary conditions (8.17a)-(8.17d) and

(8.17f) in order to eliminate the costate vector, X(t).

H-minimal Control

The Hamiltonian function is affinely approximated to avoid the need for

any second-order condition during the minimization. Physically interpreted,
this step corresponds to affine approximations of the relations for the stack

power, Pst = Pst{Istes)> and for tne battery current, IBat = IBat(PBat), where

the coulombic efficiency of the battery is neglected. (Compare (8.16) and also

the equations of the reduced-order model given in Appendix B.4.) The affine

approximation of the Hamiltonian in the control vector, u(t), yields

H(xi(t),u(t),X(t),v) « l + Xi(t)A(xi(t),v) + X2(t)C(xi(t),v)

+ [Ai (t) Bx (xx (t) ,v) + X2(t) Dx (xx (t) ,v)]Ul (t)

+ [Xx(t) B2 + X2(t) D2] u2(t) (8.18)

where A(x\(t),v), B\(x\(t),v), etc. are aggregated system coefficients. If

(8.18) is inserted into the condition (8.17e) for the global minimization of

the Hamiltonian, and if equal terms on both sides are cancelled, the (approx¬

imative) i7-minimal control can be expressed as

'

1 \îh3(x\(t),\*(t),v) <0

< u*{t)e [0,1] ifhJ(x*l(t),X*(t),v) = 0 for j = 1,2. (8.19a)

0 iîhj(xl(t),X*(t),v) >0

In (8.19a), the following substitutions for the coefficients of the control com¬

ponents were introduced (switching functions):

hl(xl(t),X\t),v) = Xl(t)Bl(xl(t),v) + Xl(t)Dl(x\(t),v) (8.19b)

h2(x\(t),X*(t),v) = X{(t) B2 + X*2(t) D2. (8.19c)

9The affine approximation of the Hamiltonian entails a suboptimality of the solution

u*At) =
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Since the optimal control problem was assumed to be normal, by definition,

the switching functions can be zero only at isolated instants of time [36].
Hence, the time-optimal controls u\(t) and u2(t) consist of piecewise constant

functions (of value 0 or 1) with simple jumps, i.e. they are bang-bang.

Elimination of the Costate Vector

Under the restriction

0 ^ A(x\(t),v) + B^xm^uKt) + B2u*2(t) « x\(t)

for alUe [to,t*f\
l ' '

the necessary condition (8.17f) can be transformed into an equation for the

costate component X\(t). If the affine Hamiltonian (8.18) is considered, this

equation follows as

=

1 + Xm [C(x\(t),v) + D^xX^^uKt) + D2U*2(t)}
l[ '

A(x\(t),v) + Bi(x\(t),v)u\(t) + B2ul(t) (8.21)
for all t G [to,t*f\.

The substitution of (8.21) into the switching functions (8.19b) and (8.19c)
eliminates the first costate component and, after being expanded with the

denominator of X\(t), yields the following modified control law:

u*(t)

'

1 iîhj(xl(t),X*2(t),u*(t),v) <0

u*(t) G [0,1] iîhJ(x*1(t),X*2(t),u*(t),v) = 0 for j = 1,2.

0 iîh3(xl(t),X*2(t),u*(t),v)>0

with the modified switching functions

h1(xi(t),x;(t),u;(t),v) = ß(xi(t),x;(t),v)

+ ö(xi(t),x;(t),v)u;(t)

h2(x\(t), X2(t),u\(t),v) = i{x\(t),\l(t),v)

-ö(xi(t),x;(t),v)ui(t).

(8.22a)

(8.22b)

(8.22c)

In (8.22b) and (8.22c), the existing coefficients A(x\(t),v), Bi(x\(t),v), etc.

were aggregated into the new coefficients ß(x\(t),X2(t),v), ^(xl(t),X2(t),v),
and ö(x\(t),X*2(t),v), to shorten the notation. Further, it is presumed that

0 < A(x\(t),v) + B^xm^uKt) + B2u*2(t) « x\(t)

for alUe [^o,^1
'
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to prevent any sign changes in the conditions of the control law (8.22a).
This restriction is necessary due to the previous expansion with the denom¬

inator of X\(t). The implicit relations u\(t) = U\(x\(t), X2(t), u2(t),v) and

u2(t) = u2(xA(t),X2(t),u\(t),v) following from (8.22a)-(8.22c) can uniquely
be solved to determine u\(t) and u2(t), as can be shown. Details may be

found in Appendix B.5. Consequently, the control law can be expressed as

u*(t) =u*(x\(t),X*2(t),v). (8.24)

From the necessary condition (8.17d) it is deduced that the costate X2(t) has

to be constant on an optimal trajectory, since x2(t) does not emerge in the

Hamiltonian,

X*2(t) = 0 => X*2(t) = X*2 = constant. (8.25)

By integrating the system dynamics (8.17a) and considering the boundary
constraints (8.17b) and (8.17c), the following necessary conditions for the

optimal trajectories are obtained:

/
f

f1(x*l(t),u*(t),v)dt = x{-x0l (8.26a)
'to

J „0f2(x\(t),u*(t),v)dt = x/2- x\. (8.26b)
Jt0

Note that the second component of the state10 does not appear in f\ nor in

f2. The conditions (8.26a) and (8.26b) can therefore be transformed to

/

^(^^(x^^Kt)^)^)

Jx\ h(x\(t),u*(xi(t),X*2(t),v),v)

by substituting

„o
dxi + a^

- 4 = 0 (8.27)

dt =
r

.

,
.

,
.

,
8.28

h^t)^)^)
v ;

into (8.26b), adapting the integration limits, and replacing u*(t) with the

control law (8.24). The substitution (8.28) holds for f\(x\(t),u(t),v) ^ 0.

The integral equation (8.27) is the desired relation required to remove the

second costate component from the control law (8.24). It implicitly defines

the optimal (constant) value of the second costate component,

X*2 = X2(xlxl,x{,x{,v). (8.29)

Which corresponds to the state of charge of the battery
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Substituting (8.29) into (8.24) eventually yields the feedback control law,

u*(t) = u*(x\(t), x\,x\,xx,x2,v). (8.30)

Remark 8.3 The implicit equation (8.27) for X\ guarantees that the termi¬

nal state constraints are met. It is important to note that (8.27) is not based

upon the affine approximation of the Hamiltonian.

8.2.3 Remarks Concerning the Existence and Uniqueness of an

Optimal Control and the Existence of Singular Solutions

The existence of an optimal control for all fixed tf (including tf —> 00) implies
the existence of an optimal control when the terminal time tf is left unspeci¬
fied [36]. However, the question about the existence of optimal controls from

any initial state to any target set is extremely difficult to answer in general.

Similarly, the proper treatment of singular solutions is very complex. There¬

fore, motivated from an engineering point of view, the control law derived

was extended with a heuristic control law. The heuristic control law comes

into operation if no zero X2 of the integral equation (8.27) is found under the

restriction f\(x\,u*(x\, X2,v),v) > 0, V x\ G [rr^a^]. The possible existence

of multiple extremal or optimal solutions cannot be excluded, since equation

(8.27) may have multiple zeros. The heuristic extension of the control law is

introduced in Sec. 8.3.2.

8.3 Warm-up Control System

While in the previous section a feedback control law for the operation of the

fuel cell stack and the coolant heater was derived, the present section details

how this supervisory power control law is augmented to an implementable
controller. Together with a cooling system controller, the supervisory power

controller constitutes a warm-up control system. The warm-up controller

operates the hybrid system during the temperature-transient phase, where

Tc%S(t) < TFCS. After completion of the warm-up, the control has to be

transferred to an ordinary power management strategy (sequential control).

8.3.1 Structure of the Feedback Control System

A signal flow chart of the control system is depicted in Fig. 8.2. The con¬

trol system optimizes the system warm-up on-line. It features two separate
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Figure 8.2: Signal flow chart of the warm-up control system. The control system features

a supervisory power controller and a cooling system controller.

feedback controllers: the supervisory power controller and the cooling sys¬

tem controller. The power controller computes the desired stack current,

Igts(t), and the heater control signal, upt(t). Feedback signals of this con¬

troller are the mean system temperature, Tçfs(t), and the state of charge
of the battery, SoC(t). The mean system temperature can be obtained from

measurements of the coolant temperatures, according to the definition (8.4),
whereas the state of charge has to be inferred through estimation. The de¬

tails on the process of estimating the state of charge of a battery lie outside

the scope of this text and are therefore not considered here. For reference,

see for example [38-41]. Aside from the feedback signals, the desired air ex¬

cess ratio, XA^(t), the output power, Pout(t), and the ambient pressure and

temperature, pAmb(t) and TAmb(t), appear as controller inputs. The desired

air excess ratio is available from the air control system, whereas the distur¬

bances Pout(t), PAmb(t), and TAmb(t) have to be inferred from measurements.

The coolant mass flow rate, rhct(t), and the control signal of the fan, uFan(t),
are regulated by the cooling system controller. The feedback signal of the

cooling system controller is the difference of the coolant temperatures across

the power section, ATPS(t) = TgSOut(t) - TgSIn(t).

8.3.2 Supervisory Power Controller

The supervisory power controller is based upon the control strategy (8.30)
derived in Sec. 8.2.2, which constitutes a model-predictive feedback law and
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operates according to the iteration scheme outlined in Fig. 8.3. It is assumed

to work with a sample time of Ats and to require a computing time of Ate-

In the following, the main parts of the control algorithm of Fig. 8.3 are

detailed.

Input-Signal Processing

The control law (8.30) determines the control signals under the assumption

that the disturbance signals (8.13c) are constant on their average values. In

practice, these signals are not known a priori. Therefore, aside from the

state feedback signals, the supervisory power controller has to consider the

signals XA^(t), Pout(t), PAmb(t), and TAmb(t), as well, in order to adapt
the predicted future average values of the disturbances. Since the ambient

conditions, pAmb(t) and TAmb(t), and the air excess ratio, XA^(t), usually do

not change fast, they can be directly used as estimates for their average future

values. However, the demanded output power, Pout(t), can fluctuate rapidly.
The prediction of the average future power demand is therefore inferred from

the past load conditions. To this end, the power signal is low-pass filtered

(with the time constant tie) at the input of the controller.

Remark 8.4 The approach of estimating the average future load conditions

based on a low-pass filter was shown to yield good controller performance.

However, other methods of estimating the average future power demand,

such as a moving average approach or pattern recognition, are reasonable as

well.

Iterative Calculation of À2

As the equation (8.27) for the costate component A2 is an implicit equation,

its solution is found iteratively. The iteration terminates if a given function

tolerance (corresponding to a tolerance in the terminal state of charge) is

met and aborts if a maximum number of iterations is reached, or if the

constraint, fi(xi,u*(xi,X2,Vi-4:),Vi-4:) > 0, is violated for any x\ G [rr^a^].
If the algorithm fails in finding a solution, the controller switches to the

heuristic control law.

If the real system behaved exactly like the model, the optimal value of the

costate component A2 would be constant for an entire warm-up. In practice,

obviously, this value has to be adapted while the warm-up proceeds. As an

initial guess for A2, the value of the previous iteration is taken at each step.
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1. Determine the low-pass-filtered signal of the power demand

at time t-,, where t-, = t-,_i + Ats,

P^t(tj) = e"7^ P^t(tj-i) + (1 " e"^) Pout(ta)

and assign the input signals,

x° = Tc£s(tj) (feedback signal)

Xj = SoC(tj) (feedback signal)

vi = ^Air(tj) (disturbance signal)

v2 = Pout(^j) (low-pass-filtered disturbance signal)

v3 = pAmb("tj) (disturbance signal)

v4 = TAmb(tJ). (disturbance signal)

2. Calculate (iteratively) a constant À2,

\ \ / 0 0 f f \

A2
=

A2(X1,X2,X1,X2,V1,V2,V3,V4)

subject to

fi(xi,u*(xi, A2,v1_4),v1_4) > 0, V xi G [x°,x*]

with

xi = ^fcs (desired terminal temperature)

x2 = SoCf. (desired terminal state of charge)

3. If an admissible value for A2 is found, calculate the

optimal control signals,

ui = uî(xi,A2,v1_4)

u2 = U2(x°, A2,Vi_4).

Else (if no admissible value for A2 is found), determine

heuristically motivated control signals,

, [0,0]T if x°>xf2
[Ul'U2j S

[1,0]T if x°<xf2-

4. Assign the output signals,

l!£8(t) = Ui • I^x(x°,Vi) (stack control signal)

uHt(t) = u2 (heater control signal)

for t-, + Atc < t < tJ+1 + Atc, and tJ+1 = t-, + Ats.

Figure 8.3: Iteration scheme of the supervisory power controller
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Calculation of the Control Signals

If a value for A2 is found, the control signals are determined depending

on the switching function coefficients ß = ß(x\,X2,v), 7 = r)(x\,X2,v), and

5 = ö(x\,X2,v), according to the equations of Appendix B.5. Alternatively,
if no value for A2 is available, the controls are defined by heuristic rules. The

heuristic extension of the control law runs the fuel cell stack with maximum

allowable power and the heater off if the current state of charge of the battery
is below the desired terminal state of charge. If the current state of charge
is above the desired terminal state of charge, both the fuel cell stack and the

electrical heater are turned off. The reason for the choice of the heuristic

rules becomes obvious later (Sec. 9.3).

Controller Output Signals

The output signals are computed at every timestep for the new initial con¬

ditions x° and external variables v, and are applied during the time interval

from t3 + Atc to tJ+\ + Atc-

8.3.3 Cooling System Controller

The cooling system controller determines the operation of the fan and the

rate of coolant flowing. During the warm-up, the fan is off,

uFan(t) = 0 for all Tjgs(t) < TfFCS. (8.31)

Upon completion of the warm-up, the fan has to be operated to hold the

desired system temperature. The coolant flow rate, rhct(t), is controlled

such as to avoid large temperature gradients within the fuel cell stack. This

guarantees a high conversion efficiency of the fuel cells on the one hand and

avoids damage to the stack through mechanical stress or local temperature

peaks, on the other hand. The coolant flow controller was realized as a

PI controller with an artificial output saturation and an anti-reset windup
addition. The artificial output saturation,

ma > m^n (8.32)

ensures that the controller keeps a minimum flow rate during low power

conditions. During high power demands, the coolant flow rate is increased

such that a maximally allowed temperature difference over the power section

(the set-point of the controller), ATp^g1, is not (severely) exceeded.
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Table 8.1

Controller Settings of the Warm-up Control System

Parameter Description

Tf
1
FCS

Desired terminal temperature (°C)

SoC7 Desired terminal state of charge
rMaxIrp \Des\

1st K1 FCS, *Air) Constraint for stack current (A)

TlF Input filter time constant (s)

AtS Sample time of power controller (s)
\rpMax
LAI

PS
Maximum temperature gap across the PS (°C)

Mm
771 Ct

Minimum coolant mass flow rate (g/s)

8.3.4 Controller Settings and Application Parameters

The controller settings of the warm-up control system are listed in Table 8.1.

The operation of the power controller is defined by the values of the target

temperature, TFCS, the target state of charge of the battery, SoC-', the stack

current constraint, Istax(Tpcs,^Air), the input filter time constant, tip, and

the sample time, Ats- The cooling system controller, on the other hand,

relies on the parameters of the minimum coolant mass flow rate, rn^n, and

the maximum allowed temperature gap across the power section, ATjfsax.
Aside from the controller settings of Table 8.1, the warm-up controller also

includes the parameters of the reduced-order system model (see Table B.7,

Appendix B.4).
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Results and Discussion

In this chapter, the mode of operation of the controller is analyzed and dis¬

cussed. The first part is devoted to some preliminary definitions. Thereafter,

the functionality of the controller is verified with a simulation of an opti¬

mally controlled system warm-up. The simulation is based on the detailed,

6th-order model of the system. A state-space illustration of the control logic
is shown in the following to explain the controller operation. In order to ver¬

ify the controller implementation and the impact of the assumptions made

during the controller development, a performance benchmark was performed,
based on the equations of the 6th-order model. Therein, a direct, open-loop

optimized solution was used as benchmark for the feedback controller. The

results of this analysis are presented in another section of the chapter. Finally,

a comparison of the warm-up times of three alternative system configurations
is given to demonstrate the benefits of a system hybridization.

9.1 Preliminary Definitions

In the first part of the preliminary definitions, nominal operating conditions

and controller settings are stated. Secondly, a direct, open-loop optimization

method is introduced. Open-loop optimized solutions were used for two

purposes. For one, they served as performance benchmarks for the feedback

controller. Secondly, the direct optimization method was applied to quantify
the influence on the warm-up time of the hybridization and of the extension

of the fuel cell system with an auxiliary heater.

9.1.1 Controller Settings and Nominal Operating Conditions

As a basis to evaluate the mode of operation of the control law and to analyze
alternative system configurations, nominal operating conditions are defined,

and values for the controller settings are proposed. These figures are given

in Table 9.1. Two cases are distinguished. For both cases, the desired ter¬

minal temperature of the fuel cell system (the temperature at which the

113
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Table 9.1

Definition of Controller Settings and Nominal Operating Conditions

Parameter/signal Symbol
Value

Case 1 Case 2

Desired terminal temperature
Tf
1
FCS

50 °C

Desired terminal state of charge SoC7 0.7

Constraint for stack current
jMax

iSt
rMaxfrp \Des\
1st [l-FCS^Air)

148 A

Input filter time constant TlF 60s

Sample time of power controller Ats 3s

Coolant mass flow rate mGt controlled 35g/s

Maximum temperature gap across the PS A T1Max

LXlps
10°C -

Minimum coolant mass flow rate
Mm

771 Ct

Pout

lOg/s -

Power demand variable 500 W

Desired air excess ratio \Des

AAir 2

Reservoir refill signal URes 0

Ambient pressure PAmb 1.013 bar

Ambient temperature -J- Arab 25 °C

Air inlet temperature pHSIn
mAir

20 °C

Hydrogen inlet temperature rpPSIn
1mH2

40 °C

Initial temperatures (PS, HS, CS) T(-m 25 °C

Initial state of charge SoC(O) 0.7

warm-up is defined to be completed) is set to the lower bound of the pre-

ferred fuel cell operating temperature range, namely TFCS = 50 °C. A typ¬

ical value of SoC^ = 0.7 is used to predefine the terminal state of charge
of the battery. For the maximum stack current, a variable upper limit,
jMax _ i^ax(rpFcs^ XA^), is defined for case 1 to take into account cold-start

transient power limitations. A constant value of lftax = 148 A is specified
for case 2.1 In the present project, the variable current limit was chosen

arbitrarily. However, a more sophisticated approach, for instance based on a

model of the membrane and the gas diffusion layers,2 could alternatively be

applied. The time constant of the input filter is defined as tie = 60 s. It can

be shown that the choice of the time constant is not critical, i. e. over a broad

range of values the elapsed warm-up time is only slightly affected by Tip3
For the sample time of the power controller, a value of Ats = 3s is assumed.

^his value for the maximum stack current corresponds to a maximum current density of 0.5 A/cm2.
2Compare for example [10,16].
3In Appendix B.6 a graph is shown that quantifies the influence on the optimal warm-up time of

different input filter time constants.
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Some comments on the choice of the sample time follow in Sec. 9.2. The mass

flow rate of the coolant is assumed to be controlled by the cooling system

controller for case 1 and is set to met = 35g/s for case 2. The parameter

values of the cooling system controller are defined as ATFSax = 10 °C for the

maximum temperature gap over the power section, and as mJf^1' = lOg/s for

the minimum coolant mass flow rate, respectively. The nominal values of

the input signals represent typical operating conditions of the power system.

All signals are constant, except for the power demand of case 2, which is

time-variant. The system is initialized as follows: the temperature variables

are initialized with ambient temperature, whereas the initial condition of the

battery charge is set to SoC(O) = 0.7. For the simulated system warm-up

presented in Sec. 9.2 the values of case 1 are applied, whereas the parameters

indicated with case 2 are used in the sections 9.3, 9.4, and 9.5.

9.1.2 Direct Open-loop Optimization

Besides the development of a feedback controller, the optimal control prob¬
lem considered was also solved by a direct trajectory optimization method in

an open-loop manner, based on the detailed, 6th-order model of the system.

Therefore, the problem of minimizing the warm-up time was implemented
in GESOP®, a software system for numerical trajectory optimization of dy¬
namic systems [42]. In order to discretize the optimal control problem and to

transcribe it into a parametrized, finite-dimensional optimization problem,
the multiple shooting method PROMIS (parametrized trajectory optimiza¬

tion by direct multiple shooting) was used. The standard NLP (nonlinear

program) solver SLLSQP (sequential linear least squares quadratic program¬

ming) was then applied to solve the resulting algebraic optimization problems
for various operating conditions and parameter values. The control signals

were approximated by piecewise linear functions. For the problem at hand,

the number of corresponding subintervals was set to 12, resulting in 11 in¬

ternal nodes whose positions in turn are subject to optimization. Additional

control refinement points were defined where necessary.

9.2 Simulation of an Optimally Controlled System

Warm-up Under Variable Operating Conditions

In order to demonstrate the full functionality of the feedback control system,

a simulated warm-up under variable power demands is analyzed. For this
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analysis, the nominal controller settings and operating values of case 1 (Ta¬
ble 9.1) are used. In Fig. 9.1(a), the variable power demand, Pout(t), and the

low-pass-filtered power signal, Po^t(t), are displayed. The first and the sec¬

ond subplots of Fig. 9.1(b) show the output signals of the supervisory power

controller, Ig^s(t) and upt(t), respectively. The transient power limitation

of the current is indicated by a dotted line. The heater signal, upt(t), is se¬

lected between 0 (off) and 1 (on with nominal power). In the third subplot,
the mean system temperature, T^'s(t), and the component temperatures

Tps(t), Tps(t), and Tcs(t) are shown. The state of charge of the battery,

SoC(t), is shown in the fourth graph. The terminal conditions, TFCS = 50 °C

and SoC-' = 0.7, are each identified by a triangle. In the lowermost subplot
of Fig. 9.1(b) the battery current, Ipat(t), is plotted. Positive values mean

discharging of the battery, negative values indicate charging.
At the beginning of the warm-up, the heater is on and the power is drawn

from the battery. Consequently, the temperature of the system (specifically
the temperature of the cooling system) rises and the state of charge of the

battery decreases. After approximately 190 s the fuel cell stack is turned on to

generate the maximum allowed electric power. The surplus power recharges
the battery and the waste heat of the stack causes an increased heat flow

to the system. After an elapsed time of approximately 300 s the heater is

switched off. Towards the end of the warm-up, the heater is switched on

again, and the controller toggles the control signals to compensate for pre¬

diction errors.4 The warm-up is defined to be completed when the terminal

temperature is reached. In the sample simulation shown in Fig. 9.1, a warm-

up time of 438s results (indicated by a dotted vertical line).

During the entire warm-up phase, the power controller keeps the fuel cell

stack within the operating limits (i. e. the stack current does not exceed the

variable current constraint). At the end of the warm-up phase the predefined
state of charge of the battery is met exactly, although the controller does

not know the power profile a priori. Additionally, despite the erratic power

demand, the feedback controller switches the output signals only a few times.

This behavior is a direct consequence of the averaging of the power demand

at the controller input, of the finite termination tolerance for the iterative

calculation of À2, and of the discrete controller operation.

Implemented in Matlab® 6.5.1 and processed on an Intel® Pentium® III,

1.2 GHz Mobile CPU, the maximum computing time that is needed for the

4Generally, two possible sources of prediction errors arise. First, a model is always only an idealized

representation of the real system. Second, the time dependent evolution of the external signals are

(usually) not known in advance.
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(a) Power demand (left axis) and low-pass filtered power signal (right axis)
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(b) Control signals and resulting system trajectory

Figure 9.1: Simulation results of an optimally controlled system warm-up (for the con¬

ditions of case 1, Table 9.1)
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power controller to determine its next move is 1.51 s, in contrast to a sample
time of Ats = 3 s. The average computing time amounts to 0.16 s.

In the following, the mode of operation of the cooling system controller is

analyzed. Figure 9.2(a) shows the feedback signal ATps(t) and the control

signal rhct(t) of the cooling system controller. As the results demonstrate,

(a) Controlled coolant mass flow rate (left axis) and temperature difference across

the power section (right axis)

Ü

h°

(b) Mean coolant temperature and coolant temperatures at the component outlets

Figure 9.2: Operation of the coolant controller during a system warm-up

the cooling system controller regulates the coolant mass flow rate as expected.
When the heat generation inside the power section is low, the coolant mass

flow rate is at its minimum value (lOg/s). Once the maximum tolerated

temperature difference (10 °C) is reached, the controller increases the mass

flow rate accordingly, in order to maintain the conditions. During this phase,

temperature overshoots of less than 0.2 °C are observed. In Fig. 9.2(b), the

resulting temperatures of the coolant at the component outlets and the mean

coolant temperature are displayed.

9.3 Illustration of the Supervisory Power Controller in

the State Space

In this section, the operation of the supervisory power controller is analyzed
in the state space. If constant operating conditions are assumed, there are
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sets or regions of the state space over which the control signals are constant (0
or 1), since the control signals of the power controller are piecewise constant

functions of time, but also functions of the states. In a two-dimensional state

plane, these sets are separated by switch curves. It is the equation and shape
of these switch curves that determine the control actions. A schematic of the

power controller's switch curves for typical conditions is sketched in Fig. 9.3.

Note that the exact shape and position of the switch curves varies with the

operating conditions (e.g. the value of Pout(t)) and the controller settings

(the target state vector and the stack current constraint). The switch curve

«1=0

M2 = l

«1 = 1

«2=0

«1 = 1 (heuristics)
«2=0 (heuristics)

«1=0 (heuristics)
«2=0 (heuristics)

Switch curves T

State trajectories

Target state (x[, x;2 )

Figure 9.3: State-plane illustration of the power controller

T(i;i) is the locus of all points (x\,x2) which can be forced to the target

state (x[,X2) by the control u= [1,1]T. Similarly, the controls u= [1,0]T
and u= [0,1]T define the switch curves T^o) and T^i), respectively. It

follows from the control law that the stack control signal is zero, u\ = 0,

and the heater is on, u2 = 1, for state vectors inside the region 7Z\. Inside

the region 7Z2, the control signals are u\ = 1 and u2 = 0. The regions IZz

and IZ4 represent the sets of state vectors for which the control law yields

no solution. Inside these areas, the controls are determined by the heuristic

rules: If x2 < x2, the fuel cell stack is turned-on, u\ = 1, and the heater

switched-off, u2 = 0. However, if x2 > xr2, both control signals are zero,

U\ = u2 = 0.

The optimal state trajectories are defined by a sequence of control actions.

Every trajectory starting in 1Z\ is forced to the target state by a control

sequence {[0,1]T, [1,1]T}, where the control switches at the moment the tra¬

jectory reaches the T(\a) switch curve. Equally, trajectories starting in the

set 1Z2 reach the target state by a control sequence {[1,0]T, [1,1]T}. Inside
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the region IZ4, the heuristic rules cause the system to reach the T^i) switch

curve. The T^i) switch curve then leads the system to the target state. By

contrast, when starting in 71%, the heuristic controls force the system trajec¬

tory to proceed in parallel to the region boundary. Hence, with a bang-bang

control, trajectories inside the set IZ3 cannot reach the target state. However,

with the control u = [1,0]T, the system is forced to get as close as possible
the target state.

Aside from the switch curves, the value of the function tolerance used to

terminate the iterative calculation of À2, which is a tolerance in the constraint

for the terminal state of charge, affects the operation of the power controller.

The margin in the terminal state-of-charge constraint can be interpreted as an

extension of the switch curves to switching intervals. In Fig. 9.4(a), the switch

curves and the state trajectory (of the detailed model) are illustrated for the

controller settings and the nominal operating conditions of case 2 (Table 9.1).
The boundaries of the switching intervals are indicated by dash-dotted lines
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(a) Visualization of the state trajectory of the optimally controlled system
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Figure 9.4: State-plane illustration of the power controller operation (for the nominal

operating conditions and controller settings of case 2, Table 9.1)

along the switch curves. As the warm-up proceeds, the intervals are tightened

(the termination tolerance for the calculation of À2 is decreased), forcing the
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trajectory to reach the target state. The state trajectory shown starts at

the initial state (T^s(0) = 25 °C, SoC(O) = 0.7) and reaches the switching
interval that embraces the switch curve T^i) after approximately 90s. Inside

the interval, the stack control signal switches from u\ = 0 to u\ = 1, and the

state trajectory evolves parallel to the switch curve for about 140 s. At an

elapsed time of approximately 235 s, the state trajectory crosses the interval

boundary due to model uncertainties. This causes the controller to calculate

a new value for À2 and consequently to turn off the heater (u2 = 0). As a

result, the state trajectory crosses the boundary in the opposite direction

and enters the switching interval again. After approximately 10 s the heater

is switched on again (u2 = 1). A similar control action is observed at an

elapsed time of 285 s where a final control action is necessary to reach the

target state within the margins given. In Fig. 9.4(b), the control signals are

shown against time.

9.4 Benchmark Analysis for the Supervisory Power

Controller

During the development of the power controller, at some points certain ap¬

proximations or assumptions had to be made (e.g. model reduction, lin¬

earization of the Hamiltonian). In order to quantify their impact and that of

the discrete controller operation on the performance of the controller, some

performance values of the feedback controller, applied to the 6th-order sys¬

tem, were compared with the optimal warm-up times, J*, emerging from the

direct, open-loop optimization. In Table 9.2 the results of the benchmark

analysis are shown. For the situations investigated, the maximum relative

performance loss of the controller with respect to the open-loop optimized

solution, ÖJ, is 2.3%. This result not only indicates that the assumptions and

approximations made are feasible in principle, but it legitimates the methods

applied for the controller development and implementation.

9.5 Investigation of Alternative System Configurations

After the detailed analysis of the control law, the proposed configuration of

the power system (fuel cell system with electrical heater and battery), was

compared with alternative system configurations in terms of the duration

of the warm-up phase. To this end, three alternative configurations were

proposed first:
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Table 9.2

Benchmark Results for the Power Controller Under Various Operating

Conditions

Operating conditions J*t (s) 5ß {%)

Nominal (Table 9.1 case 2) 309 0.0

Nominal (Table 9.1 case 2) but Pout = 250W 362 0.1

Nominal (Table 9.1 case 2) but Pout = 750W 272 2.3

Nominal (Table 9.1 case 2) but Pout = 1200 W 236 0.7

Nominal (Table 9.1 case 2) but \^ = 3 335 0.7

Nominal (Table 9.1 case 2) butTAm6 = T(.)(0) = 15°C 436 0.1

Nominal (Table 9.1 case 2) but SoC(O) = 0.6 240 0.7

Nominal (Table 9.1 case 2) but SoC(O) = 0.8 410 0.2

Nominal (Table 9.1 case 2) but SoC7 = 0.6 410 0.2

Nominal (Table 9.1 case 2) but SoC; = 0.8 240 0.6

' Minimum warm-up time (direct, open-loop optimization)
* Relative performance loss of the controller: ôJ = ( J|ciosed-ioop — J*)/J*

Table 9.3

Optimal Performances of Different System Configurations

(for the Nominal Operating Conditions of case 2, Table 9.1)

Config. Battery Heater P?tes(t) umit) J*(s) 5J*ï {%)

#1 No No PFtes(Pout(t)) - 4250 -

#2 Yes No optimized - 943 -77.8

#3 No Yes lgeS(P0ut(t),UHt(t)) optimized 425 -90.0

#0 Yes Yes optimized optimized 309 -92.7

t Relative performance difference with respect to configuration #1: öJ* = (J* — J*|#i)/J*|#i

7^1: Fuel cell power system without battery nor heater

7^2: Fuel cell/battery hybrid power system without heater

7=^3: Fuel cell power system without battery but with an auxiliary heater.

The system configuration proposed in this text (battery and heater) is termed

as configuration 77^0. In a second step direct, open-loop optimizations (based
on the detailed model equations) were performed to compute the optimal

performance values of the four configurations, under the nominal operating
conditions of case 2 (Table 9.1). Charge-sustaining operation was enforced

for configurations containing a battery. The computed performance values

J*, i.e. the minimal warm-up times, are shown in Table 9.3. The config¬
uration without battery nor heater (configuration 7^1) serves as a basis for
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the comparison. Under nominal operating conditions this system takes al¬

most 1.2 hours (4250 s) to reach the operating temperature of 50 °C. The

hybridization with a battery reduces the elapsed warm-up time by 78% to

943 s, provided that an optimal power management is applied. Another 67%

reduction to 309 s can be gained by adding an (optimally operated) auxiliary
heater. Hence, the combination of hybridization and auxiliary heating yields

a warm-up time of 7% of the reference value of configuration 77^1. A system

configuration with auxiliary heater but without battery (configuration 77^3)
has a warm-up period reduced by 90%, with respect to the warm-up time of

the reference configuration.
The improvement achieved with the hybridization is explained by the ad¬

ditional degree of freedom.5 As a direct consequence of the possibility to

store energy, the fuel cell stack can be operated independently of the power

demand, hence, only part time and at a higher (maximum) current. This in

turn results in an increased production of heat and reduced losses of heat to

the ambient. Similarly, the auxiliary heater adds a degree of freedom to the

system as well, but the heater has two effects on the warm-up behavior. Pri¬

marily, it delivers energy to the system directly in terms of heat. Secondarily,
and analogously to the battery, it permits the fuel cell stack to be operated

on a higher power level. However, in contrast to the battery, the heater does

not allow the fuel cells to be operated completely decoupled from the power

demand.

5Note that for configurations without an energy storage unit (configurations #1 and #3), the stack

current follows directly from the total power demand.





Chapter 10

Summary and Conclusions

Key technical challenges in fuel cell power applications are the power man¬

agement and the thermal control. In this second project, a supervisory power

controller was developed which operates a fuel cell/battery hybrid power sys¬

tem (including auxiliary heater) during the temperature-transient phase after

a cold start. The controller ensures a fast, charge-sustaining system warm-up

and considers the temperature-induced power limitations of the fuel cells.

The development of the controller is based upon the theory of optimal con¬

trol. In a first step, a 6th-order, control-oriented mathematical model of the

transient behavior of the hybrid power system was established. On the ther¬

mal part, the model differentiates five states, namely the temperatures of the

power section and of the humidification section, two temperatures of the cool¬

ing system, and a mixing delay for the reservoir refill. On the electric part, it

captures the fuel cell polarization, the power converter, and the battery with

its state of charge (state six). The thermal part of the model was validated

against experimental data. As the results prove, dynamic as well as static

phenomena are predicted accurately. Due to a modeling approach based on

physical principles, there are only a few experiments necessary for the cal¬

ibration of the model. From this model, a simplified version was derived

to be used for the controller design. The reduced-order model constitutes

a nonlinear, second-order system. It was shown to properly reproduce the

mean system temperature and the state of charge of the battery.
In a second step, the aim of minimizing the duration of the system warm-

up was formulated as an optimal control problem. From the necessary con¬

ditions of Pontryagin's minimum principle, a solution to this problem was

educed. In particular, the appropriate combination of the conditions for op¬

timality and the careful statement of simplifications and assumptions allowed

the formulation of the solution as a feedback control law. Due to its simple
structure this control law is suited to be applied on-line. In order to deter¬

mine the control signals, no numerical optimization is required, but only the

solution of one implicit equation has to be computed, aside from algebraic
calculations. Moreover, the application of the control law to different sys-
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terns should be feasible with minor efforts only, since the controller design
is model-based. Eventually, the feedback control law was expanded to an

implementable controller and extended with a cooling system controller to

form a warm-up control system.

A simulated system warm-up demonstrated the functionality of the con¬

troller. The performance of the controller was verified with a direct, open-

loop optimization for various operating conditions and controller settings.
The results confirmed the functions of the control system derived, as the rela¬

tive performance losses, which mainly originate from the simplifications made

during the controller design, amount to less than a few percent only. The

supervisory power controller takes into account cold-start transient power

limitations of the fuel cell stack and determines the control signals in ac¬

cordance with the model-based prediction. Due to the feedback operation,
the predefined terminal constraints are met exactly. Overall, a short system

warm-up time results. Finally, an analysis of various system configurations

proved the benefits of a hybrid setup including auxiliary heater in terms of a

fast system warm-up. For the optimally controlled configuration proposed,
the simulation showed a drastically reduced warm-up time compared with the

warm-up duration of a pure fuel cell system without battery nor auxiliary
heater.

Possibilities for further enhancing the control strategy developed in the

course of this project exist in the formulation and the inclusion of the con¬

straints. An approach based on a model of the membrane and the gas dif¬

fusion layers is proposed for the formulation of the stack current constraint.

The inclusion of the constraints imposed by the battery into the controller is

another focus for future work. However, with the model-predictive feedback

controller developed in this project, an important contribution is made to

mitigating the issues concomitant with the warm-up phase of a hybrid fuel

cell power system. Moreover, the results gained throughout the course of

this project enable combined control/plant optimizations, which are used to

determine the optimal size of components (e. g. the capacity of the battery,

or the size of the auxiliary resistance heater). Further applications for the

model of the fuel cell system are likely, too. The model should be readily em¬

ployable for general thermal transient simulations, parameter investigations,

state estimation, or model-based temperature controller designs.
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Appendix A

Supplementary Material for Project I

The Appendix of Project I consists of the following parts:

• List of model parameters1

• Discussion of the pathological case of the optimal control problem

• Discussion of a singular solution of the optimal control problem.

A.l Parameters of the Vehicle Model

Below, all parameters of the vehicle model from Chapter 2, except for phys¬
ical constants, are gathered. The parameters are sorted according to the

subsystems in which they occur. In Table A.l the parameters of the vehicle

dynamics subsystem are shown.

Table A.l

Parameters of the Vehicle Dynamics Subsystem

Parameter Symbol Source"*"

Total vehicle mass (kg) mveh DS

Vehicle frontal area (m2) Aveh DS

Inertia of one wheel (kgm2) Ow AE

Inertia of the power train (kgm2) <dPT AE

Inertia of the engine (kgm2) G>Eng AE

Wheel radius (m) rw DS

Differential gear transmission ratio ZDiff DS

Power train efficiency TjPT AE

Engine idle speed (rads-1) .Idle

^Eng DS

Drag coefficient CD DS

Rolling friction coefficient Cr [2]
t AE: author's estimate, DS: data sheet

For reasons of confidentiality, the numerical values of the parameters are omitted.
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Table A.2 summarizes the parameters of the auxiliary heaters subsystem, and

Table A.3 shows the parameters of the engine subsystem. The parameters of

the passenger compartment subsystem are listed in Table A.4.

Table A.2

Parameters of the Auxiliary Heaters Subsystem

Parameter Symbol Source"*"

Fuel-fired heater nominal output power (W)

Fuel-fired heater efficiency

Electrical coolant heater nominal output power (W)

Electrical coolant heater efficiency

Electrical air heater nominal output power (W)

Electrical air heater efficiency

r\Nom,

^FH

Vfh

r\Nom,

^EH Ct

Veh Ct

r\Nom,

^EH Air

VEH Air

DS

DS

DS

AE

DS

AE

t AE: author's estimate, DS: data sheet

Table A.3

Maps and Parameters of the Engine Subsystem

Parameter/map Symbol Source"*"

Engine displacement (m3) vD DS

Coefficient of Willans model eiuJEng) PI

Friction losses (Pa) PmeOFrtc\UJEn9' PI

Gas exchange losses (Pa) VmeOoaa [3]

Engine auxiliary losses (Pa) Pw,eOAux PI

Air-fuel ratio ^Af"1 X^Eng , @Eng ) M

Exhaust gas temperature (K) TEGm(iOEng,0Eng) M

Engine thermal mass (JK_1) (mC)Eng PI

Nominal engine temperature (K0 1Eng AE

Coefficient of friction model (K -1) 7c PI

Coefficient of friction model (K -3) ^C PI

Engine surface area (m2) A-Eng2Amb AE

Engine heat transfer coefficient parameter (Wm_2K_1) 7« PI

Engine heat transfer coefficient parameter (Wm_2K_1) Sa [1], AE

Engine emissivity ^Eng&Amb AE

Generator efficiency VCen(^Gen, IGen) M

Generator thermal efficiency ,n
Therm

'IGen [4]

Generator transmission ratio ZGen DS

Generator voltage (V) Vöen AE

t AE: author's estimate, DS: data sheet, M: measurement, PL parameter identification
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Table A.4

Parameters of the Passenger Compartment Subsystem

Parameter Symbol Source"*"

Coefficient of heat exchanger model (W) Pqwo PI

Coefficient of heat exchanger model 7qioo PI

Coefficient of heat exchanger model ^QlOO PI

Compartment air mass (kg) mcAir AE

Specific convective heat transfer rate (WK~-1) (aA) CAirêlnt PI

Specific convective heat transfer rate (WK"-1) (aA) CAirSAmb PI

Interior thermal mass (JK_1) {mC)int PI

' AE: author's estimate, PL parameter identification

A.2 Optimal Control Problem: Pathological Case

Consider the optimal control problem OCP 1 stated in Sec. 3.1.4 and the

necessary conditions for an optimal solution given in Sec. 3.2.2 (Necessary
Conditions 1). It is shown here that the pathological case, where Aq = 0, can

be excluded.

If we assume that Xq = 0, then the necessary condition (3.18e) reduces to

r)A

Y(t) = -X\t)f^-(x*(t),v)

and the necessary condition (3.18g) degenerates to

A(x*(t),v) + Bu*(t) = 0 for all t e [t0,t*f]

or (ii)

X*(t1) = 0 for*iG [to,t}}.

The case (i) implies that

and thus that

x*{t) = 0 foralUG [to, ff]

x*(to) = x*(tf).

(a.i;

X*(t) [A(x*(t),v) + Bu*(t)] = 0 for all t G [t0,t}}. (A.2)

The condition (A.2) is satisfied if either (i)

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.5)

(A.6)
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This contradicts the assumption that x° < xJ(v). As the linear ordinary
differential equation (A.l) is homogenous, the case (ii) implies that

A*(£) = 0 for allte[to,t}} (A.7)

which cannot hold, because it is necessary (condition (3.18a)) that

A^
^OGr. (A.8)

Hence, the pathological case, where Aq = 0, does not have to be considered.

A.3 Optimal Control Problem: Singular Solution

The purpose here is to show that the existence of a singular solution can

be excluded for the first-order linear optimization problem OCP 1 stated in

Sec. 3.1.4.

In the case of the optimal control problem OCP 1, where the system equa¬

tion is given as

±{t) = A(x(t),v) + B u(t) B>0 (A.9)

a singular control function uSmg(t) (if it exists) is of the form [5]

usmg{t) = _A(x(t),v)^ (A l0)

It is clear from (A.9) and (A. 10) that the singular solution (if it appears)
corresponds to the trajectory

x(t)\u=usmg = xSw'9 = constant. (A. 11)

Further, as B > 0, and since the control variable is non-negative, u(t) G [0,1
it follows from (A.10) that on a singular trajectory (if it appears) the condi¬

tion

A(xSm9) < 0 (A.12)

holds. From (A.12) and the assumed global asymptotic stability of the equi¬

librium point xEq(v) = {x | 0 = A(x,v)}, it follows that

xSmg > xEq(vy (A13)
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Further, the assumed global asymptotic stability of the system equilibrium

point, the condition that the terminal state is smaller than the equilib¬
rium point, xJ(v) < xEq(v), the fact that B > 0, and the magnitude con¬

straint on the control variable, u(t) G [0,1], guarantee that the optimal tra¬

jectory x*(t) does not exceed the terminal state xJ(v) (since x(t) > 0 for all

x(t) < xEq(v)). Hence,

x*(t) < xf(v) for all t G [t0,t}}. (A. 14)

The result (A. 14) is contradictory to (A. 13) as x?(v) < xEq(v) by assump¬

tion. A singular solution therefore cannot exist. Hence, the optimal control

problem OCP 1 is normal.
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Supplementary Material for Project II

The Appendix of Project II consists of the following parts:

• List of model parameters

• Fuel cell polarization model

• Additional calibration and validation results

• Equations and parameters of the reduced-order model

• Method to solve the implicit relations of the preliminary control laws

• Performance analysis for different input filter time constants.

B.l Parameters of the Hybrid Fuel Cell System Model

Below, all parameters of the hybrid fuel cell system model are gathered, ex¬

cept for physical constants. The parameters of the power section module, the

humidification section module, and of the cooling system module, including
the auxiliary components, are shown in Tables B.l, B.2, and B.3.

Table B.l

Parameters of the Power Section Model

Symbol Source^"

Mass of the PS (kg) mps C, TT

Specific heat of the PS (J kg"1 K"1) Cps C, TT

Contact area of PS and coolant (m2) Aps&ct G

Convective heat transfer coeff. PS to coolant (W m^K"1) Cips&Ct C, [6]

Outer surface area of the PS (m2) ApsêAmb G

Convective heat transfer coeff. PS to Amb (WnT-2K-1) Cips&Amb C, [7]

Emissivity of the PS ZpSSAmb AE, TT

Contact area of PS and HS (m2) Apsms G

Conductivity (Wm_1K_1) kpsms TT

Characteristic length for conduction (m) dpsms AE

AE: author's estimate, C: calculation, G: geometric parameter, TT: thermodynamic table

139
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Table B.2

Parameters of the Humidification Section Model

Parameter Symbol Source"*"

Mass of the HS (kg) rriHs C, TT

Specific heat of the HS (J kg"1 K-1) Chs C, TT

Contact area of HS and coolant (m2) AHS2Ct G

Convective heat transfer coeff. HS to coolant (W m
2 K-1) CiHS&Ct C, [6]

Outer surface area of the HS (m2) A-HSêAmb G

Convective heat transfer coeff. HS to Amb (Win"-2K -1) C-HS&Amb C, [7]

Emissivity of the HS ^HS&Amb AE, TT

' AE: author's estimate, C: calculation, G: geometric parameter, TT: thermodynamic table

Table B.3

Parameters of the Cooling System Model and the Auxiliaries

Parameter Symbol Source"*"

Thermal capacity of the CS (J K-1) (mC) cs PI

Nominal reservoir refill mass flow rate (kgs~-1)
RfillNom

met PI

Reservoir mixing delay (s)
Mix

'Res
PI

Coefficient of heat transfer model (WK-1) ICS&Amb PI

Coefficient of heat transfer model (WK-1) ScS&Amb PI

Apparent volume of the piping (m3) Vos PI

Nominal thermal power of the electric resistance heater (W)
r\Nom, PI

Efficiency of the electric resistance heater VHt AE

' AE: author's estimate, PI: parameter identification

Table B.4 summarizes the parameters of the model of the gas channels.

Table B.4

Parameters of the Model of the Gas Channels

Parameter Symbol Source"*"

Cathode nozzle constant (ms) ICa PI

Relative humidity @ cathode inlet HS Out

rmAir AE, PI

Vapor mass flow rate @ HS inlet (kgs-1)
• mAir HS In

mH20 AE

Anode pressure (Pa) PAn PI

Anode relative humidity PAn AE, PI

' AE: author's estimate, PI: parameter identification

The parameters of the voltage model are listed in Table B.5, whereas in

Table B.6 the parameters of the power converter module and the battery
module are given.
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Table B.5

Parameters of the Fuel Cell Stack Voltage Model

Parameter Symbol Source"*"

Number of fuel cells n Cells DS

Active area of a fuel cell (m2) -^-Active DS

Membrane thickness (m) th DS

Membrane water content ^•m AE

t AE: author's estimate, DS: data sheet

Table B.6

Maps and Parameters of the Power Converter Model and

the Battery Model

Parameter Symbol Source"*

Battery capacity @ 6.5 A (As) Qßat [8,9]

Open circuit voltage of the battery (V) Uoc(SoC) [8,9]

Internal resistance of the battery for charge (Q) R?h(SoC) [8,9]

Internal resistance of the battery for discharge (Q) RfCh(SoC) [8,9]

Battery coulombic efficiency VBat [8,9]

Lower limit for the battery voltage (V)
\rMin
v
Bat [8,9]

Upper limit for the battery voltage (V)
\rMax
v
Bat [8,9]

Lower limit for the battery state of charge (V) SoCMm AE

Upper limit for the battery state of charge (V) SoCMax AE

Power converter efficiency Vpc AE

t AE: author's estimate

B.2 Fuel Cell Polarization

For variables in SI units, the overall voltage model equation proposed in [10]
and used within this project is given as

Vceii = 1-23 - 2.30 • 10"4 (TpS - 298.15)
^Ar

, Pu
(pk

+ 4.3 • 10"5 Tpc ln/F5
VO

Ca\0.5

2

'

1013251-5
'

0.7466 + 2.338 • 10"5TP^ + 4.739 • 10"2 \n(p%a2]
3A16 10~4TPS (1 - e-°005ist)

9.06 thm

0.6504Xm -3.26lst'

(b.i;
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B.3 Additional Calibration and Validation Results

In this section, some additional model calibration and model validation re¬

sults are shown.

Figure B.l shows the calibration results of the reservoir refill part of the

cooling system model (parameters mc^
om

and rjf). The good agreement

between experiment and simulation reveals that the model captures the effect

on the coolant temperature of a coolant refill process.
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Figure B.l: Calibration of the reservoir refill part of the cooling system model
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In addition to the validation of the entire fuel cell system, the cooling

system model and the remaining modules of the power generation subsys¬
tem were validated separately. The results of these validations are shown in

Fig. B.2 and Fig. B.3, respectively. An excellent agreement of experiment
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Figure B.2: Validation of the cooling system model and the auxiliary components model

and model prediction is observed for both subsystems. The root-mean-square

deviation is 0.7 K for the coolant temperature at the cooling system outlet

in Fig. B.2(b) and 0.4 K for the coolant temperature at the humidification

section outlet in Fig. B.3(b).
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Figure B.3: Validation of the power section and humidifier model, the gas channels

model, and the model of the stack voltage

B.4 Equations and Parameters of the Reduced-order

Model

In this section, the equations of the reduced-order model are stated and the

parameters of this model are given.

The input signals to the reduced-order model are the desired stack current,

IEtes, the heater control signal, ujjt, the desired air excess ratio, XE^, the

output power, Pout-, and the ambient temperature and pressure, TAmb and

PAmb-, respectively. The state variables are the mean system temperature,

Tpcs, and the battery state of charge, SoC.

The temperature characteristic of the system is captured by the following
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differential equation:

fro = Kte[(f" S')S ff2°

(B.2)
/oFCS'i2J4m& P\FCS2Amb ,

A
~

VCon«
~

QRad + WHt2FCS

The parameter V^ is the reversible open circuit voltage of the stack for

standard conditions,

o
„

(h°f)H2o(i) Mh2o
Vst = n ceils T^f

• (B-3)

The stack voltage is calculated as

Vst = nceiis Vcdi{ist, TFcs,P%,p£) (BA)

where the cell voltage, Vcdh follows from the voltage model (B.l). The cell

voltage is a function of the current density, ist-, of the system temperature,

Tpcs-, and of the partial pressures of the oxygen in the cathode and of the

hydrogen in the anode, p^a and pjp, respectively. Below, the equations to

calculate these quantities from the input signals are given.
The current density generated at the membrane surface area is defined as

jDes
ist = -r*—. (B.5)

^iActive

The partial pressure of oxygen in the cathode is calculated from

Po2 = Vö2 (PCa - <PCaPSatH2o(TFCs)) (B.6)

where the mean oxygen mole fraction of air in the cathode, i/q, the mean

cathode relative humidity, tpca-, and the mean cathode pressure, pca-, follow

as

C'a
* ^Air L

„.Atn.Oa
"

"Mr niAir pr> *j\
y02

-

9\Des
_

„Air U02 {&<)
Z AAir y02

1
(,„HSOut | ,PSOut\ /no\

(fCa =
2
yPmAir + ^PmAir ) \P Ü)

PCa = ^(pTA?rUt+ PAmb)- (B.9)

For the estimation of the pressure at the cathode inlet (the humidifier outlet),
a linear nozzle equation (with nozzle constant jca) is proposed,

HS In

PmAir = PAmb H (ß.lU)
ICa
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where the mass flow rate of air is proportional to the electric current,

•HS In
_

\Des
MAir n Cells Tpes mif

mAir —

AAir , ^ Air
1 St • K^-11,

J2

The partial pressure of hydrogen in the anode follows as

Ph"2 = PAn ~ (PAnPSatH2o(TFCs)- (B.12)

The term HhUq in (B.2) represents the enthalpy flow rate due to evapo¬

ration. It results from a water mass balance between air inlet and air outlet,

fpEvap h (T s f Mh2o
HH2o =hfgH2o(TFCs)<-M^-

TPes
U Cells Mp2 ( ^ Des

1 MAtT
*St T-iï AAir ~A~ ^—

i

4 F \Atry%M0i

^mAirU PSatH2o(TFCs)

PAmb ~ ^PmSA?rUt PSatH2o(TFCs)
_

•mAir HS In I m iq\
mHO }. [BAS)

The remaining terms in (B.2) consider the convective and the radiative heat

losses to the ambient and the heat flow rate supplied by the coolant heater,

Qc'onv
m
= aFCS2Amb ApcS2Amb (TfcS — TAmb) (B-14)

QRad
m

=V£FCS2AmbAFCS2Amb(TFCs-TAmb) (B.15)

QHt2Fcs = QmmUHt. (B.16)

Note that the impact of the cooling system fan could easily be included in

the model.

The battery state of charge is given by the following relation:

SoC = <^ QBat
(B.17)

dt
Q
^~ VBat

I

Bat if IBat < 0
Bat

where the battery current,
I

Bat-, is calculated as

V£c
~

V(Vâ^-^RtVPBat

2Rî

j
_

v OC V \v OCJ ^±vi ± aat m ^
Bat

0 TfAv
'

\
'

J

The battery current is a function of the battery power, Ppat-, which follows

from the equation below:

r\Nom

Pßat = Pout H Upt — 7]pc Vst(IsteS >
TfcS

, ^Air > PAmb) ISt • (B. 19)
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The parameters of the reduced-order model (except for physical constants)
are summarized in Table B.7.

Table B.7

Parameters of the Reduced-order Model

Parameter Symbol

Thermal capacity of the FCS (JK_1)

Outer surface area of the FCS (m2)

Convective heat transfer coefficient FCS to Amb (Wm_2K_1)

Emissivity of the FCS

(mC)FCs

AFCS&Amb

CiFCS&Amb

^FCSZAmb

Nominal thermal power of the electric resistance heater (W)

Efficiency of the electric resistance heater

r\Nom,

VHt

Cathode nozzle constant (ms)

Vapor mass flow rate @ HS inlet (kgs-1)

Relative humidity @ cathode inlet

Relative humidity @ cathode outlet

Anode pressure (Pa)

Anode relative humidity

ICa

•mAir HS In

mH20
HS Out

rmAir

PS Out

rmAir

PAn

'^An

Number of fuel cells

Active area of a fuel cell (m2)

Membrane thickness (m)

Membrane water content

noells

-^-Active

th

Battery capacity @ 6.5A (As)

Average open circuit voltage of the battery (V)

Average internal resistance of the battery (Q)

Power converter efficiency

Battery coulombic efficiency

Qßat
yAv

V0C

ryAv

Vpc

VBat

In order to calculate a mean system temperature from coolant temperature

measurements, additionally the individual thermal capacities of the main

system components, (mC)ps, (mC)ps, and (mC)cs, have to be known.

B.5 Resolving the Preliminary Control Laws

This section details how the implicit relations

ul(t)=ul(xl(t),Xl(t),ul(t),v) (B.20)
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u;(t) = u2(xi(t),x;(t),ui(t),v) (B.21;

emerging from (8.22a)-(8.22c) can uniquely be solved to determine the con¬

trol signals u\(t) and u\(t).
The cases where the switching functions vanish are not relevant, since the

switching functions can only vanish at isolated instants of time. If these cases

are excluded, the preliminary control laws (8.22a)-(8.22c) can be restated as

ul(t)

and

vi(t)

1 ii ß(x\(t),Xl(t),v) + ö(x\(t),Xl(t),v)ul(t) <0

0 iiß(xm,Xl(t),v) + ö(x\(t),Xl(t),v)ul(t)>{)

if 7(xl(t),\$(t),v) - 8(x\(t),Xl(t),v)u\(t) < 0

ïî1(x\{t),Xf1{t),v)-o(x\{t),Xf1{t),v)u\{t)>0

(B.22a)

(B.22b)

respectively. Since the linear terms of the switching functions in (B.22a) and

(B.22b) have different signs, the controls u\(t) and u\(t) are uniquely deter¬

mined by the control laws (B.22a) and (B.22b). A possible algorithm to de¬

termine the controls u\(t) and u*2(t), given the coefficients ß(x\(t)^X\(t)^v)^

7(#*(£),À2(£),i;), and ö(x\(t),Xl(t),v), is shown in Fig. B.4.

1. Ui = 0

2. if 7 < 0

u2 = 1

else

u2 = 0

end

3. if ß + 5 u2 < 0

Ü! = l

else

Ü! = 0

end

4. if üi ^ Ui

Ul = l

if 7- 5 < 0

u2 = 1

else

u2 = 0

end

end

Figure B.4: Possible algorithm to determine the controls u\{t) and u^it)
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B.6 Performance Analysis for Various Input Filter

Time Constants

The performance of the warm-up control system is affected by the choice of

the input filter time constant, rjp. In Fig. B.5, the influence on the warm-up

time of various input filter time constants (normalized with the warm-up time

resulting for tip = Os) is quantified for the conditions of case 1 (see Table 9.1).
The influence of rjp on the performance is not obvious and depends on the

105 I 1 1 1 1

10(4

90

""0 50 100 150 200

tif (s)

Figure B.5: Influence of the choice of the input filter time constant on the system warm-

up time for the operating conditions of case 1 (see Table 9.1)

characteristics of the power demand. However, the results of Fig. B.5 indicate

that the choice of the time constant is not very critical, i. e. over a broad

range of values the elapsed warm-up time is only slightly affected by Tip. For

the conditions of case 1, a performance optimum is attained for tip = 20 s.

However, since larger values of rjp prevent fast switching sequences of the

control signals, the choice of tip = 60 s seems to be a good compromise.
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